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NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL 
(Pursuant to s. 40(1) of the Supreme Court Act and Rule 25 of the Rules of the Supreme 

Court of Canada) 
 

TAKE NOTICE that the Applicant hereby applies for leave to appeal to the Court, pursuant to 

s. 40(1) of the Supreme Court Act and Rule 25 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Canada, 

from the judgment of the Court of Appeal for British Columbia made April 23, 2015, and for any 

further or other order that the Court may deem appropriate; 

AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that this application for leave is made on the following 

grounds: 

1. The issue of public and national importance raised by this application is whether, in light 

of the expanding regulatory sphere, a registration requirement covering all political 

advertising – without a minimum threshold – which results in an admitted and obvious 

breach of Charter rights may ever be justified without evidence and on the mere assertion 

that the restriction was adopted simply for administrative convenience, particularly in the 

face of evidence of a simple, alternative measure employed elsewhere to achieve the 

same objectives. 
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2. If the British Columbia Court of Appeal majority judgment is allowed to stand, 

government will be permitted to brazenly breach fundamental freedoms with minimal, if 

any, justification. The circwnstances and manner in which such infringements could be 

carried out in the expanding regulatory sphere are too numerous to count. The 

consequences could be devastating to our collective commitment to civil liberties. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

[1] This application is made by the plaintiff, the B.C. Freedom of Information and 

Privacy Association, for a declaration that, to the extent it applies to third party 

election advertising expenditures of less than $500, s. 239 of the Election Act, 

R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 106 (the “Act”), unjustifiably infringes s. 2(b) of the Canadian 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being 

Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c. 11 (the “Charter”), and is, to that 

extent, of no force and effect. The application is made pursuant to R. 9-7 of the 

Supreme Court Civil Rules (the “Rules”). 

[2] The plaintiff, a non-profit society that advocates in a variety of ways for 

access to information from government and for the protection of privacy, claims that 
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it is, and has been, directly affected by the third party election advertising registration 

scheme that it challenges in this action. The plaintiff asserts that for expenditures 

valued at under $500, there is no justification for the provincial government to 

require registration, and, as a result, s. 239 of the Act is unconstitutional. 

[3] The defendant, the Attorney General of British Columbia (the “Attorney 

General”), says that s. 239 of the Act does not infringe freedom of expression under 

s. 2(b) of the Charter. The Attorney General submits that the registration 

requirement in no way restricts the content or extent of election advertising, but 

rather promotes transparency and accountability in electoral discourse by informing 

the electorate of the source of the speech. The Attorney General says that the 

registration requirement also assists Elections BC in administering and enforcing the 

election advertising spending limits in the Act. 

[4] The Attorney General says s. 239 is a trivial and insubstantial constitutional 

burden, and the action should therefore be dismissed on the basis that the plaintiff 

cannot establish that it infringes freedom of expression. In the alternative, if this 

Court is satisfied that s. 239 of the Act infringes the plaintiff’s freedom of expression 

contrary to s. 2(b), the Attorney General submits that any such infringement is 

demonstrably justified under s. 1 of the Charter. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Legislative History 

[5] Some of the legislative history of s. 239 and the underlying legal principles of 

the Act is detailed in the parties’ submission. 

[6] Section 239 was enacted in 1995 as part of a complete overhaul and 

modernization of the Act. The legislative amendments introduced, for the first time in 

British Columbia, election financing and advertising rules that included disclosure 

requirements and advertising spending limits. 

[7] The goals of the amended legislation were fairness, openness, and 

accessibility in the electoral process. As stated by then Attorney General Colin 
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Gabelmann, in introducing the new legislation (British Columbia, Legislative 

Assembly, Debates of the Legislative Assembly (Hansard), 35th Parl, 4th Sess, 

No. 15 (1 June 1995) at 14791): 

With the introduction of this bill, government is fulfilling its commitment to 
modernize the electoral process and to make it more fair, open and 
accessible to all voters. Under the new law, the electoral process will be 
made more accessible by expanding voter registration and voting 
opportunities. By introducing British Columbia's first election financing rules, 
this legislation is a milestone in B.C.'s history of electoral reform. 

The introduction of these financing rules will bring this province in line with 
standards set across the country. Voters will now be able to learn who is 
financing the political process in B.C. Registered political parties, 
constituency associations, candidates and leadership contestants will be 
required to disclose contributions and expenses. The openness of the 
electoral process is also enhanced by new disclosure requirements for 
election advertising and election opinion surveys. This legislation will increase 
fairness in the electoral process by introducing spending limits for parties and 
candidates. To maintain the integrity of these spending limits, and to ensure a 
level playing field for all participants in the election, third-party advertising will 
also be restricted. 

[8] Since 1995, various intervening amendments have been made to the Act. 

Some of the amendments, relevant to the case at bar, were the result of 

constitutional challenges and are canvassed below. However, with respect to the 

provisions that are central to the present proceeding, the Act is substantially similar 

to the 1995 Election Act. Specifically, s. 239 requires third party advertising sponsors 

to register; s. 240 sets out the conditions of registration; s. 241 details the obligations 

of a registered sponsor; and, s. 231 requires all election advertising to indicate the 

identity of the third party sponsor and provide contact information. 

B. The Act 

[9] Section 239 of the Act requires individuals and organizations to register under 

Division 3 of the Act in order to be permitted to sponsor election advertising, which 

includes incurring third party election advertising expense. The section reads as 

follows: 

Election advertising sponsors must be registered 

239 (1) Subject to subsection (2), an individual or organization who is not 
registered under this Division must not sponsor election advertising. 
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(2) A candidate, registered political party or registered constituency 
association is not required to be registered as a sponsor if the individual or 
organization is required to file an election financing report by which the 
election advertising is disclosed as an election expense. 

(3) An individual or organization who is registered or required to be 
registered as a sponsor must be independent of registered political parties, 
registered constituency organizations, candidates, agents of candidates and 
financial agents, and must not sponsor election advertising on behalf of or 
together with any of these.  

[10] "Election advertising" is defined in s. 228 of the Act as follows: 

"election advertising" means the transmission to the public by any means, 
during the period beginning 60 days before a campaign period and ending at 
the end of the campaign period, of an advertising message that promotes or 
opposes, directly or indirectly, a registered political party or the election of a 
candidate, including an advertising message that takes a position on an issue 
with which a registered political party or candidate is associated, but does not 
include 

(a) the publication without charge of news, an editorial, an interview, a 
column, a letter, a debate, a speech or a commentary in a bona fide 
periodical publication or a radio or television program,  

(b) the distribution of a book, or the promotion of the sale of a book, for 
no less than its commercial value, if the book was planned to be made 
available to the public regardless of whether there was to be an 
election,  

(c) the transmission of a document directly by a person or a group to their 
members, employees or shareholders, or 

(d) the transmission by an individual, on a non-commercial basis on the 
internet, or by telephone or text messaging, of his or her personal 
political views. 

[11] The effect of the decision in British Columbia Teachers’ Federation v. British 

Columbia (Attorney General), 2009 BCSC 436, aff’d 2011 BCCA 408 [BCTF], 

discussed in further detail below, is that the definition of "election advertising" no 

longer includes advertising during the time before the campaign period begins. 

"Campaign period" is defined in s. 1 of the Act as “the period between when the 

election is called and the close of general voting for the election.” 

[12] Section 240 of the Act sets out the registration requirements, which include a 

notarized application being made to the Chief Electoral Officer (“CEO”). Pursuant to 

s. 4 of the Act, the CEO is an independent officer of the Legislature, appointed by a 

select standing committee of the Legislature. Section 240 provides as follows: 
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Registration with chief electoral officer 

240 (1) An individual or organization who wishes to become a registered 
sponsor must file an application in accordance with this section with the chief 
electoral officer. 

(2) An application must include the following: 

(a) the full name of the applicant and, in the case of an applicant 
organization that has a different usual name, this usual name; 

(b) the full address of the applicant; 

(c) in the case of an applicant organization, the names of the 
principal officers of the organization or, if there are no principal 
officers, of the principal members of the organization; 

(d) an address at which notices and communications under this 
Act and other communications will be accepted as served on 
or otherwise delivered to the individual or organization; 

(e) a telephone number at which the applicant can be contacted; 

(f) any other information required by regulation to be included. 

(3) An application must 

(a) be signed, as applicable, by the individual applicant or, in the 
case of an applicant organization, by 2 principal officers of the 
organization or, if there are no principal officers, by 2 principal 
members of the organization, and 

(b) be accompanied by a solemn declaration of an individual who 
signed the application under paragraph (a) that the applicant 

(i) is not prohibited from being registered by section 247, 
and 

(ii) does not intend to sponsor election advertising for any 
purpose related to circumventing the provisions of this 
Act limiting the value of election expenses that may be 
incurred by a candidate or registered political party. 

(4) The chief electoral officer may require applications to be in a specified 
form. 

(5) As soon as practicable after receiving an application, if satisfied that 
the requirements of this section are met by an applicant, the chief electoral 
officer must register the applicant as a registered sponsor in the register 
maintained by the chief electoral officer for this purpose.  

(6) If there is any change in the information referred to in subsection (2) 
for a registered sponsor, the sponsor must file with the chief electoral officer 
written notice of the change within 30 days after it occurs. 

(7) A notice or other communication that is required or authorized under 
this Act to be given to a sponsor is deemed to have been given if it is 
delivered to the applicable address filed under this section with the chief 
electoral officer. 
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[13] In addition to the obligation to provide the CEO with written notice of any 

change in the information submitted in the application (s. 240(6) of the Act), a 

registrant has the following obligations as set out in s. 241: 

Obligations of registered sponsor 

241(1) The identification of a registered sponsor referred to in section 231 
must be a name filed by the sponsor under section 240 with the chief 
electoral officer. 

(2) An individual or organization who is registered or required to be 
registered as a sponsor must maintain records of the following information in 
respect of contributions received by the sponsor: 

(a) in the case of anonymous contributions, the date on which the 
contributions were received, the total amount received on each date 
and, if applicable, the event at which they were received; 

(b) in other cases, the information referred to in section 190 (1)(a) 
to (e), with the class of contributor recorded in accordance with 
section 245(2). 

[14] Section 231 of the Act requires that the identity of a sponsor be disclosed on 

election advertising: 

231 (1) Subject to subsection (2), an individual or organization must not 
sponsor, or publish, broadcast or transmit to the public, any election 
advertising unless the advertising 

(a) identifies the name of the sponsor or, in the case of a 
candidate, the name of the candidate's financial agent or the 
financial agent of the registered political party represented by 
the candidate,   

(b) if applicable, indicates that the sponsor is a registered sponsor 
under this Act, 

(c) indicates that it was authorized by the identified sponsor or 
financial agent, and  

(d) gives a telephone number or mailing address at which the 
sponsor or financial agent may be contacted regarding the 
advertising. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to any class of election advertising 
exempted under section 283.  

The chief electoral officer, or a person acting on the direction of the 
chief electoral officer, may remove and destroy, without notice to any 
person, or require a person to remove or discontinue, and destroy, 
any election advertising that does not meet the requirements of 
subsection (1) and is not exempted under subsection (2). 
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[15] Third party sponsors who spend $500 or more in election advertising during a 

campaign period face additional obligations under Part 11, Division 4 of the Act 

("Disclosure of Independent Election Advertising"), including the requirement to file a 

disclosure report. 

[16] The possible penalties for contravening ss. 231, 239, or 241, among others, 

are set out in s. 264 as follows: 

Offences in relation to election advertising and other promotion 

264 (1) An individual or organization who does any of the following commits 
an offence: 

… 

(b) contravenes section 231 respecting identification of the sponsor of 
election advertising; 

… 

(h) contravenes section 239 respecting the requirement to be registered as a 
sponsor; 

(i) fails to record information as required by section 241 (2). 

(2) An individual or organization who commits an offence under subsection 
(1) is liable to a fine of not more than $10 000 or imprisonment for a term not 
longer than one year, or both. 

[17] The plaintiff in this proceeding challenges only s. 239 of the Act. 

C. The Registration Process under the Act 

[18] Elections BC is a non-partisan, independent office of the Legislature of British 

Columbia, responsible for administering electoral finance laws such as election 

advertising, registration, and financial reporting and disclosure. Elections BC also 

provides information and guidance to the public and those engaged in electoral 

events about their responsibilities in relation to electoral finance. The role of 

Elections BC encompasses the registration of third party advertising sponsors. 

[19] The mechanics of registration, and the role of Elections BC in administering 

the Act, were reviewed before the Court in the affidavit of Nola Western, the Deputy 

Chief Electoral Officer, Funding and Disclosure, with Elections BC. As Ms. Western 

deposes, Elections BC plays no role in this proceeding in commenting on the 

constitutionality of the Act. 
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[20] A third party sponsor is required to register once and then provide a 

registration update for subsequent campaign periods. The initial registration requires 

a solemn declaration, while the registration update does not. The solemn declaration 

required on initial registration must be witnessed by a Commissioner for Taking 

Affidavits in British Columbia, which is a service available free of charge at the office 

of the CEO in Victoria, at any District Electoral Office, or at any Service BC Centre. 

[21] Elections BC uses registration information primarily as contact information, to 

enable it to communicate with sponsors to ensure they understand the rules and to 

provide information of assistance in complying with the rules. 

[22] Since s. 239 of the Election Act was enacted in 1995, no individual or 

organization has been fined for not having registered before sponsoring election 

advertising. Complaints about unauthorized election advertising are generally 

addressed by Elections BC at an administrative level, through contacting the 

individuals and organizations in question, explaining the rules, and encouraging 

compliance. 

III. THE LAW 

A. Guarantee of Freedom of Expression under s. 2(b) of the Charter 

[23] Section 2(b) of the Charter provides: 

2. Everyone has the following fundamental freedoms: 

(b) freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression, including 
freedom of the press and other media of communication[.] 

[24] Freedom of expression is one of the most fundamental values of democratic 

society, and political expression lies at the heart of the values sought to be protected 

by its guarantee under s. 2(b) of the Charter: see Libman v. Quebec (Attorney 

General), [1997] 3 S.C.R. 569, at paras. 28-29 [Libman]; Reference re Election Act 

(BC), 2012 BCCA 394 [Election Act Reference], at para. 23. 
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[25] Political expression, as protected under s. 2(b) of the Charter, includes third 

party election advertising. In Election Act Reference, Lowry J.A., writing for the 

Court, stated at paras. 24-25: 

[A]s Mr. Justice Bastarache, who spoke for the majority, observed in Harper 
at para. 66, "[m]ost third party election advertising constitutes political 
expression and therefore lies at the core of the guarantee of free expression". 
More particularly, he said: 

[84] Third party advertising is political expression. Whether it is 
partisan or issue-based, third party advertising enriches the political 
discourse (Lortie Report, [Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and 
Party Financing, Reforming Electoral Democracy: Final Report, 
Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1991] at p. 340). As such, the 
election advertising of third parties lies at the core of the expression 
guaranteed by the Charter and warrants a high degree of 
constitutional protection. As Dickson C.J. explained in Keegstra, [R. v. 
Keegstra, [1990] 3 S.C.R. 697], at pp. 763-64: 

The connection between freedom of expression and the 
political process is perhaps the linchpin of the s. 2(b) 
guarantee, and the nature of this connection is largely derived 
from the Canadian commitment to democracy. Freedom of 
expression is a crucial aspect of the democratic commitment, 
not merely because it permits the best policies to be chosen 
from among a wide array of proffered options, but additionally 
because it helps to ensure that participation in the political 
process is open to all persons. 

Interfering with the freedom of political expression must then be justifiable 
only where there are the clearest and most compelling reasons for doing so. 
That said, at least some measure of restriction is recognized as essential 
where it is necessary to preserve the fairness of the election process. 
Unlimited third-party election advertising can undermine the fairness of an 
election where it permits those with the resources to monopolize the election 
discourse. … 

[26] In Figueroa v. Canada (Attorney General), 2003 SCC 37 [Figueroa], 

Iacobucci J. remarked as follows, at paras. 28-29, on the importance of encouraging 

participation in political debate and the electoral process: 

Put simply, full political debate ensures that ours is an open society with the 
benefit of a broad range of ideas and opinions: see Switzman v. Elbling, 
[1957] S.C.R. 285, at p. 326; RWDSU v. Dolphin Delivery Ltd., [1986] 2 
S.C.R 573, at p. 583; Edmonton Journal v. Alberta (Attorney General), [1989] 
2 S.C.R. 1326, at p. 1336; and R. v. Sharpe, [2001] 1 S.C.R. 45, 2001 SCC 
2, at para. 23. This, in turn, ensures not only that policy makers are aware of 
a broad range of options, but also that the determination of social policy is 
sensitive to the needs and interests of a broad range of citizens. 
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It thus follows that participation in the electoral process has an intrinsic value 
independent of its impact upon the actual outcome of elections. To be certain, 
the electoral process is the means by which elected representatives are 
selected and governments formed, but it is also the primary means by which 
the average citizen participates in the open debate that animates the 
determination of social policy. 

[27] Author Colin Feasby has commented on the unique role played by third 

parties in the process of political deliberation. In his paper, "Freedom of Expression 

and the Law of the Democratic Process" (2005), 29 S.C.L.R. (2d) 237, Feasby 

states, at p. 264: 

Third parties, unlike candidates and political parties, are not inhibited from 
raising controversial subjects by concern for their electoral fate nor do they 
have a vested interest in the political process itself. Third parties are, 
therefore, uniquely positioned to criticize the status quo and the shared 
values of candidates and political parties. For example, third parties can 
effectively attack government waste and corruption in a way that candidates 
and political parties cannot or will not. When third parties function in this 
manner they broaden political discourse and enhance the value of citizens' 
democratic rights. 

[28] In Harper v. Canada (Attorney General), 2004 SCC 33 [Harper], McLachlin 

C.J. and Major J. stated in minority reasons (dissenting in part), that freedom of 

expression, in the context of political discourse, has two aspects: protecting listeners 

as well as speakers. As stated at para. 17: 

Freedom of expression protects not only the individual who speaks the 
message, but also the recipient. Members of the public -- as viewers, 
listeners and readers -- have a right to information on public governance, 
absent which they cannot cast an informed vote; see Edmonton Journal, 
supra, at pp. 1339-40. Thus the Charter protects listeners as well as 
speakers[.] 

B. Test for Infringement 

[29] The Supreme Court of Canada has adopted a two-step approach to 

determining whether there has been a violation of s. 2(b): see Irwin Toy Ltd. v. 

Quebec (Attorney General), [1989] 1 S.C.R. 927, at paras. 40, 45 [Irwin Toy]. First, 

the Court must inquire as to whether the government activity at issue falls within the 

sphere of conduct protected by the guarantee of freedom of expression. Second, if 

the activity is not excluded from the protection of s. 2(b) of the Charter, the Court 
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must proceed to the second step and ask whether the purpose or effect of the 

government action is to restrict freedom of expression. 

[30] A broad and inclusive approach is to be given to the protected sphere of free 

expression under the first step of the test: see Irwin Toy, at para. 43. 

[31] Under the second step of the test, the Court must first consider the purpose of 

the government action or legislation in question. If its purpose was to restrict 

expression, then there has been a limitation by law of s. 2(b), and an analysis under 

s. 1 of the Charter is required to determine if the infringement is justified (Irwin Toy, 

at para. 47). 

[32] With respect to the purpose test, the majority in Irwin Toy cautioned against 

“drifting to … extremes”. As stated at para. 48: 

When applying the purpose test to the guarantee of free expression, one 
must beware of drifting to either of two extremes. On the one hand, the 
greatest part of human activity has an expressive element and so one might 
find, on an objective test, that an aspect of the government’s purpose is 
virtually always to restrict expression. On the other hand, the government can 
almost always claim that its subjective purpose was to address some real or 
purported social need, not to restrict expression. To avoid both extremes, the 
government’s purpose must be assessed from the standpoint of the 
guarantee in question. 

[33] The majority in Irwin Toy went on to provide the following guidance in 

applying the purpose test, at para. 49: 

If the government's purpose is to restrict the content of expression by singling 
out particular meanings that are not to be conveyed, it necessarily limits the 
guarantee of free expression. If the government's purpose is to restrict a form 
of expression in order to control access by others to the meaning being 
conveyed or to control the ability of the one conveying the meaning to do so, 
it also limits the guarantee. On the other hand, where the government aims to 
control only the physical consequences of certain human activity, regardless 
of the meaning being conveyed, its purpose is not to control expression. 
Archibald Cox has described this distinction as follows (Freedom of 
Expression (1981), at pp. 59-60: 

The bold line...between restrictions upon publication and regulation of 
the time, place or manner of expression tied to content, on the one 
hand, and regulation of time, place or manner of expression 
regardless of content, on the other hand, reflects the difference 
between the state's usually impermissible effort to suppress "harmful" 
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information, ideas, or emotions and the state's often justifiable desire 
to secure other interests from the noise and the physical intrusions 
that accompany speech, regardless of the information, ideas, or 
emotions expressed. 

[34] If the legislation survives the purpose test, the onus shifts to the plaintiff to 

demonstrate that the effects of the impugned provision are unconstitutional. In order 

to so demonstrate, the plaintiff must state its claim with reference to the principles 

and values underlying the freedom: see Irwin Toy, at para. 52. The majority in Irwin 

Toy provided further guidance on the application of these values to the test as 

follows (at para. 53): 

We have already discussed the nature of the principles and values underlying 
the vigilant protection of free expression in a society such as ours. They … 
can be summarized as follows: (1) seeking and attaining the truth is an 
inherently good activity; (2) participation in social and political decision-
making is to be fostered and encouraged; and (3) the diversity in forms of 
individual self-fulfillment and human flourishing ought to be cultivated in an 
essentially tolerant, indeed welcoming, environment not only for the sake of 
those who convey a meaning, but also for the sake of those to whom it is 
conveyed. In showing that the effect of the government's action was to restrict 
her free expression, a plaintiff must demonstrate that her activity promotes at 
least one of these principles. It is not enough that shouting, for example, has 
an expressive element. If the plaintiff challenges the effect of government 
action to control noise, presuming that action to have a purpose neutral as to 
expression, she must show that her aim was to convey a meaning reflective 
of the principles underlying freedom of expression. The precise and complete 
articulation of what kinds of activity promote these principles is, of course, a 
matter for judicial appreciation to be developed on a case by case basis. But 
the plaintiff must at least identify the meaning being conveyed and how it 
relates to the pursuit of truth, participation in the community, or individual self-
fulfillment and human flourishing. 

[35] If, on the basis of the two-step test set out in Irwin Toy, the purpose or effect 

of the government action or legislation in question is determined to be the restriction 

of expression, then there has been an infringement of the right protected by s. 2(b), 

and an analysis under s. 1 of the Charter is required to determine if the infringement 

is justified. 

[36] Where the burden imposed on a Charter right is “miniscule” or “trivial or 

insubstantial”, it may not be necessary to turn to s. 1 to justify the legislation in 

question: See R. v. Edwards Books and Art Ltd., [1986] 2 S.C.R. 713, at para. 97 
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[Edwards Books], and R. v. Jones, [1986] 2 S.C.R. 284, Wilson J., dissenting, at 

para. 65 [Jones], for a discussion of the principle in the context of s. 2(a) of the 

Charter (freedom of religion). 

C. Test under s. 1 of the Charter 

[37] Section 1 of the Charter provides:  

1. The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and 
freedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law 
as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. 

[38] The approach set out by the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. Oakes, [1986] 

1 S.C.R. 103 [Oakes], at paras. 63-71, guides the analysis of whether an 

infringement of a Charter guarantee can be justified in a free and democratic society. 

The Oakes test was stated as follows at para. 26 of Election Act Reference. In order 

to be “demonstrably justified” as required by s. 1 of the Charter: 

a. the law must be directed towards an objective that is sufficiently 
pressing and substantial to justify limiting a Charter right; and 

b. the law must be proportionate, in the sense that 

i. the measures chosen are rationally connected to the objective; 

ii. those measures impair as little as possible the Charter right in 
question; and 

iii. there is proportionality both between the objective and the 
deleterious effects of the statutory restrictions, and between 
the deleterious and salutary effects of those restrictions. 

[39] McLachlin J. (as she then was), in RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney 

General), [1995] 3 S.C.R. 199 [RJR-MacDonald], provided the following guidance as 

to the application and meaning of the s. 1 test, at para. 129: 

The bottom line is this. While remaining sensitive to the social and political 
context of the impugned law and allowing for difficulties of proof inherent in 
that context, the courts must nevertheless insist that before the state can 
override constitutional rights, there be a reasoned demonstration of the good 
which the law may achieve in relation to the seriousness of the infringement. 
It is the task of the courts to maintain this bottom line if the rights conferred by 
our constitution are to have force and meaning. The task is not easily 
discharged, and may require the courts to confront the tide of popular public 
opinion. But that has always been the price of maintaining constitutional 
rights. No matter how important Parliament's goal may seem, if the state has 
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not demonstrated that the means by which it seeks to achieve its goal are 
reasonable and proportionate to the infringement of rights, then the law must 
perforce fail. 

[40] In Libman, at para. 60, the Court emphasized that where political expression 

is infringed, a high test should be imposed for justification under s. 1: 

Since political expression is at the very heart of freedom of expression, it 
should normally benefit from a high degree of constitutional protection, that is, 
the courts should generally apply a high standard of justification to legislation 
that infringes the freedom of political expression. 

[41] Having set out the legal principles guiding the analysis of an alleged 

infringement of s. 2(b) of the Charter, I turn now to consider how these principles 

have been applied in the past to the Act. 

D. Constitutional Challenges to the Act 

[42] Provisions of the 1995 Election Act that limited the amount that third parties 

could spend on advertising during election campaigns, and imposed certain 

requirements on those who first published or reported election opinion surveys, were 

the subject of a successful constitutional challenge in Pacific Press v. British 

Columbia (Attorney General), 2000 BCSC 248 [Pacific Press]. In that case, the 

Attorney General conceded that the third party election advertising spending limits 

infringed the guarantee of freedom of expression under s. 2(b) of the Charter, but 

argued the infringement could be justified under s. 1. 

[43] The Court in Pacific Press held that third party election advertising spending 

limits were not justified under s. 1 of the Charter, as the Attorney General had failed 

to demonstrate that the breach of rights was necessary to meet a pressing and 

substantial objective. The Attorney General had argued, and the Court accepted, 

that the objective of the legislated limits was “fairness”, i.e. to promote a level playing 

field for candidates such that each has an equal opportunity to present its case to 

voters (paras. 69-75). However, the Court noted that the empirical evidence did not 

suggest that the legislation was responding to any objectively measured concern 

about fairness. 
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[44] On the use of empirical evidence under the s. 1 test, the Court stated as 

follows at para. 78: 

It is clear that the government is not obliged to wait until a problem occurs 
before taking legislative steps. The plaintiffs concede and I concur that the 
Supreme Court of Canada has stated that in certain circumstances common 
sense and reasonable apprehension of a concern may guide the government. 

[45] However, where scientific or empirical evidence is available (para. 79): 

[T]here is in my view no authority for the proposition that claims of common 
sense justification are to be preferred over scientific evidence or that claims 
of common sense justification can rebut scientific evidence. 

[46] On the evidence in the case before it, the Court concluded as follows (at 

para. 93): 

In my view it is not open to the [Attorney General] in light of the scientific 
evidence to the contrary to rely on a reasonable apprehension of harm as the 
justification for the impugned legislation. The apprehension is not reasonable 
when there is scientific evidence contrary to the basis of the apprehended 
belief. 

[47] With respect to the requirements imposed by the legislation on those who first 

published or reported election opinion surveys, the Court held that the legislation 

violated s. 2(b) of the Charter and, like the third party spending limits, could not be 

justified under s. 1 because the Attorney General had failed to demonstrate a 

pressing or substantial objective (paras. 184, 190). 

[48] In BCTF, the plaintiffs challenged the constitutionality of the provisions of the 

Act that set out limits on the amount of election advertising that third parties could 

sponsor and that defined “election advertising”, in part, on the ground that the 

restrictions unjustifiably infringed their rights under s. 2(b) of the Charter. The 

Attorney General conceded that the impugned provisions restricted expression 

under s. 2(b) but argued they were reasonable limits justified under s. 1. 

[49] At trial, the Court began by describing the then recent changes to the 

electoral regime in British Columbia as follows: 

13 An election is called by the Lieutenant Governor who dissolves the 
legislature and issues an Order in Council directing the Chief Electoral Officer 
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(the "CEO") to issue the writs of election. Pursuant to s. 27 of the [Election] 
Act, voting day is the 28th day after the date on which the election is called. 
The [Election] Act defines this 28-day period between the calling of the 
election and the close of general voting as the "campaign period". 

14 In 2001, British Columbia became the first jurisdiction in Canada to adopt 
fixed election dates. As a result of amendments to the Constitution Act, 
R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 66, elections are now held every four years on the second 
Tuesday in May, barring earlier dissolution by the Lieutenant Governor. The 
first fixed date election was held on May 17, 2005. 

15 On April 30, 2008, the Attorney General of British Columbia introduced Bill 
42, Election Amendment Act, 2008, 4th sess., 38th Parl., 2008 [Bill 42] which 
amended the [Election] Act. The sections of Bill 42 that are material to these 
proceedings received Royal Assent and came into force on May 29, 2008. 
Those sections, inter alia, amended the definition of election advertising; 
modified the election spending limits imposed on political parties and 
candidates; introduced limits on third party election advertising; and extended 
the third party election advertising limits beyond the campaign period. 

[50] The constitutionality of the impugned provisions in BCTF turned on 

proportionality, the second stage of the test under s. 1 of the Charter. Cole J. 

accepted, at para. 158, the assertion of the Attorney General that the objectives of 

the impugned provisions were to promote equality in political discourse, protect the 

integrity of the financial regime applicable to candidates and parties, and ensure that 

voters have confidence in the electoral process, and concluded, at para. 188, that 

the impugned provisions were rationally connected to those objectives. However, his 

Lordship was not satisfied that the impugned provisions were minimally impairing. 

As stated at para. 266: 

Even according the Attorney General a healthy measure of deference, I am 
not satisfied that the harm sought to be addressed by extending the third 
party spending restrictions into the pre-campaign period has been adequately 
demonstrated. On the other hand, I consider their effect in impairing the 
plaintiffs’ s. 2(b) freedoms to be anything but minimal. 

[51] Ultimately, the Court upheld the new definition of "election advertising" and 

the spending limits on third party election advertising, but held the restrictions could 

only be justified during the campaign period, not during a pre-campaign period. 

Cole J. stated as follows at para. 280: 

While I accept that the salutary effects identified in Harper exist in the present 
case insofar as the campaign period is concerned, I am not satisfied that they 
all exist in relation to the pre-campaign period. As is evident from my 
discussion of minimal impairment, I do not consider that the impugned 
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provisions are necessary to protect the integrity of the political party and 
candidate spending limits during the pre-campaign period. I also do not 
consider that they increase confidence in the electoral process, given the 
extent to which they unnecessarily inhibit political speech while the legislature 
is in session. ... 

[52] The decision of Cole J. at trial was upheld on appeal. With respect to the 

conclusion as to the overbreadth of the impugned measures, Ryan J.A. commented 

as follows (para. 70): 

I agree with the trial judge. The effect of the impugned legislation overshoots 
its overall objective of electoral fairness. It follows that it cannot be said that 
the infringement minimally impairs the right to freedom of expression. Its 
deleterious effect - that it captures otherwise constitutionally protected 
speech commenting on the wisdom of proposed legislation, or legislation left 
out of the agenda, for example, - far outweighs the salutary effect of 
equalizing political discourse during the pre-campaign period. I would not 
accede to this ground of appeal. 

[53] The Court of Appeal decision in BCTF also rejected the Attorney General’s 

argument that the trial judge had erred by not giving any weight to the fact that other 

jurisdictions had imposed spending limits on third parties outside campaign periods, 

noting that the actions of other governments were not conclusive as to the necessity 

of the measure in British Columbia (paras. 44, 60). 

[54] In Election Act Reference, the Court was referred to the further amendments 

to the Act made following the decision in BCTF, which continued to limit the amount 

of money third parties could spend on election advertising in advance of the 

campaign period. The opinion of the Court was that the extension of election 

advertising spending into a pre-campaign period remained unconstitutional even on 

the government's proposed amendments. 

E. Previous Constitutional Challenges to Registration Requirements 
and Other Restrictions  

1. Canadian authority 

[55] In Libman, the Supreme Court of Canada held that the provisions regulating 

expenses under Quebec's Referendum Act were unconstitutional on the basis that 

they violated freedom of expression under s. 2(b) of the Charter and were not 

minimally impairing under s. 1. While the parties in Libman agreed that the 
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objectives of the impugned provisions, i.e. to prevent affluent members of society 

from exerting a disproportionate influence and to permit an informed voter choice to 

be made by ensuring that some positions are not buried by others, were pressing 

and substantial; the appellant argued that their effect was to require him to join or 

affiliate himself with one of the national committees in order to incur expenses in the 

regulated categories; or, conversely, to limit himself to expenses in the unregulated 

categories if he wished to conduct a referendum campaign independent of those 

committees. 

[56] In conducting its analysis, the Court noted with approval the recommendation 

of the Lortie Commission, a federal commission with the mandate of improving and 

preserving the democratic character of federal elections in Canada, to impose limits 

on third party expenses. As stated at paras. 77-78: 

… limits on spending by third parties in addition to the limits imposed on the 
national committees are necessary and must be far stricter than those on 
spending by the national committees in order to ensure that the system of 
limits and a balance in resources is effective ... Nonetheless, we are of the 
view that the limits imposed under s. 404 [of the Referendum Act] cannot 
meet the minimal impairment test in the case of individuals and groups who 
can neither join the national committees nor participate in the affiliation 
system. In our view, there are alternative solutions far better than the limits 
imposed under [s. 404] that are consistent with the legislature's highly 
[laudable] objective. The Lortie Commission's recommendation on third party 
expenses is one possible solution. 

To guarantee the operation of the system of election spending limits, the 
Lortie Commission recommended, inter alia, that groups and individuals not 
connected with a political party or candidate (independents) be prohibited 
from incurring election expenses exceeding $1000 and from pooling these 
amounts (Lortie Commission, supra, at pp. 350-56). This recommendation 
made it possible for all practical purposes to ensure that the balance in the 
financial resources of the parties and candidates was respected without 
radically restricting the freedom of expression of independents. By allowing a 
certain amount without limits on how it was to be used, the Commission 
ensured that independents would be able to assert their points of view and 
that they would have some leeway in choosing forms of expression. 
Furthermore, by allowing a relatively low amount and prohibiting pooling, the 
Commission removed the temptation for parties or organizations of 
candidates to split into small groups in order to multiply and thus increase the 
limits imposed on their campaigns by the Canada Elections Act. In this way, 
the Commission ensured that the impact of its infringement of the principle of 
limiting election spending by parties and candidates would be minimal 
enough for the system to remain effective. … 
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[57] In Harper, the constitutionality of several provisions of the Canada Elections 

Act, S.C. 2000, c. 9, was considered, including spending limits on third party election 

advertising that had been enacted pursuant to the recommendations of the Lortie 

Commission and the guidance provided by the decision in Libman. 

[58] The attribution, registration, and disclosure provisions of the statute at issue 

in Harper required a third party to identify itself in all of its election advertising and, 

under certain circumstances, to appoint financial agents and auditors who were 

required to record expenses, to register with, and to report to the Chief Electoral 

Officer who, in turn, would make this information available to the public. Third parties 

were not required to register unless they incurred expenses of $500 or more in 

relation to election advertising. Section 353, one of the impugned provisions, 

provided as follows (para. 53): 

353. (1) A third party shall register immediately after having incurred election 
advertising expenses of a total amount of $500 and may not register before 
the issue of the writ. 

[59] Bastarache J., writing for the majority, dealt briefly with the question of 

whether the provisions constituted an infringement of s. 2(b) of the Charter. The 

Attorney General had conceded that the limits on election advertising expenses 

infringed s. 2(b) of the Charter, but not the other provisions. Bastarache J., 

beginning at para. 137, stated as follows: 

The respondent challenges the various sections of the attribution, registration 
and disclosure provisions under ss. 2(b), 2(d) and 3 of the Charter. The 
attribution, registration and disclosure provisions are interdependent. Thus, 
their constitutionality must be determined together. 

(1) Freedom of Expression 

The attribution, registration and disclosure provisions infringe s. 2(b) as they 
have the effect of limiting free expression. Even where the purpose of the 
impugned measure is not to control or restrict attempts to convey a meaning, 
the effect of the government action may restrict free expression; see Irwin 
Toy Ltd. v. Quebec (Attorney General), [1989] 1 S.C.R. 927, at p. 976. 

As discussed, the attribution, registration and disclosure provisions require 
third parties to provide information to the Chief Electoral Officer. Where a 
third party fails to provide this information, they are guilty of a strict liability 
offence under s. 496 and are subject to a fine, imprisonment or any other 
additional measure that the court considers appropriate to ensure compliance 
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with the Act (ss. 500-501). In this way, the attribution, registration and 
disclosure obligations have the effect of restricting the political expression of 
those who do not comply with the scheme. 

[60] In applying the Oakes test for justification under s. 1 of the Charter, the 

majority in Harper first considered, at paras. 75-88, the contextual factors 

surrounding the impugned provisions, as these would determine the type of proof 

that the Court would require of a legislature to justify its measures. In conclusion on 

this point, Bastarache J. stated at para. 88: 

On balance, the contextual factors favour a deferential approach to 
Parliament in determining whether the third party advertising expense limits 
are demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. Given the 
difficulties in measuring this harm, a reasoned apprehension that the absence 
of third party election advertising limits will lead to electoral unfairness is 
sufficient. 

[61] In determining whether the infringement of s. 2(b) was justified under s. 1 of 

the Charter, the majority in Harper characterized the objectives of the attribution, 

registration, and disclosure provisions at para. 142 as being pressing and 

substantial. The objectives were twofold; first, to implement and enforce the third 

party election advertising limits; and second, to provide voters with relevant election 

information. The provisions were also held, at paras. 143-144, to be rationally 

connected to these objectives. 

[62] With respect to the minimal impairment and proportionality steps of the Oakes 

test, the majority in Harper stated as follows at paras. 145-46:  

The attribution, registration and disclosure provisions are minimally impairing. 
The disclosure and reporting requirements vary depending on the amount 
spent on election advertising. The personal information required of 
contributors, name and address, is minimal. Where a corporation is a 
contributor, the name of the chief executive officer or president is required. 
The financial information that must be disclosed, contributions and 
advertising expenses incurred, pertains only to election advertising. The 
appointment of a financial agent or auditor is not overly onerous. Rather, it 
arguably facilitates the reporting requirements. 

The salutary effects of the impugned measures outweigh the deleterious 
effects. The attribution, registration and disclosure requirements facilitate the 
implementation and enforcement of the third party election advertising 
scheme. By increasing the transparency and accountability of the electoral 
process, they discourage circumvention of the third party limits and enhance 
the confidence Canadians have in their electoral system. The deleterious 
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effects, by contrast, are minimal. The burden is certainly not as onerous as 
the respondent alleges. There is no evidence that a contributor has been 
discouraged from contributing to a third party or that a third party has been 
discouraged from engaging in electoral advertising because of the reporting 
requirements. 

[63] In United Steelworkers of America, Local 7649 v. Québec (Chief Electoral 

Officer), 2011 QCCA 1043 [United Steelworkers], the appellant trade unions and a 

federation of trade unions challenged the provisions of the Quebec Election Act, 

R.S.Q. c. E-3.3, which essentially prohibits third parties from incurring any "election 

expenses" during an election campaign. The challenge was grounded, in part, on the 

basis that the provisions violated their freedom of expression under s. 2(b) of the 

Charter. Duval Hesler J.A. (as she then was) wrote at para. 20 that the impugned 

provisions were an “undeniable” impairment of freedom of expression, and then 

went on to consider whether they were justified under s. 1. 

[64] The Court in United Steelworkers identified at para. 22 the “minimal 

impairment” step of the Oakes test as being the crux of its analysis. The Court stated 

the standard for this step of the test as follows (para. 46): 

The measure need not be the most minimally impairing measure that can be 
imagined, but rather one that falls on a reasonable spectrum of possible 
measures in light of the legislative objectives. 

[65] The Court began by expressly rejecting the argument that the existence of 

less restrictive regimes in other jurisdictions necessarily meant the provisions 

adopted in Quebec were not minimally impairing. As stated beginning at para. 43: 

The appellants cited the provisions of the Canada Elections Act, the same 
ones that gave rise to Harper, supra, to argue that the provisions of the 
provincial Act cannot be considered as minimally impairing freedom of 
expression. It will be recalled that the federal Act allows third parties to incur 
election advertising expenses but places a ceiling on such expenses. 
According to the appellants, this in itself is sufficient to demonstrate that the 
provincial Act goes too far by totally prohibiting election expenses by third 
parties. Instead, it should limit them, as the federal legislation does. 

… 

[This reasoning] implies that, as soon as there exists a solution elsewhere 
that is less restrictive than that existing under Quebec legislation, Quebec 
legislation becomes, by that very fact, too restrictive. This type of reasoning 
by degrees risks depriving legislators of legitimacy in the choices they make, 
choices that the appellants considered unreasonable, while the questions 
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raised concern choices that are purely political. In other words, for a measure 
to be minimally intrusive, no law enacted in another jurisdiction may 
constitute a relaxation in relation to Quebec's Election Act. 

Admittedly, when the Charter is involved, comparison with other legal 
regimes and case law from elsewhere is often relevant and helps to properly 
understand the issues in cases involving freedom of expression. Even so, to 
compare the choices made by the Quebec legislature with those made 
elsewhere concerning a subject as political as the electoral system may 
create a perverse effect by distorting the consideration of the minimum nature 
of the impairment. ... 

[Footnotes omitted]. 

[66] In considering the level of impairment resulting from the impugned provisions 

of the Quebec Election Act, the Court stated as follows: 

47 During the trial, a representative of the appellant FTQ even expressed the 
wish that trade unions, like non-profit organizations, be allowed to take part in 
the electoral debate, adding that it would not be desirable for large 
businesses (Buffoni J., of the Superior Court, cited Bombardier and Hydro-
Québec as examples) to enjoy the same rights. But then where do we draw 
the line? It is not difficult to imagine, using the logic that the Supreme Court 
recommends for such circumstances, that an NGO could be created, 
ostensibly with a social purpose, but in reality controlled by one of the large 
businesses that the FTQ does not want to see participate in the electoral 
discourse. 

48 Nor have the references to Libman convinced me that the Supreme Court 
appears to have already somewhat resolved the matter. In proposing this 
avenue of inquiry, the appellant FTQ has overlooked a vital element: Libman 
was an individual, a voter, and as such central to the concerns and objectives 
of the Quebec legislature. The Act was written for him and his fellow citizens, 
not for a legal person with no vote, however commendable its objectives in 
the public arena may be. 

[Footnotes omitted]. 

[67] The Court in United Steelworkers then went on to consider the fourth and final 

step of the Oakes test, i.e. the balance between the benefits and deleterious effects 

of the legislation. The Court concluded that its intervention was not justified, stating 

at para. 49: 

In the final analysis, the appellant FTQ has asked this Court to choose for 
Quebec an electoral system that is different from the one created by its 
legislature, on the basis of the Court's preferences. The Court's intervention 
is not justified in this case, however. The impairment constituted by the 
impugned provisions is minimal because it is reasonable from the standpoint 
of the objective sought, because everyone is treated in the same way, without 
regard for financial means or ideals, with voters remaining essential to the 
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electoral process and any member of the FTQ retaining the right to contribute 
in his or her own name to election funds and to the electoral discourse. 

[68] In conclusion, the Court made the following remarks, at para. 53, applicable 

to legislation that governs electoral processes: 

… [I]t is not up to the courts to substitute their choices for those of legislators, 
and even less to propose electoral reforms. Their supervisory power is limited 
to determining whether legislative choices are justified and reasonable in our 
free and democratic society. The temptation to exceed this power may be 
great … but it is one more reason to resist it in a context where the purpose is 
precisely the empowerment of the electorate, which after all chooses those 
who govern it. 

[69] In R. v. Bryan, 2007 SCC 12 [Bryan], a case addressing the constitutionality 

of federal legislation regulating the dissemination of election results from one 

electoral district to another, the Court revisited the principles articulated in Harper. 

The majority upheld the legislation as a justified limit on freedom of expression. In 

separate and concurring reasons written by Bastarache J., his Lordship stated as 

follows (para. 28): 

In Harper, I referred to the contextual factors as favouring a "deferential 
approach to Parliament": see para. 88. However, in my view the concept of 
deference is in this context best understood as being about "the nature and 
sufficiency of the evidence required for the Attorney General to demonstrate 
that the limits imposed on freedom of expression are reasonable and 
justifiable in a free and democratic society": Harper, at para. 75 (emphasis 
added). What is referred to in Harper and Thomson Newspapers as a 
"deferential approach" is best seen as an approach which accepts that 
traditional forms of evidence (or ideas about their sufficiency) may be 
unavailable in a given case and that to require such evidence in those 
circumstances would be inappropriate. [Emphasis in original]. 

2. American jurisprudence 

[70] While the American jurisprudential record may provide assistance in the 

adjudication of Charter claims, authority from the Supreme Court of Canada 

indicates that its utility is “limited” and that Canadian Courts are not to be unduly 

influenced by decisions in American cases: see McKinney v. University of Guelph, 

[1990] 3 S.C.R. 229, at para. 187. However, as both parties in the present case 

relied on American authority in their submissions, the relevant cases are canvassed 

briefly here. 
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[71] The First Amendment of the United States Constitution provides that: 

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of 
the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition 
the government for a redress of grievances. 

[72] The United States Supreme Court considered the constitutionality under the 

First Amendment of a registration requirement in Watchtower Bible & Tract Society 

of New York, Inc. v. Village of Stratton, 536 U.S. 150 (2002) [Watchtower]. 

Watchtower was a constitutional challenge by Jehovah's Witnesses to a town 

ordinance that required people to register and obtain a permit before engaging in 

door-to-door advocacy. Stevens J. wrote the decision for the majority in striking 

down the town ordinance on the basis that it unjustifiably interfered with the 

constitutional right of free expression. As described by Stevens J. at pp. 154-55, the 

ordinance at issue provided that: 

...any canvasser who intends to go on private property to promote a cause 
must obtain a "Solicitation Permit" from the office of the mayor; there is no 
charge for the permit, and apparently one is issued routinely after an 
applicant fills out a fairly detailed "Solicitor's Registration Form". 

[73] The Solicitor's Registration Form at issue in Watchtower required that 

registrants provide the following information: their name, home address, and 

previous addresses for the five-year period prior to registration; a description of the 

nature and purpose of the canvassing; the name and address of the employer or 

affiliated organization; the length of time for which the privilege to canvass was 

desired; the specific address of each private residence at which the registrant 

intended to canvass; and other information as may be reasonably necessary. 

[74] The Court in Watchtower considered whether there was an appropriate 

balance between the amount of speech affected by the ordinance and the 

governmental interests (namely, the prevention of fraud, the prevention of crime, and 

the protection of residents’ privacy) that the ordinance purported to serve. Stevens J. 

concluded as follows at pp. 165-66: 

The mere fact that the ordinance covers so much speech raises constitutional 
concerns. It is offensive - not only to the values protected by the First 
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Amendment, but to the very notion of a free society - that in the context of 
everyday public discourse a citizen must first inform the government of her 
desire to speak to her neighbors and then obtain a permit to do so. Even if 
the issuance of permits by the mayor’s office is a ministerial task that is 
performed promptly and at no cost to the applicant, a law requiring a permit to 
engage in such speech constitutes a dramatic departure from our national 
heritage and constitutional tradition. 

[75] In particular, Stevens J. noted that the requirement to obtain a permit 

pursuant to the ordinance would have the effect of requiring prospective canvassers 

to “surrender [their] anonymity” (at p. 166), “impos[ing] an objective burden” on some 

speech (at p. 167), and banning a significant amount of “spontaneous speech” (at 

p. 167). Finally, Stevens J. noted that the breadth of the ordinance went far beyond 

its stated goals. The ordinance was found to be a violation of the First Amendment. 

[76] In Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, 558 U.S. 310 (2010) 

[Citizens United], the U.S. Supreme Court upheld disclosure and disclaimer 

provisions in a federal elections law, even while striking down third party spending 

restrictions for unions and corporations as a violation of freedom of speech. The 

provisions, described at pp. 50-51, required a disclaimer statement of specific length 

and wording to be included in televised electioneering communications funded by 

anyone other than a candidate, and required that the name and address of funders 

be displayed; and required a disclosure statement where more than $10,000 is spent 

on electioneering communications within a year, including the amount of the 

expenditure and the names of people contributing to and making the expenditure. 

[77] The Court in Citizens United held that such provisions served a distinct 

purpose and were justified by the governmental objectives of providing the 

electorate with information and ensuring that voters were fully informed about the 

source of the information. In response to the plaintiff’s argument that the disclosure 

requirements should be confined to speech that is equivalent to “express advocacy”, 

the Court stated at p. 53 that “disclosure is a less restrictive alternative to more 

comprehensive regulations of speech.” 
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[78] The Court also considered the concerns stated by Citizens United that 

disclosure requirements could have a "chilling" effect on donations by exposing 

donors to retaliation. On this point, the Court stated at pp. 54-55: 

Some amici point to recent events in which donors to certain causes were 
blacklisted, threatened, or otherwise targeted for retaliation. … [These 
examples] are cause for concern. Citizens United, however, has offered no 
evidence that its members may face similar threats or reprisals. To the 
contrary, Citizens United has been disclosing its donors for years and has 
identified no instance of harassment or retaliation.   

[79] Finally, the Court indicated that disclosure and disclaimer provisions can 

enhance the democratic process, stating at p. 55: 

The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits 
citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a 
proper way. This transparency enables the electorate to make informed 
decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages. 

IV. THE PLAINTIFF’S ARGUMENT 

[80] The plaintiff says that it engaged in election advertising in a manner which 

triggered the s. 239 registration requirements in the 2009 and 2013 provincial 

elections and that, as a result, its right to free expression has been compromised, 

and will continue to be compromised in future elections if s. 239 remains 

enforceable. The plaintiff points out that if individuals and organizations do not 

register as required by the Act before they engage in political expression, 

s. 264(1)(h) of the Act provides that they have committed an offence and will be 

liable to be jailed for up to a year, fined up to $10,000, or both. 

[81] The plaintiff submits, relying on Election Act Reference and Figueroa in 

particular, that political speech and expression is recognized as being of particular 

importance to protect under s. 2(b) of the Charter.  As a matter of first principles, 

says the plaintiff, absent justification under s. 1 of the Charter, people in Canada do 

not need to notify the government or be registered or obtain a permit before 

exercising their constitutional rights. In the plaintiff’s view, that is the difference 

between a right and a privilege. 
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[82] The plaintiff provides the following examples: If, before attending a place of 

worship, people had to complete a government form declaring their intention to 

practice religion, have it notarized, file it at a government office, and await the 

government's approval, the right to freedom of religion would obviously be impaired. 

Similarly, says the plaintiff, if a union organizer had to do the same before calling a 

meeting among workers, the right to freedom of association would also be impaired. 

[83] The plaintiff draws an analogy between these examples and the effect of 

s. 239 of the Act. From the moment an individual or organization has the impulse of 

expression in a way that would constitute "election advertising", until approval of 

their application for registration, the plaintiff says their freedom is curtailed. 

[84] In the plaintiff’s submission, the registration regime under the Act is very 

similar to that discussed in Watchtower and it clearly infringes on the s. 2(b) right of 

free expression. The plaintiff also relies on Harper, where the registration provisions, 

along with other provisions, of the impugned legislation were found to have the effect 

of violating s. 2(b). 

[85] The plaintiff states that the real issue in the instant case is whether the 

infringement is saved by s. 1. The plaintiff notes that the decision in Harper, where 

the Court found that the infringements of s. 2(b) were saved under s. 1, did not 

consider registration provisions that apply to expenditures under $500. 

[86] With respect to the test under s. 1 of the Charter, the plaintiff says that where 

an individual's or organization's third party election advertising expenditures are less 

than $500, the registration scheme in the Act cannot be demonstrably justified. 

[87] In the plaintiff’s view, s. 353 of the Canada Elections Act, and similar 

provisions in other Canadian jurisdictions, suggest that British Columbia's legislation 

is not minimally impairing. Such provisions, in the plaintiff’s submission, ensure that 

the requirements of registration do not capture election advertising that is of an 

amount unnecessary to monitor for the purposes of ensuring a fair electoral process. 
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[88] The plaintiff argues that the infringement of s. 2(b) is “unnecessary” and 

therefore cannot be minimally impairing of the right of free expression. Drawing from 

the April 2010 Report of the Chief Electoral Officer on Recommendations for 

Legislative Change, referred to by Ms. Western in her affidavit, the plaintiff notes that 

the CEO has recommended that registration not be required unless the value of 

election advertising undertaken is $500 or greater. As stated at p. 16 of that report: 

[The Act] does not establish a threshold for registration, resulting in all 
advertising sponsors being required to register and display disclosure 
information - including individuals with a simple handmade sign in their 
window. The Canada Elections Act only requires registration by those who 
sponsor election advertising with a value of $500 or more. Having a 
consistent threshold would prevent the considerable confusion and 
administrative burden that currently exists. 

[89] Accordingly, says the plaintiff, the CEO considers the objective of s. 239 as 

"substantial and pressing" only for third party election advertisers who spend $500 or 

more. In the plaintiff’s submission, this recommendation is consistent with the overall 

goal of the third party election advertising provisions as identified in the Election Act 

Reference, i.e. to prevent election discourse from being dominated by the wealthy. 

[90] The plaintiff says that while some of the registration information gathered from 

lower-spending third parties pursuant to s. 239 may be used from time to time, it is 

not “needed”, and thus, the Attorney General’s evidence falls short of justifying the 

infringement on s. 2(b) rights. 

[91] In summary, the plaintiff states that, in light of (a) the lack of s. 1 evidence 

presented by the Attorney General, (b) the recommendation of the CEO and the 

affidavit of Ms. Western, (c) the legislation across Canada containing minimum 

expenditure thresholds for third party election advertising, and (d) the Supreme 

Court of Canada's endorsement in Libman of a minimum threshold as a means to 

ensure legislation is minimally impairing, the infringement on freedom of expression 

by s. 239 of the Act is not saved under s. 1 of the Charter. 

[92] Finally, the plaintiff makes submissions on what it views as the appropriate 

remedy. Drawing from Libman, and, in particular, the recommendations of the Lortie 
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Commission discussed at paras. 77-81 therein, the plaintiff submits that a minimum 

expenditure threshold would strike an appropriate balance between absolute 

individual freedom of expression and equality of expression between the proponents 

of the various choices in an election. Specifically, the plaintiff proposes a declaration 

to the effect that registration not be required below a $500 minimum threshold, which 

it says is the standard threshold in most Canadian jurisdictions and is consistent with 

the recommendation of the CEO. 

[93] In the alternative, if the Court declines to specify the minimum expenditure 

threshold, the plaintiff submits that the appropriate remedy is to declare s. 239 

invalid and allow the provincial Legislature to enact an appropriate threshold. 

V. THE ATTORNEY GENERAL’S ARGUMENT 

[94] The Attorney General notes that the plaintiff’s complaint is not with the 

registration requirement under s. 239 per se, but rather with the failure of the 

Legislature to establish a minimum spending threshold to trigger it. The Attorney 

General submits that, according to the plaintiff, requiring the registration of sponsors 

is constitutionally permissible at a spending threshold of $500, but unconstitutional 

as applied to a sponsor who spends $50 or even $450 on election advertising. 

[95] The Attorney General argues that the plaintiff has provided no evidence that 

any person, association, or corporation has been restricted in its ability to engage in 

election advertising because of the registration requirement since the requirement 

was first enacted in 1995. The burden imposed on the plaintiff by a requirement to 

register with the CEO is, in the Attorney General’s submission, trivial and 

insubstantial and does not limit the content or nature of election advertising. 

[96] The Attorney General points to the plaintiff’s own election advertising in 2013 

to illustrate the point. The plaintiff’s activity, as described by the Attorney General, 

included creating and distributing a survey to elicit the views of party leaders on 

information and privacy issues, creating website postings designed to make 

information and privacy rights an election issue, and maintaining a Twitter feed. The 

value assigned to these activities, according to the Attorney General, was nil. The 
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Attorney General draws from the affidavit of Ms. Western to explain that a sponsor 

need not assign a value to a staff member's work, or ongoing website costs, even if 

the work and web postings relate to election advertising. 

[97] The Attorney General submits that the preceding point is important in the 

context of the plaintiff’s constitutional challenge. While the plaintiff asserts that the 

lack of a minimum threshold for registration catches "small spenders", in the 

Attorney General’s submission, this is not inevitably true. Established organizations, 

like the plaintiff, can engage in a significant amount of election advertising with a "nil" 

value because they have staff members and a permanent website. 

[98] The Attorney General disputes the plaintiff’s assertion that a registration 

requirement is, per se, a violation of s. 2(b). The Attorney General acknowledges 

that the activity in issue falls within the scope of protected expression under s. 2(b), 

but does not concede that either the purpose or effect of the registration requirement 

in s. 239 restricts expressive activity in a manner that infringes s. 2(b) of the Charter. 

[99] The Attorney General acknowledges the importance of political speech, but 

relies on the minority decision in Harper, at para. 17 (reproduced above), to state 

that the freedom to speak and the freedom to hear are two sides of the same coin. 

Thus, in the Attorney General’s submission, Charter guarantees, including not only 

s. 2(b) but also the right to vote protected by s. 3 of the Charter, promote the 

opportunity for meaningful participation - both for the speaker and the listener. 

[100] In considering the second step of the Irwin Toy test - whether the purpose or 

effect of s. 239 infringes free speech - the Attorney General says the Court must 

consider both s. 231 and s. 239 together. Those provisions, in the Attorney 

General’s submission, operate in concert to create the regulatory regime in British 

Columbia that allows voters to be aware of who is participating and what advertising 

each participant is sponsoring, and also allows the CEO, as the independent officer 

charged with administering elections, to communicate with participants, advise them 

of their obligations under the Act, and monitor the electoral process. 
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[101] The purpose of ss. 231 and 239 is not to restrict speech, argues the Attorney 

General, but to increase transparency, openness, and public accountability in the 

electoral process, and thereby to promote an informed electorate. The provisions 

ensure, in the Attorney General’s submission, that those who wish to participate in 

the electoral process as third party sponsors can be identified and made known to 

the public, and to allow Elections BC to contact them (including in advance of any 

advertising occurring to ensure the applicable rules are understood). The Attorney 

General notes that, unlike the registration requirement at issue in Watchtower, 

s. 239 does not operate in the context of everyday public discourse but is confined to 

the 28 days preceding an election every four years. 

[102] The Attorney General denies an unconstitutional effect of the provisions; on 

the contrary, it says the evidence demonstrates that the plaintiff has engaged in 

election advertising during the last two general elections. The requirement to 

complete a one-page form is, at best, in the Attorney General’s submission, the kind 

of trivial and insubstantial burden which the Charter does not require be eliminated. 

[103] The Attorney General submits that the plaintiff cites no authority for the 

proposition that a bare registration requirement for election advertising sponsors 

violates s. 2(b) of the Charter. The Attorney General submits that the current 

challenge presents a very different factual and legal situation than that in Harper. 

[104] To the extent that a bare registration requirement violates the right to free 

expression, which is disputed by the Attorney General, the Attorney General says it 

is justified under s. 1 of the Charter. 

[105] The Attorney General submits that with respect to the "pressing and 

substantial objective", the plaintiff appears at times to conflate the objective of the 

third party election advertising spending limits - which is to preserve electoral 

fairness by preventing election discourse from being dominated by the wealthy - with 

the distinct objective of the registration requirements. Unlike in BCTF and the 

Election Act Reference, says the Attorney General, the third party election 

advertising spending limits are not challenged here. 
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[106] The registration requirement in s. 239, says the Attorney General, has a 

distinct objective, which is to promote transparency and public accountability in the 

electoral process and thus to encourage an informed electorate. Referring to Bryan, 

at para. 32, the Attorney General asserts that this stage of the s. 1 analysis is not 

"an evidentiary contest"; but instead assesses "whether the Attorney General has 

asserted a pressing and substantial objective". The Attorney General submits that 

the goals of increased transparency and public accountability in the electoral 

process are objectives to be simply accepted by the Court. 

[107] Turning to the rational connection step of the test, the Attorney General says 

it is reasonable to suppose that the registration requirement will further the goals 

identified above, which it says is sufficient for this stage of the test. Section 239 

works in conjunction with the identification requirements in s. 231 of the Act, to 

ensure that advertising identifies the registered sponsor and that the list of registered 

sponsors is available to the public. The rational connection to the objectives of 

increasing transparency, accountability, and informed voters is, in the Attorney 

General’s submission, obvious. 

[108] The Attorney General opposes the plaintiff’s position that if other jurisdictions 

have adopted minimum thresholds, this necessarily means that British Columbia's 

provisions are not minimally impairing. The Attorney General submits that a direct 

comparison of registration rules between jurisdictions is unhelpful without 

considering also the associated rules. The Attorney General points to the Canada 

Elections Act, where there is a minimum spending threshold of $500, but third party 

advertisers are subject to more onerous requirements once that threshold is met, 

and the New Brunswick Political Process Financing Act, S.N.B. 1978, c. P-9.3, 

where a third party incurring election advertising expenses of $500 or more must 

appoint a chief financial officer to assume various responsibilities. 

[109] In contrast, the Attorney General notes that the Act, though having no 

minimum threshold for registration, imposes less onerous obligations on a third party 

spender reaching the $500 threshold than other jurisdictions that have enacted a 
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minimum threshold for registration. In turn, the $500 threshold in other jurisdictions 

may, in the Attorney General’s submission, possibly create a greater exposure to 

sanctions for third parties than British Columbia's approach. 

[110] The Attorney General submits that legislative choices made by other 

jurisdictions can neither dictate nor constitutionally invalidate the choices made by 

the Legislature in British Columbia. 

[111] With respect to the final stage of the s. 1 analysis, the Attorney General 

submits again that the degree of burden imposed by the registration requirement is 

trivial and insubstantial. In a modern electoral system, the Attorney General says it is 

both reasonable and justifiable for the government to regulate participation of third 

party sponsors by requiring them to complete a one-page registration form. The 

Attorney General notes again that the regulation operates for a period of 28 days 

every four years on a schedule known in advance. The collective goals of increasing 

transparency and public accountability, and thereby promoting informed voting, in 

the Attorney General’s submission, easily outweigh any alleged costs. 

[112] The Attorney General also submits that registration and disclosure provisions 

are qualitatively different. Registration provisions, in the Attorney General’s 

submission, do not limit speech; rather, they serve democratic objectives in 

promoting both transparency in the electoral process and an informed electorate. 

VI. THE ISSUES 

[113] At issue in this case are two constitutional questions: 

(a) Does the registration requirement in s. 239 of the Act infringe the right 

to free expression in s. 2(b) of the Charter insofar as it applies to 

individuals and organizations who incur less than $500 in third party 

election advertising expenses? 

(b) Is the infringement justified under s. 1 of the Charter? 
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VII. ANALYSIS 

A. Infringement 

[114] In applying the test from Irwin Toy, as set out above, for infringement of 

s. 2(b) of the Charter, the first question for consideration is whether the government 

activity at issue falls within the sphere of conduct protected under s. 2(b) of the 

Charter. In this case, the government activity at issue is the requirement that third 

party election advertisers register with the CEO pursuant to s. 239 of the Act, 

irrespective of the amount they spend in advertising. The Attorney General has, in 

my view, correctly conceded that the activity does fall within the protected sphere of 

conduct. The protection of political expression lies at the heart of the guarantee of 

freedom of expression, and third party advertising is clearly a form of political 

expression that enriches and broadens political discourse in a democratic society. In 

its regulation of third party advertising, the Act clearly falls within the sphere of 

conduct protected under s. 2(b). 

[115] I turn next to consider the second step of the Irwin Toy test; that is, whether, 

first, the purpose, or second, the effect of the government action is to restrict 

freedom of expression. 

[116] The Attorney General asserts, and I find, that the purpose of s. 239 is not to 

restrict speech but to increase transparency, openness, and public accountability in 

the electoral process, and thus to promote an informed electorate. The requirement 

for registration, operating together with other provisions of the Act, increases 

transparency such that voters are better able to discern and confirm who is 

sponsoring the advertising of various aspects of the political discourse, and 

facilitates the CEO’s oversight of the process. This is consistent with the stated goal 

of the Act to make the electoral process “more fair, open and accessible to all 

voters” as stated in 1995 by then Attorney General Colin Gabelmann. 

[117] The fact that s. 239 only operates during the 28 days preceding an election 

every four years, and that the process of registration, as outlined under s. 240, is 

purely administrative in nature, lend support to this finding. On the latter point, I note 
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in particular that if the application requirements are met, the CEO “must” register the 

applicant as a registered sponsor: see s. 240(5) of the Act. This does not suggest 

that the government’s purpose in enacting s. 239 is to limit either the content or 

nature of election advertising. 

[118] The effect of s. 239, on the other hand, is to infringe freedom of expression. 

The plaintiff in the present case has stated its claim in its written submissions in part 

as follows: 

Under s. 239, if an individual or organization wants to express themselves 
about a matter of importance to them politically in a way that would constitute 
"election advertising", they cannot do so until they register. The moment they 
have the impulse of expression until the processing and approval of their 
application for registration, their freedom is curtailed. If they don't comply with 
the registration regime, they risk punitive state sanctions. 

[119] In my view, the plaintiff’s claim speaks directly to one of the values outlined in 

Irwin Toy (at para. 53) as underlying the freedom of expression; namely, that 

participation in social and political decision-making is to be fostered and 

encouraged. It is clear in this case that the plaintiff’s activity, in engaging in election 

advertising, promotes this activity. 

[120] Where a third party wishes to engage in election advertising that triggers the 

s. 239 requirements, it cannot do so until it is registered by the CEO (or risk a 

penalty imposed under s. 264). While it appears from the legislation that a third party 

can apply to register in advance of the campaign period, it is clear from the 

discussion of the importance of political expression, above, that the guarantee under 

s. 2(b) was not meant to protect only planned or premeditated forms of expression. 

In particular, I draw from the comments of Iacobucci J. at paras. 28-29 of Figueroa to 

the effect that “full” and “open” political debate are the desired ideals, and that 

participation in the electoral process has, of itself, “an intrinsic value”. 

[121] It is plain that the requirement to register under s. 239 would have the effect 

of restricting spontaneous or unplanned election advertising, which, like other forms 

of political expression, enriches political discourse. In limiting participation in this 

way, s. 239 has the effect of infringing the value underlying s. 2(b) of the Charter. 
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[122] In reaching this conclusion, I have noted that not all public commentary is 

captured by the definition of "election advertising" in s. 228 of the Act. Many forms of 

expression are exempted from the definition and would not require a third party to 

register at all. However, that some, but not all, forms of expression are infringed 

upon does not affect the outcome at this stage of the test. 

[123] The final question for consideration under the first issue is whether the burden 

imposed by the registration requirement is so “trivial or insubstantial” as to not incur 

the need to apply the test under s. 1 of the Charter. 

[124] Given the fundamental importance of all forms of political expression (as long 

as such expression is not violent: Irwin Toy, at para. 42) to democratic society, the 

fact that spontaneous or unplanned forms of election advertising may be most 

affected by the requirement to register is not a trivial or insubstantial effect. 

[125] I note that the Attorney General’s position on this point, that s. 239 imposes 

only a trivial or insubstantial burden, is based on the nature of the registration 

requirement itself, i.e. that a third party advertiser need only complete a one-page 

form. While I agree that regulation, by itself, will not necessarily constitute a 

sufficient burden to be considered a Charter violation, the inquiry at this stage of the 

analysis is not limited to the nature of the regulatory requirement but asks whether 

the effect of the legislation is trivial or insubstantial. In discussing the principle in the 

context of s. 2(a) of the Charter (freedom of religion), Wilson J. wrote in Jones at 

para. 67: 

… not every effect of legislation on religious beliefs or practices is offensive to 
the constitutional guarantee of freedom of religion. Section 2(a) does not 
require the legislature to refrain from imposing any burdens on the practice of 
religion. Legislative or administrative action whose effect on religion is trivial 
or insubstantial is not, in my view, a breach of freedom of religion.  

[126] Though the requirement to complete the registration pursuant to s. 239 of the 

Act may not, by itself, be onerous, this inquiry alone does not address the principle 

set out in Jones and Edwards Books. Here, the legislation has another effect, aside 

from its administrative requirement, that is not trivial or insubstantial.  
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[127] Further consideration of the weight of these burdens, relative to the salutary 

effects of s. 239, will be taken into account in the analysis under s. 1. 

B. Justification 

[128] The first question for the Court’s consideration under s. 1 of the Charter is 

whether the impugned provision (in this case, s. 239 of the Act) is directed toward an 

objective that is sufficiently pressing and substantial to justify limiting a Charter right. 

[129] I find that it is. As stated above, the purpose of s. 239 is to increase 

transparency, openness, and public accountability in the electoral process, and to 

promote an informed electorate. These objectives are crucial to a free and 

democratic society, and thus sufficiently pressing and substantial to justify limiting a 

Charter right. In my view, the case at bar is one where a reasoned apprehension 

that the absence of a registration requirement would be contrary to these objectives 

is sufficient for this stage of the test: Pacific Press, at para. 78; Harper, at paras. 77, 

88; Bryan, at para. 28. 

[130] I note here that the value of the right to freedom of expression benefits not 

just those who choose to express themselves, but, in the context of political 

discourse, those who seek information. As stated by the minority in Harper, at 

para. 17, “the Charter protects listeners as well as speakers”. An informed vote is an 

important objective in its own right (Harper, at para. 140). By aiming to increase 

transparency, openness, and public accountability in the electoral process, and to 

promote an informed electorate, s. 239 not only addresses pressing and substantial 

objectives, but in fact is attentive to the very value that s. 2(b) of the Charter intends 

to protect. 

[131] Next, I turn to consider proportionality. 

[132] First, I find that the measure of requiring registration for all third party election 

advertisers is rationally connected to the objectives identified above. The registration 

requirement under s. 239 increases transparency by allowing the CEO to receive 

notice and confirmation of which third parties are engaging in election advertising. In 

turn, third party sponsors can be identified and made known to the public, and 
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contacted by Elections BC in case of a problem in compliance with the other 

advertising regulations. In this way, s. 239 facilitates openness and public 

accountability in the electoral process. Finally, by making verified information 

available to the public, s. 239 promotes an informed electorate, as those receiving 

the election advertising are able not only to hear the message it promotes, but to 

identify its source and make informed decisions as to the weight they will give it. 

[133] Section 239 operates in concert with s. 231 of the Act, which requires that the 

identity of a sponsor be disclosed on election advertising (a provision not challenged 

by the plaintiff). The added benefit of the requirement under s. 239 is obvious; that 

is, the registration process requires that the application include a name, contact 

information, signature, and solemn declaration on behalf of the registrant: s. 240. In 

this way, the identity of the registered advertiser is confirmed and verified and public 

accountability is better fostered. 

[134] On the minimal impairment step of the Oakes test, the plaintiff urges the 

Court to find that the registration requirement under s. 239 of the Act is not justified 

because other Canadian jurisdictions have enacted a minimum expenditure 

threshold for third party registration. 

[135] Similar lines of argument were specifically rejected in BCTF and in United 

Steelworkers and I cannot accede to it here. In BCTF, counsel for the Attorney 

General submitted that the fact that other countries had legislative restrictions on 

third party election advertising spending weighed in favour of similar restrictions in 

British Columbia. At trial, Cole J. noted key differences in the legislation before the 

Court and that from other jurisdictions, and then stated at para. 237: 

… while the approaches taken in these other jurisdictions are interesting, I 
consider them neutral in my analysis in the instant case. Simply because 
other governments have chosen to enact similar legislation is not conclusive 
as to its necessity. 

[136] The comments above were upheld on appeal. Ryan J.A. stated at para. 60: 

I would add that the systems are not necessarily parallel. Without a full 
examination of the entirety of the electoral schemes of the countries under 
consideration, one cannot be confident that it is sensible to isolate third-party 
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spending limits as a discrete area of examination to justify the specific 
provision in our legislation. 

[137] I note also the remarks by the Court in United Steelworkers, at para. 45, that 

such comparisons risk finding the legislation in one jurisdiction to be “too restrictive” 

under the minimal impairment step of the test, simply because the legislation in 

another jurisdiction is “less restrictive”. 

[138] I do not accept the plaintiff’s argument, based on the affidavit of Ms. Western, 

that the registration information gathered under s. 239 is only used from time to time 

by Elections BC, and thus, cannot justify the infringement of s. 2(b) rights under the 

minimal impairment test. The purpose of s. 239, as discussed above, includes 

transparency and accountability. That third parties are required to provide contact 

information in order to participate in election advertising promotes both these goals, 

even if most registrants are never contacted.  

[139] I also remain unconvinced by the plaintiff’s argument, on the basis of the 

CEO’s recommendation, that registration under s. 239 is only “substantial and 

pressing” for third party advertisers who spend $500 or more. 

[140] First, as I understand the CEO’s report, the recommendation is only a 

comment on what would be more administratively convenient for the CEO. It is not a 

comment on the constitutionality of s. 239, or even a recommendation for 

improvement of the electoral process with a view toward the legislative objectives 

described above. Even if it were intended as either of the latter, the Court is not 

bound by this opinion. 

[141] Second, I am not satisfied that the deleterious effect of the registration 

requirement, which the plaintiff describes as inhibiting the impulse of expression, 

and possibly specific forms of expression, would be ameliorated by creating a 

minimum threshold of expenditure to trigger the requirement. While the overbreadth 

of a legislative measure may result in it being found an unjustified infringement of a 

Charter value under the s. 1 test, such a finding occurs where the effect of the 

impugned legislation overshoots the objective it purports to achieve (see e.g. BCTF, 

at para. 70).  
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[142] Here, the main deleterious effect is the inhibition of the impulse of political 

expression. If, for example, someone had a sudden desire to print and distribute 

pamphlets on a particular election issue during the campaign period, is it better that 

an individual who spends $600 is compelled under s. 239 to wait until the 

registration process is completed, but an individual who spends $400 is not? I am 

not persuaded that it is. 

[143] The objective of the minimal impairment step of the Oakes test is to assess 

whether the legislation in question falls along a “range” or “spectrum” of reasonable 

alternatives in light of the legislative objectives (RJR-MacDonald, at para. 160; 

United Steelworkers, at para. 46), not to find the measure that impairs the least. The 

Courts will accord legislators a measure of deference when considering whether the 

impugned measure meets this test: RJR-MacDonald, at para. 160. 

[144] In the present case, I find that the registration requirement under s. 239 of the 

Act is a reasonable approach, within the spectrum of possible measures, in light of 

the legislative objectives of aiming to increase transparency, openness, and public 

accountability in the electoral process, and promoting an informed electorate. 

[145] Finally, I turn to the fourth step of the Oakes test to determine if there is 

proportionality both between the legislative objective of s. 239 and its deleterious 

effects, and between the deleterious and salutary effects of s. 239. 

[146] I begin this stage of the analysis by noting that the plaintiff has not asked the 

Court to strike down s. 239 of the Act in its entirety, but rather, seeks a declaration 

that registration need not be required below a $500 threshold. As an alternate 

remedy, the plaintiff asks the Court to declare s. 239 invalid and allow the 

Legislature to enact an appropriate threshold. 

[147] In my view, the Legislature has already enacted the threshold it sees as 

appropriate, in that any advertising, which constitutes “election advertising” under 

the Act, will trigger the requirement to register. It is not the role of the Court to 

substitute its own, or, indeed, the plaintiff’s, view as to what would be an appropriate 

legislative provision. The role of the Court in this proceeding is to come to a 
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conclusion as to whether s. 239, as written, is constitutionally valid, not to instruct as 

to whether the plaintiff’s preferred measure would be more or less “proportionate” 

than the one currently in force. 

[148] In my view, the salutary effects of the impugned measure outweigh the 

deleterious effects. The most concerning impact of the registration requirement, in 

my view, is the restrictive effect on spontaneous political expression. The process of 

registering under the Act, on the other hand, requires providing minimal personal 

information and undergoing a minimal administrative inconvenience. The salutary 

effect of s. 239 is that it facilitates the implementation and enforcement of third party 

election advertising regulations, and, in turn, increases the transparency, openness, 

and accountability of British Columbia’s electoral process, and promotes an informed 

electorate. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

[149] In light of the foregoing, I conclude that s. 239 of the Act is an infringement of 

the right to free expression under s. 2(b) of the Charter, but that the provision can be 

upheld under s. 1 of the Charter as a demonstrably justified limit in a free and 

democratic society. The plaintiff’s application is therefore dismissed. 

“B.I. Cohen J.” 

The Honourable Mr. Justice B.I. Cohen 
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Summary: 

Section 239 of the Election Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 106 requires third party “sponsors” 
of election “advertising” during a campaign period to register with the Chief Electoral 
Officer. The Appellant brought a Charter challenge to this provision. It submitted the 
provision should be read down to include an exception for third parties spending less 
than $500 on election advertising. The parties agreed, and chambers judge found, 
s. 239 infringed freedom of expression, but found this infringement was justified 
under s. 1 of the Charter. The judge relied on Harper v. Canada (Attorney General), 
2004 SCC 33, where a challenge to the federal Elections Act was dismissed. 
Appellant argues he erred in his s.1 analysis, especially the minimal impairment and 
‘balancing of effects’ tests.  
 
Held  (per Newbury and Lowry, JJ.A.): Appeal dismissed. Chambers judge did not 
err in defining purpose of s. 239 as increasing transparency, openness and public 
accountability in the electoral process. This conclusion was consistent with the 
evidence and the relevant case law. As found by SCC in Harper, these objectives 
are pressing and substantial and rationally connected to the legislation. On the 
proportionality analysis, the legislation is justified because of the insubstantial 
burden placed on third parties and the importance of promoting egalitarianism in 
political discourse, again as found in Harper. 
 
Per Saunders J.A. (dissenting): The impugned provision is overbroad because it 
captures political expression of people with small and independent voices, for whom 
registration may be a barrier. Without an exception for inexpensive expression the 
advantage of the public interest in the registration requirement does not overcome 
the infringement of freedom of expression, such that the legislation cannot be 
described as demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. 
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Reasons for Judgment of the Honourable Madam Justice Newbury: 

[1] This case represents at least the third constitutional challenge to aspects of 

Part 11 of the Election Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 106 (the “BC Act”). Part 11 is headed 

“Election Communications”. It imposes restrictions on the amounts political parties, 

candidates and all other persons (referred to as “third parties”) may spend in 

expressing their views publicly on election issues during provincial election 

campaigns. (The expression of such views is referred to in the legislation as 

“election advertising”.) It also requires anyone so expressing a view to be identified 

in the “advertising”; and s. 239 – the provision challenged in this case – requires 

third parties to register their names and addresses with the Chief Electoral Officer 

(“CEO”) before they may “sponsor” any such “advertising”. The information provided 

to the CEO becomes a matter of public record. Obviously, s. 239 and various other 

provisions of Part 11 infringe the constitutionally protected right of freedom of 

expression and must therefore be justified under s. 1 of the Charter.  

[2] Each of the previous challenges led to amendments to the BC Act. The 

decision of Brenner J. (as he then was) in Pacific Press and Nixon v. British 

Columbia (Attorney General) 2000 BCSC 248, declaring invalid what were then 

sections 235 and 236 of the BC Act (as originally enacted by S.B.C. 1995, c. 51), led 

to the repeal of those sections by S.B.C. 2002, c. 60 and the introduction of new 

provisions by S.B.C. 2008, c. 41. This court's decision in British Columbia Teachers’ 

Federation v. British Columbia (Attorney General) 2011 BCCA 408, affirming Cole J. 

below (see 2009 BCSC 436), holding that restrictions on third party advertising 

during the ‘pre-campaign’ period in ss. 235.1 and 228 were unconstitutional, led to 

further proposed amendments, introduced by S.B.C. 2012, c. 18. Finally, in 

Reference re Election Act (BC) 2012 BCCA 394, this court found those proposed 

amendments to be unconstitutional. They have therefore never been brought into 

force. 
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The Legislation 

[3] I have reproduced at Schedule A to these reasons the provisions of Part 11 

that are now in force and that are material to this appeal. In general terms, the 

election expense restrictions and the attribution, registration and disclosure 

requirements are now very similar to those found in Part 17 of the Canada Elections 

Act, S.C. 2000, c. 9 (the “Federal Act”). These were the subject of an unsuccessful 

constitutional challenge that reached the Supreme Court of Canada in Harper v. 

Canada (Attorney General) 2004 SCC 33. This similarity informed the reasons of 

Mr. Justice Cohen, the trial judge in the case at bar, and must inform our 

consideration of this appeal from his order affirming the constitutional validity of 

s. 239. 

[4] For our purposes, the relevant provisions of the BC Act are the following: 

 Section 228 defines “contribution” to mean “a contribution of money 

provided to a sponsor of election advertising, whether given before or after 

the individual or organization acts as a sponsor”. 

 “Election advertising” is defined to mean: 

… the transmission to the public by any means, during a campaign 
period1 and ending at the end of the campaign period, of an 
advertising message that promotes or opposes, directly or indirectly, a 
registered political party or the election of a candidate, including an 
advertising message that takes a position on an issue with which a 
registered political party or candidate is associated, but does not 
include 

a the publication without charge of news, an editorial, an 
interview, a column, a letter, a debate, a speech or a 
commentary in a bona fide periodical publication or a radio or 
television program, 

b the distribution of a book, or the promotion of the sale of a 
book, for no less than its commercial value, if the book was 
planned to be made available to the public regardless of 
whether there was to be an election, 

                                            
1  The words “the period beginning 60 days before a campaign period,” found to be invalid in British 
Columbia Teachers, supra, have not been repealed but have been declared of no force or effect. 
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c the transmission of a document directly by a person or a 
group to their members, employees or shareholders, or 

d the transmission by an individual, on a non-commercial 
basis on the Internet, or by telephone or text messaging, of his 
or her personal political views. 

 Section 228 defines the “value of election advertising” to mean the price 

actually paid for preparing and conducting the advertising, or the market 

value if the price paid is lower than market value or if no price is paid. 

 Section 229(1) states that the “sponsor” of election advertising is the 

individual or organization who “pays for the election advertising to be 

conducted” or if the services of conducting the advertising are provided 

without charge, the individual or organization to whom the services are 

contributed. If the individual or organization is acting on behalf of another, 

that other person or organization is deemed to be the “sponsor”. 

 Section 230 – the “attribution” provision – prohibits so-called “indirect 

sponsorship” of election advertising. 

 Section 231 prohibits any individual or organization from sponsoring, 

publishing, broadcasting or transmitting to the public any election 

advertising unless the advertising identifies the name of the sponsor, 

indicates that it was authorized by the identified sponsor, and gives the 

phone number or mailing address at which the sponsor or its financial 

agent may be contacted regarding the advertising. The CEO is authorized 

to remove and destroy, without notice, or to require a person to remove or 

discontinue, any election advertising that does not comply with s. 231. 

 Section 235.1(1) imposes financial limitations on advertising that may be 

carried out by individuals or organizations other than candidates, 

registered political parties or registered constituency associations during a 

campaign. These persons are referred to in the headings in Part 11, 
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although not in the text of the legislation, as “third parties”. Such persons 

must not: 

… sponsor, directly or indirectly, election advertising during the 
campaign period2 and ending at the end of the campaign. 

a. such that the total value of that election advertising is 
greater than 

i $3,000 in relation to a single electoral district 

ii $150,000 overall, 

b. in combination with one or more individuals or 
organizations, or both, such that the total value of the election 
advertising sponsored by those individuals and organizations 
is greater than 

i $3000 in relation to a single electoral district, 

ii $150,000 overall. 

 Section 235.2(1) provides for the deregistration of a sponsor who exceeds 

the limits, and a penalty of up to ten times the amount by which the value 

of the advertising exceeded the limit. 

 Section 239(1) prohibits any person (other than a candidate or party) who 

is not registered with the CEO, from sponsoring election advertising. 

Section 239(3) also provides: 

An individual or organization who is registered or required to 
be registered as a sponsor must be independent of registered 
political parties, registered constituency organizations, 
candidates, agents of candidates and financial agents, and 
must not sponsor election advertising on behalf of or together 
with any of these. 

 Section 240 provides the detailed requirements for registration. An 

individual or organization who wishes to register is required to file an 

application with its full name, address, the names of the principal officers 

of the organization if the applicant is an organization, a phone number, 

and other related information. The application must be signed and 

accompanied by a solemn declaration that the applicant is not prohibited 

                                            
2  See footnote 1 above. 
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from being registered by s. 247 and “does not intend to sponsor election 

advertising for any purpose related to circumventing the provisions of this 

Act limiting the value of election expenses that may be incurred by a 

candidate or registered political party.” The CEO must register the 

applicant as a registered sponsor upon being satisfied the requirements of 

s. 240 have been met. Registrants must also update information from time 

to time. 

 Where an individual or organization sponsors election advertising that has 

a total value of $500 or more, that sponsor must under s. 244 file an 

election advertising disclosure report with the CEO within 90 days after the 

general voting day for the election to which it relates. The contents of the 

disclosure report must include the items listed in s. 245(1) - (6). 

 Information filed under Part 11 with the CEO must, under s. 250, be 

available for public inspection at the CEO’s office. 

 The penalties for contravening ss. 231, 239 or 241, inter alia, are set out in 

s. 264 and include the payment of a fine of not more than $10,000 or 

imprisonment for a term not longer than one year, or both. 

[5] It is the registration requirement in s. 239 that the plaintiff (“FIPA”) challenges 

in this proceeding as an unjustified incursion on its right to free expression under 

s. 2(b) of the Charter. The plaintiff acknowledges that the Supreme Court in Harper 

upheld a similar requirement applicable to third parties, but it emphasizes that the 

Federal Act contained a “floor” of $500 – i.e., that third parties were required to 

register only if they had incurred election advertising expenses of $500 or more. 

(See s. 353(1).) Similar thresholds have been adopted by some, but not all, other 

Canadian provinces in their election spending legislation. The plaintiff here sought a 

declaration that, to the extent it applies to third party election advertising 

expenditures of less than $500, s. 239 unjustifiably infringes s. 2(b) of the Charter 

and is of no force or effect. 
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[6] The trial judge dismissed FIPA’s claim, affirming the validity of s. 239 without 

any monetary threshold. With respect to the “proportionality” test for justification 

under s.1 of the Charter, he concluded that: 

… the salutary effects of the impugned measure outweigh the deleterious 
effects. The most concerning impact of the registration requirement, in my 
view, is the restrictive effect on spontaneous political expression. The 
process of registering under the Act, on the other hand, requires providing 
minimal personal information and undergoing a minimal administrative 
inconvenience. The salutary effect of s. 239 is that it facilitates the 
implementation and enforcement of third party election advertising 
regulations, and, in turn, increases the transparency, openness, and 
accountability of British Columbia’s electoral process, and promotes an 
informed electorate. [At para. 148.] 

[7] Before examining his reasons in detail, however, I propose to advert to two 

decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada, Libman v. Attorney General of Quebec 

[1997] 3 S.C.R. 569 and Harper. In both instances, the Court adopted with 

considerable enthusiasm the “egalitarian model” of electoral reform propounded in 

Canada by the 1991 Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Financing, 

known as the Lortie Commission. 

Libman and Harper 

[8] In Libman, the Court considered the constitutional validity of various sections 

of the Referendum Act, R.S.Q., c. C-64.1, which applied to referendums in Quebec. I 

do not intend to review the legislation in detail. For our purposes, it is sufficient to 

note that the Referendum Act provided for the financing of “national” committees and 

imposed limits on the amounts they could spend during a referendum campaign. 

Such spending was limited to the official agents of the committees or their deputies; 

all other persons were generally prohibited from incurring or authorizing regulated 

expenses. As stated by the Court at 583: 

….no one may accept or execute an order for regulated expenses not given 
or authorized by a national committee's official agent, his or her deputy, a 
local agent or an authorized advertising agency … Nor may anyone claim or 
receive a different price for goods or services whose cost is wholly or partly a 
regulated expense; however, a person may provide personal services and 
the use of his or her vehicle, provided that this is done without monetary 
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consideration and freely, and not as part of his or her work in the service of 
an employer … 

and at 593-4: 

Thus, to be able to incur regulated expenses, the Act requires that a person 
belong either to one of the national committees or to a group affiliated with 
one of the committees. Since the definition of regulated expenses is very 
broad, most of the expenses incurred to campaign during a referendum 
period fall into this category reserved exclusively for the national committees 
or affiliated groups. Certain categories of persons therefore do not have 
access to regulated expenses during a referendum campaign, in particular: 

(1)  persons who, either individually or as a group, would like to 
support one of the options submitted to the referendum but who do 
not wish to join or affiliate themselves with the national committee 
supporting the same option as they do – for a variety of reasons – are 
limited to the unregulated expenses set out in s. 404 Special Version; 

(2)  individuals who, while supporting one of the options submitted to 
the referendum, cannot join the national committee campaigning for 
that option directly – because they do not wish to identify their political 
ideas with those promoted by that committee or because they 
disagree with that committee’s referendum strategy, for example –
cannot even affiliate themselves because the possibility of affiliation 
provided for in s. 24 of the Referendum Act is restricted to “groups”. 
They are thus limited to the unregulated expenses provided for in 
s. 404 Special Version; 

(3)  persons who, either individually or as a group, wish to participate 
in the referendum campaign without supporting either of the options –
if they advocate abstention or are against the referendum question as 
worded, for example – cannot directly join or affiliate themselves with 
one of the national committees. They are thus limited to the forms of 
communication set out in s. 404 Special Version, that is, to 
unregulated expenses. [At para. 34; emphasis by underlining added.] 

[9] In the course of its reasons, the Court accepted that the objective of the 

legislation was to “guarantee the democratic nature of referendums by promoting 

equality between the options submitted by the government and seeking to promote 

free and informed voting.” (At 596.) The Court continued: 

Thus, the objective of the Act is, first, egalitarian in that it is intended to 
prevent the most affluent members of society from exerting a disproportionate 
influence by dominating the referendum debate through access to greater 
resources. What is sought is in a sense an equality of participation and 
influence between the proponents of each option. Second, from the voters’ 
point of view, the system is designed to permit an informed choice to be 
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made by ensuring that some positions are not buried by others. Finally, as a 
related point, the system is designed to preserve the confidence of the 
electorate in a democratic process that it knows will not be dominated by the 
power of money. [At 596-7.] 

The Court found this to be a “highly laudable” objective of pressing and substantial 

importance in a democratic society. (At 597.) 

[10] Under the rubric of “rational connection" – the first part of the “Oakes” 

proportionality test – the Court described at some length the Lortie Commission’s 

report. The Court summarized the “equality model” of electoral reform advocated by 

the Commission thus: 

The Lortie Commission pointed out that expenses incurred in an election 
campaign – advertising, for example – have a considerable impact on the 
outcome of the vote (Lortie Commission, supra, at pp. 324 and 339; 
testimony of Professor Peter Aucoin, Case on Appeal, at pp. 36-37, 94 and 
131). It recognized that spending limits are essential to ensure the primacy of 
the principle of fairness in democratic elections. The principle of electoral 
fairness flows directly from a principle entrenched in the Constitution: that of 
the political equality of citizens. If the principle of fairness in the political 
sphere is to be preserved, it cannot be presumed that all persons have the 
same financial resources to communicate with the electorate (Lortie 
Commission, supra, at p. 324). To ensure a right of equal participation in 
democratic government, laws limiting spending are needed to preserve the 
equality of democratic rights and ensure that one person’s exercise of the 
freedom to spend does not hinder the communication opportunities of others. 
Owing to the competitive nature of elections, such spending limits are 
necessary to prevent the most affluent from monopolizing election discourse 
and consequently depriving their opponents of a reasonable opportunity to 
speak and be heard. Spending limits are also necessary to guarantee the 
right of electors to be adequately informed of all the political positions 
advanced by the candidates and by the various political parties. Thus, the 
principle of fairness presupposes that certain rights or freedoms can 
legitimately be restricted in the name of a healthy electoral democracy (Lortie 
Commission, supra, at p. 323). Elections are fair and equitable only if all 
citizens are reasonably informed of all the possible choices and if parties and 
candidates are given a reasonable opportunity to present their positions so 
that election discourse is not dominated by those with access to greater 
financial resources (Lortie Commission, supra, at p. 324). It should also be 
noted that 93 percent of the respondents to a national survey conducted by 
the Lortie Commission supported limits on spending by political parties (Lortie 
Commission, supra, at p. 334). This high percentage shows that the majority 
of Canadians agree with limiting election spending in order to promote 
fairness as a fundamental value of democracy. 
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For spending limits to be fully effective, they must apply to all possible 
election expenses, including those of independent individuals and groups. 
According to the Lortie Commission, the definition of election expenses must 
be sufficiently broad to include the cost of any goods and services used 
during an election campaign to promote or oppose, directly or indirectly, a 
candidate or political party (Lortie Commission, supra, at pp. 339-41). Thus, 
such expenses should include not only those incurred by political parties and 
candidates, but also those incurred by independent individuals and groups 
unrelated to the parties and candidates (Lortie Commission, supra, at p. 339). 

The actions of independent individuals and groups can directly or indirectly 
support one of the parties or candidates, thereby resulting in an imbalance in 
the financial resources each candidate or political party is permitted. … 

Independent spending could very well have the effect of directly or indirectly 
promoting one candidate or political party to the detriment of the others; the 
purpose of limits on spending by independent individuals and groups is to 
prevent their advertising or other expenditures from having a disproportionate 
influence on the vote (Lortie Commission, supra, at pp. 339 40 and 354). [At 
598-601; emphasis added.] 

[11] Ultimately, however, the Court in Libman found that the spending prohibitions 

imposed on unaffiliated persons by the Quebec legislation did not meet the minimal 

impairment test “in the case of individuals and groups who can neither join the 

national committees nor participate in the affiliation system.” It noted that there were 

“better alternative solutions” to the problem, including the Lortie Commission’s 

recommendations on limiting third party expenses. (At 618.) The Court explained: 

To guarantee the operation of the system of election spending limits, the 
Lortie Commission recommended, inter alia, that groups and individuals not 
connected with a political party or candidate (independents) be prohibited 
from incurring election expenses exceeding $1000 and from pooling these 
amounts (Lortie Commission, supra, at pp. 350-56). This recommendation 
made it possible for all practical purposes to ensure that the balance in the 
financial resources of the parties and candidates was respected without 
radically restricting the freedom of expression of independents. By allowing a 
certain amount without limits on how it was to be used, the Commission 
ensured that independents would be able to assert their points of view and 
that they would have some leeway in choosing forms of expression. 
Furthermore, by allowing a relatively low amount and prohibiting pooling, the 
Commission removed the temptation for parties or organizations of 
candidates to split into small groups in order to multiply and thus increase the 
limits imposed on their campaigns by the Canada Elections Act. [At 618; 
emphasis added.] 
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[12] This approach had, the Court noted, been adopted by Parliament in enacting 

the Canada Elections Act in force at the time, s. 259.1 of which prohibited the 

incurring of advertising expenses in excess of $1,000 during a campaign. The Court 

continued: 

By virtue of this exception, individuals and groups who can neither join nor 
affiliate themselves with the national committees would be entitled to a 
minimum amount that they would be able to spend as they saw fit in order to 
communicate their positions. In our view, this alternative would result in a 
more acceptable balance between absolute individual freedom of expression 
and equality of expression between proponents of the various options. It is 
not up to this Court to decide what amount should be allowed. Should the 
legislature adopt this alternative, it will have to set the amount. Nevertheless, 
it might be thought that the amount of $1000 proposed by the Lortie 
Commission in the Canadian election context is not necessarily appropriate in 
the context of a Quebec referendum. The appropriate amount will have to be 
fair while being small enough to be consistent with the objective of the Act. 
[At para. 620; emphasis added.] 

[13] By the time Harper reached the Supreme Court of Canada, the Federal Act 

prohibited third parties from incurring election advertising expenses of more than 

$150,000 during an election period, of which not more than $3,000 could be incurred 

to promote the election of a candidate in a given electoral district (s. 350). Section 

351 prohibited third parties from circumventing, or attempting to circumvent, the 

foregoing limits in any manner. Section 352 required that third parties identify 

themselves in any election advertising and indicate their authorization thereof; and 

s. 353(1) required that third parties register immediately after incurring election 

advertising expenses of $500 or more, and prohibited them from registering before 

the issuance of the writ. The registration requirements were similar to those of the 

BC Act, including a provision requiring any third party incurring expenses of $5,000 

or more to appoint an auditor. (Section 355(1)). 

[14] While the dissenting judges in Harper (Chief Justice McLachlan, Major and 

Binnie JJ.) were of the view that the legislation was an “overreaction to a non-

existent problem” (para. 34), the majority again strongly endorsed the egalitarian 

model of electoral reform. The majority of the Court, per Bastarache J., observed: 
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… The regime is clearly structured on the egalitarian model of elections. The 
overarching objective of the regime is to promote electoral fairness by 
creating equality in the political discourse. The regime promotes the equal 
dissemination of points of view by limiting the election advertising of third 
parties who, as this Court has recognized, are important and influential 
participants in the electoral process. The advancement of equality and 
fairness in elections ultimately encourages public confidence in the electoral 
system. Thus, broadly speaking, the third party election advertising regime is 
consistent with an egalitarian conception of elections and the principles 
endorsed by this Court in Libman. [At para. 63.] 

[15] The majority found that the objectives of the Federal Act were pressing and 

substantial even though both the harm sought to be remedied and the legislative 

solution were difficult to measure scientifically. The Lortie Commission had reported 

that unlimited third party advertising could undermine election fairness in several 

ways, including by eroding the confidence of the Canadian electorate “who perceive 

the electoral process as being dominated by the wealthy.” The majority of the Court 

in Harper agreed: 

This harm is difficult, if not impossible, to measure because of the subtle 
ways in which advertising influences human behaviour; the influence of other 
factors such as the media and polls; and the multitude of issues, candidates 
and independent parties involved in the electoral process. In light of these 
difficulties, logic and reason assisted by some social science evidence is 
sufficient proof of the harm that Parliament seeks to remedy. [At para. 79.] 

[16] The Court also acknowledged there was no evidence that third party 

advertisers in Canada were seeking to be manipulative, to smear political candidates 

or to engage in other non-political discourse. Nevertheless, the majority said, the 

danger of such possibilities warranted “some deference to the means chosen by 

Parliament.” (Para. 85.) Bastarache J. continued: 

Under the egalitarian model of elections, Parliament must balance the rights 
and privileges of the participants in the electoral process: candidates, political 
parties, third parties and voters. Advertising expense limits may restrict free 
expression to ensure that participants are able to meaningfully participate in 
the electoral process. For candidates, political parties and third parties, 
meaningful participation means the ability to inform voters of their position. 
For voters, meaningful participation means the ability to hear and weigh many 
points of view. The difficulties of striking this balance are evident. Given the 
right of Parliament to choose Canada’s electoral model and the nuances 
inherent in implementing this model, the court must approach the justification 
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analysis with deference. The lower courts erred in failing to do so…. In the 
end, the electoral system, which regulates many aspects of an election, 
including its duration and the control and reimbursement of expenses, reflects 
a political choice, the details of which are better left to Parliament. 

On balance, the contextual factors favour a deferential approach to 
Parliament in determining whether the third party advertising expense limits 
are demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. Given the 
difficulties in measuring this harm, a reasoned apprehension that the absence 
of third party election advertising limits will lead to electoral unfairness is 
sufficient. [At paras. 87-8.] 

[17] After finding a rational connection between the infringement and the benefits 

sought to be advanced by the Federal Act (see paras. 104-109), Bastarache J. 

turned to the question of minimal impairment at para. 110. He emphasized that 

because the definition of “election advertising” in s. 319 applied only to advertising 

associated with a candidate or party, s. 350 permitted third parties to “partake in an 

unlimited advertising campaign” where the advertising was not so associated. 

(Para. 114.). In his analysis, the $3,000 and $150,000 limits on election advertising 

were “high enough to allow third parties to engage in a significant amount of low cost 

forms of advertising such as computer generated posters or leaflets or the creation 

of a 1-800 number …”. As well, the definition of “election advertising” in s. 319 did 

not apply to many other forms of communication such as debates, speeches, 

columns, letters and commentary, the news and the Internet. (Similar exceptions are 

made in the BC Act: see s. 228 and B.C. Reg. 329/2008.) 

[18] Ultimately, although one could conceive of less impairing limits – the $3,000 

and $150,000 limits stated in s. 350 could be increased, for example – the provision 

was found to satisfy the minimal impairment test. The majority emphasized the 

objectives of the provision: 

… The limits allow third parties to inform the electorate of their message in a 
manner that will not overwhelm candidates, political parties or other third 
parties. The limits preclude the voices of the wealthy from dominating the 
political discourse, thereby allowing more voices to be heard. The limits allow 
for meaningful participation in the electoral process and encourage informed 
voting. The limits promote a free and democratic society. [At para. 118.] 
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The deleterious effects of s. 350 were also found to be outweighed by its salutary 

effects: see paras. 119-121. In so holding, the majority cited the Court’s suggestion 

at para. 84 of Libman that protecting the fairness of referendum campaigns will 

necessarily involve “certain restrictions” on freedom of expression. 

[19] At para. 136, the majority in Harper turned to consider the attribution, 

registration and disclosure requirements applicable to third parties, namely ss. 352–

7, 359, 360 and 362. (Again, these are similar to ss. 228 – 250 of the BC Act.) Since 

these were interdependent, the majority said, their constitutionality fell to be 

determined together. (Para. 137.) Bastarache J. characterized the objectives of this 

set of provisions thus: 

The attribution, registration and disclosure provisions advance two objectives: 
first, the proper implementation and enforcement of the third party election 
advertising limits; second, to provide voters with relevant election information. 
As discussed, the former is a pressing and substantial objective. To adopt 
election advertising limits and not provide for a mechanism of implementation 
and enforcement would be nonsensical. Failure to do so would jeopardize 
public confidence in the electoral system. The latter objective enhances a 
Charter value, informed voting, and is also a pressing and substantial 
objective. [At para. 142; emphasis added.] 

[20] The majority found that the requirements were rationally connected to the 

enforcement of the election advertising regime and added transparency to the 

electoral process (paras. 143-4) and that they were minimally impairing in that they 

varied depending on the amount spent on election advertising; the personal 

information required of contributors was “minimal”; and even the appointment of a 

financial agent or auditor was not “overly onerous”. In summary, the majority 

concluded: 

The salutary effects of the impugned measures outweigh the deleterious 
effects. The attribution, registration and disclosure requirements facilitate the 
implementation and enforcement of the third party election advertising 
scheme. By increasing the transparency and accountability of the electoral 
process, they discourage circumvention of the third party limits and enhance 
the confidence Canadians have in their electoral system. The deleterious 
effects, by contrast, are minimal. The burden is certainly not as onerous as 
the respondent alleges. There is no evidence that a contributor has been 
discouraged from contributing to a third party or that a third party has been 
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discouraged from engaging in electoral advertising because of the reporting 
requirements. [At para. 146; emphasis added.] 

[21] The dissenting justices in Harper also found that the registration requirements 

were justified under s. 1. In their words: 

These requirements, variously found in ss. 352 to 357, 359, 360 and 362 of 
the Canada Elections Act, are not keyed to the citizen election spending limits 
in s. 350.  Requiring citizens to register with the Chief Electoral Officer, self-
identify on advertisements, and disclose their adherents and the nature of 
their expenditures serves the interests of transparency and an informed vote 
in the political process. We agree with Bastarache J. that the infringement 
that these provisions work on the freedom of expression is saved by s. 1. 
[At para. 48.] 

The Case at Bar 

Evidence Before the Trial Judge 

[22] There was no royal commission report or social science evidence before the 

trial judge in this case. There were two affidavits of note, one of Mr. Gogolek, the 

executive director of FIPA; and one of Ms. Western, the Deputy Chief Electoral 

Officer. Mr. Gogolek appended to his affidavit a copy of the report of the Chief 

Electoral Officer of British Columbia, Mr. Neufeld, to the Legislature, issued in April 

2010. At p. 16, the CEO had stated: 

Election advertising rules do not distinguish between those sponsors 
conducting full media campaigns and individuals who post handwritten signs 
in their apartment windows. The Election Act does not establish a threshold 
for registration, resulting in all advertising sponsors being required to register 
and display disclosure information – including individuals with a simple 
handmade sign in their window. The Canada Elections Act only requires 
registration by those who sponsor election advertising with a value of $500 or 
more. Having a consistent registration threshold would prevent the 
considerable confusion and administrative burden that currently exists. 
[Emphasis added.] 

[23] Also attached to Mr. Gogolek’s affidavit was a chart showing current election 

finance provisions in other Canadian jurisdictions, and a copy of a report entitled 

Election Chill Effect: The Impact of BC's New Third Party Advertising Rules on 

Social Movement Groups, by S. Daub and H. Whiteside, published by the Canadian 

Centre for Policy Alternatives, the BC Civil Liberties Association (an intervenor in this 
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court) and FIPA. One of its themes was that the very groups that could have 

benefited from caps on election advertising, i.e., “small spenders”, were 

overregulated by the BC Act, especially given the inclusion of volunteer labour in the 

definition of “advertising expenses”. Various groups working primarily on behalf of 

vulnerable populations such as children, low-income families, the homeless, 

marginalized women and others were said to be “deeply uncomfortable with 

legislation that transformed their work into the crass purchase of influence” – a 

statement I find puzzling. Similar discomfort had been expressed, the report stated, 

by participants from environmental sustainability and conservation groups. 

[24] Ms. Western’s affidavit described the role of Elections BC as a non-partisan, 

independent office of the Legislature, responsible for administering the electoral 

process for provincial general elections and by-elections. She described the 

workings of ss. 239 and 240 of the BC Act and how the information required in an 

application for registration is used: 

The registration provisions were enacted as part of a complete repeal and 
replacement of the Election Act in 1995. The general election in 1996 was the 
first election administered under the new legislative regime and the public 
was not provided with a lot of information about the changes, including the 
newly enacted requirement to register before sponsoring election advertising. 
As a result, there were a lot of individuals and organizations who engaged in 
election advertising without having registered first, which created some public 
anger. Elections BC dealt with those issues on an administrative level by 
contacting the individuals and organizations in order to explain the new rules, 
including the requirement to register and include an authorization statement 
on most advertising. For the most part, the individuals and organizations 
complied. 

Since that time, Elections BC has followed the same basic process for 
dealing with complaints about apparently unregistered, unauthorized or 
improper advertising. Upon receipt of a complaint, Elections BC asks the 
complainant to check the advertising again and to provide Elections BC with 
a copy of the advertising (or its location, if sending a copy is not practical). 
Once Elections BC has reviewed the advertising, and determined whether the 
sponsor is unregistered, or perhaps has registered but simply omitted the 
required authorization statement, Elections BC will attempt to contact the 
individual or organization to explain the rules and ask the sponsor to register, 
to add the authorization statement to the advertising, or to address any other 
concern (such as placement of the advertising). 

If the sponsor is registered, and the advertising indicates who is sponsoring it, 
Elections BC will have access to their contact information and can contact 
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them in order to explain the rules and seek compliance. If the sponsor is not 
registered, or the advertising does not indicate who is behind it, Elections BC 
uses other methods to attempt to determine who to contact, including going 
through the media source, such as the newspaper or radio, running the 
advertising. 

Since the provision was enacted in 1995, no individual or organization has 
been fined for not having registered before sponsoring election advertising. 

Elections BC uses the registration information primarily as contact 
information, to enable Elections BC to communicate with sponsors to advise 
them of, and ensure they understand, the rules, including any changes and 
what they must file, and to provide new guidelines or information to assist 
sponsors in complying with the rules. By way of example, Elections BC used 
the registration information to advise election advertising sponsors of the 
information sessions arranged by Elections BC during the 2013 election. 
Elections BC also uses the registration information to assist in responding to 
complaints and questions. 

Elections BC posts the list of registered sponsors on its website, so that the 
public is aware of who is registered to sponsor election advertising. The 
public has also used the list of registered sponsors in making complaints to 
Elections BC, by identifying advertising from unregistered sponsors, or 
advertising from a registered sponsor that does not comply with certain 
election advertising rules. If media are asked to conduct election advertising 
by an unregistered sponsor, they can contact Elections BC and ask for 
assistance to explain the requirement to register to the sponsor. [At 
paras. 23-8; emphasis added.] 

[25] Ms. Western also referred to the CEO’s report to the Legislature dated April 

2010 which, as we have seen, recommended that third party registration not be 

required unless the value of election advertising undertaken was $500 or more. This 

recommendation was repeated in a report of Elections BC in 2011. 

The Trial Judge’s Analysis 

[26] Mr. Justice Cohen carried out a detailed and thoughtful description of the 

legislative history of s. 239, the financing and advertising restrictions in the BC Act, 

the registration process, the law with respect to freedom of expression under 2(b) of 

the Charter and the well-known Oakes tests for justification under s. 1. He also 

reviewed the previous constitutional challenges to registration requirements in 

Libman, Harper and United Steelworkers of America, Local 7649 v. Quebec (Chief 

Electoral Officer) 2011 QCCA 1043. In the latter case, the Court of Appeal upheld 

provisions of the Quebec Election Act which “essentially prohibit[ed] third parties 
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from incurring any ‘election expenses’ during an election campaign.” (Para. 63.) With 

respect to minimal impairment, Cohen J. cited passages in which the Court of 

Appeal had rejected the proposition that as soon as there exists a “solution 

elsewhere that is less restrictive than that existing under the Quebec legislation, [the] 

legislation becomes by that fact, too restrictive”. The Court in United Steelworkers 

continued:  

… This type of reasoning by degrees risks depriving legislators of legitimacy 
in the choices they make, choices that the appellants considered 
unreasonable, while the questions raised concern choices that are purely 
political. In other words, for a measure to be minimally intrusive, no law 
enacted in another jurisdiction may constitute a relaxation in relation to 
Quebec's Election Act. [At para. 45; quoted at para. 65 of the trial judge's 
reasons in this case.] 

The Court concluded that the impairment of s. 2(b) rights constituted by the 

impugned provisions was minimal “because it is reasonable from the standpoint of 

the objective sought, because everyone is treated in the same way, without regard 

for financial means or ideals, with voters remaining essential to the electoral process 

and any member of the FTQ retaining the right to contribute in his or her own name 

to elections funds and to the electoral discourse.” (At para. 49.) 

[27] After noting some of the American jurisprudence at paras. 70–79, Cohen J. in 

case at bar then described FIPA’s argument, which he summarized as follows: 

In summary, the plaintiff states that, in light of (a) the lack of s. 1 evidence 
presented by the Attorney General, (b) the recommendation of the CEO and 
the affidavit of Ms. Western, (c) the legislation across Canada containing 
minimum expenditure thresholds for third party election advertising, and (d) 
the Supreme Court of Canada's endorsement in Libman of a minimum 
threshold as a means to ensure legislation is minimally impairing, the 
infringement on freedom of expression by s. 239 of the Act is not saved under 
s. 1 of the Charter. 

Finally, the plaintiff makes submissions on what it views as the appropriate 
remedy. Drawing from Libman, and, in particular, the recommendations of the 
Lortie Commission discussed at paras. 77-81 therein, the plaintiff submits 
that a minimum expenditure threshold would strike an appropriate balance 
between absolute individual freedom of expression and equality of expression 
between the proponents of the various choices in an election. Specifically, the 
plaintiff proposes a declaration to the effect that registration not be required 
below a $500 minimum threshold, which it says is the standard threshold in 
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most Canadian jurisdictions and is consistent with the recommendation of the 
CEO. 

In the alternative, if the Court declines to specify the minimum expenditure 
threshold, the plaintiff submits that the appropriate remedy is to declare 
s. 239 invalid and allow the provincial Legislature to enact an appropriate 
threshold. [At paras. 91-3; emphasis added.] 

[28] The Attorney General’s argument was described beginning at para. 94 in 

connection with each of the four Oakes criteria. In the Attorney’s submission, the 

registration requirement in s. 239 had the objective of promoting transparency and 

public accountability in the electoral process and thus encouraging an informed 

electorate. (Para. 106.) These goals, it was said, were “objectives to be simply 

accepted by the court”. 

[29] The Attorney argued that in some respects, the BC Act was less onerous with 

respect to third party advertisers than the Federal Act, where although there is a 

minimum spending threshold of $500, third party advertisers must comply with more 

onerous requirements once that threshold is met. In any event, the Attorney 

contended, legislative choices made in other jurisdictions “can neither dictate nor 

constitutionally invalidate the choices made by the legislature in British Columbia.” 

(Para. 110.) With respect to the balancing of beneficial and deleterious effects, it 

was said that the burden of registration was “trivial and insubstantial” and that the 

goals of the provision easily outweighed any costs. 

[30] Finally, counsel submitted that the registration and disclosure provisions were 

qualitatively different and that the former do not limit speech, but serve “democratic 

objectives in promoting both transparency in the electoral process and an informed 

electorate.” (Para. 112.) 

The Trial Judge’s Legal Analysis 

[31] Cohen J. noted at the outset that the Attorney General had conceded, 

correctly, that the “activity” at issue (i.e., requiring third party advertisers to register 

with the CEO) fell within s. 2(b) of the Charter. As he noted: 
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The protection of political expression lies at the heart of the guarantee of 
freedom of expression, and third party advertising is clearly a form of political 
expression that enriches and broadens political discourse in a democratic 
society. In its regulation of third party advertising, the Act clearly falls within 
the sphere of conduct protected under s. 2(b). [At para. 114.] 

[32] The trial judge accepted the Attorney’s assertion that the purpose of s. 239 

was not to restrict speech, but to “increase transparency, openness, and public 

accountability in the electoral process, and thus to promote an informed electorate.” 

(Para. 116.) Its effect, however, was to infringe freedom of expression and in 

particular, to restrict spontaneous or unplanned advertising, thus infringing the value 

underpinning s. 2(b) of the Charter. He found that the registration requirement was 

not so trivial or insubstantial that it was unnecessary to proceed to s. 1 for 

justification. (Para. 124.) 

[33] Turning to the s. 1 analysis, the trial judge also found that the objectives of 

s. 239 were “crucial to a free and democratic society, and thus sufficiently pressing 

and substantial to justify limiting a Charter right.” (Citing Pacific Press at para. 78 

and Harper at paras. 77 and 88.) 

[34] With respect to the Oakes proportionality test, the judge found that the 

registration requirement for all third party election advertisers was rationally 

connected to the objectives of s. 239. In his words: 

… The registration requirement under s. 239 increases transparency by 
allowing the CEO to receive notice and confirmation of which third parties are 
engaging in election advertising. In turn, third party sponsors can be identified 
and made known to the public, and contacted by Elections BC in case of a 
problem in compliance with the other advertising regulations. In this way, 
s. 239 facilitates openness and public accountability in the electoral process. 
Finally, by making verified information available to the public, s. 239 promotes 
an informed electorate, as those receiving the election advertising are able 
not only to hear the message it promotes, but to identify its source and make 
informed decisions as to the weight they will give it. 

Section 239 operates in concert with s. 231 of the Act, which requires that the 
identity of a sponsor be disclosed on election advertising (a provision not 
challenged by the plaintiff). The added benefit of the requirement under 
s. 239 is obvious; that is, the registration process requires that the application 
include a name, contact information, signature, and solemn declaration on 
behalf of the registrant: s. 240. In this way, the identity of the registered 
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advertiser is confirmed and verified and public accountability is better 
fostered. [At paras. 132-3; emphasis added.] 

I did not understand FIPA to take issue with this proposition on appeal. 

[35] On the topic of minimal impairment, FIPA had made two arguments – first that 

since other Canadian jurisdictions had enacted a minimum threshold for third party 

registration, the minimal impairment test could not be met; and second, an 

argument, based on Ms. Western's affidavit, that the registration information 

gathered under s. 239 is used only occasionally by Elections BC and thus could not 

justify the infringement of rights under s. 2(b). The first of these arguments was 

rejected, perhaps not surprisingly given the previous judicial authorities rejecting it: 

see BCTF, supra, per Ryan J.A. at para. 60; United Steelworkers at para. 45. The 

trial judge also rejected the second argument, reasoning that: 

… The purpose of s. 239, as discussed above, includes transparency and 
accountability. That third parties are required to provide contact information in 
order to participate in election advertising promotes both these goals, even if 
most registrants are never contacted. [At para. 138.] 

[36] Also under this rubric, the trial judge observed that the minimal impairment 

test is intended to assess whether the legislation in question falls along a “range” of 

reasonable alternatives given the legislative objectives, not to find the measure that 

impairs the least. As stated by McLachlin J. (as she then was) in RJR–MacDonald 

Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General) [1995] 3 S.C.R. 199: 

As the second step in the proportionality analysis, the government must show 
that the measures at issue impair the right of free expression as little as 
reasonably possible in order to achieve the legislative objective. The 
impairment must be "minimal", that is, the law must be carefully tailored so 
that rights are impaired no more than necessary. The tailoring process 
seldom admits of perfection and the courts must accord some leeway to the 
legislator. If the law falls within a range of reasonable alternatives, the courts 
will not find it overbroad merely because they can conceive of an alternative 
which might better tailor objective to infringement: … On the other hand, if the 
government fails to explain why a significantly less intrusive and equally 
effective measure was not chosen, the law may fail. [At 342-3; emphasis 
added.] 
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Cohen J. found that s. 239 represented a “reasonable approach, within the spectrum 

of possible measures" in light of the stated legislative objectives. (Para.144). 

[37] With respect to balancing the beneficial and deleterious effects of the 

registration requirement, the trial judge again observed that the main deleterious 

effect was the inhibition of “spontaneous political expression.” He posited the 

example of a person who had a “sudden desire” to print and distribute pamphlets on 

an election issue during the campaign period. He emphasized that the plaintiff was 

not seeking to have s. 239 struck down in its entirety, but was seeking a declaration 

that registration need not be required below a $500 floor. Was it better, he asked, 

that an individual who spends $600 is compelled to register and to wait until 

registration is completed, while an individual who spends $400 is not? (Para. 142.) 

In his analysis: 

In my view, the Legislature has already enacted the threshold it sees as 
appropriate, in that any advertising, which constitutes “election advertising” 
under the Act, will trigger the requirement to register. It is not the role of the 
Court to substitute its own, or, indeed, the plaintiff’s, view as to what would be 
an appropriate legislative provision. The role of the Court in this proceeding is 
to come to a conclusion as to whether s. 239, as written, is constitutionally 
valid, not to instruct as to whether the plaintiff’s preferred measure would be 
more or less “proportionate” than the one currently in force. 

In my view, the salutary effects of the impugned measure outweigh the 
deleterious effects. The most concerning impact of the registration 
requirement, in my view, is the restrictive effect on spontaneous political 
expression. The process of registering under the Act, on the other hand, 
requires providing minimal personal information and undergoing a minimal 
administrative inconvenience. The salutary effect of s. 239 is that it facilitates 
the implementation and enforcement of third party election advertising 
regulations, and, in turn, increases the transparency, openness, and 
accountability of British Columbia’s electoral process, and promotes an 
informed electorate. [At paras.147-8; emphasis added.] 

[38] In the result, the Court concluded that although s. 239 infringed the right to 

free expression under s. 2(b) of the Charter, it was demonstrably justified under s. 1. 

The Court dismissed FIPA’s application for a declaration of invalidity. 

On Appeal 

[39] In this court, the plaintiff asserted in its factum that the trial judge erred in: 
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a) his analysis under s. 1 of the Charter by failing to require AGBC to justify, 
with substantive evidence, the infringement in relation to individuals and 
organizations who incur less than $500 in third party election advertising 
expenses; 

b) defining the purpose of s. 239 as “to increase transparency, openness 
and public accountability in the election process, and to promote an 
informed electorate” and also in finding that this purpose was pressing 
and substantial; 

c) finding that the infringement was otherwise proportionate under s. 1. 

[40] The plaintiff also asserted that the trial judge erred in fact in the inferences he 

drew from the CEO’s observation in his 2010 report that a $500 floor would “prevent 

the considerable confusion and administrative burden that currently exists.” Counsel 

submits that the Court committed a palpable and overriding error in declining to read 

the recommendation as meaning that the registration of third parties who spend 

under $500 is not necessary. Since in FIPA’s submission, Cohen J. identified the 

“wrong statutory purpose” of s. 239 and failed to focus on its true purpose – i.e., “to 

assist in administering the third party advertising provisions which prevent third 

parties from having undue influence on elections by monitoring and limiting 

expenditures” – he failed to appreciate that the CEO’s recommendations were 

“clearly related” to improving the electoral process and thus would further the 

relevant objective. At the least, says the plaintiff, the trial judge should have inferred 

that it was the CEO’s view a $500 threshold “would not negatively impact election 

fairness or give rise to undue influence.” 

Legislative Purpose and the “Pressing and Substantial” Test 

[41] The plaintiff's objection to the purposes of s. 239 as found by the trial judge – 

i.e., to increase transparency, openness, and public accountability in the electoral 

process and thus to promote an “informed electorate” – may be dealt with fairly 

briefly. These purposes applied not only to s. 239 per se but to all the provisions of 

Part 11 dealing with third party advertising and election spending generally. They 

had been enunciated in 1995 by the then Attorney General, Mr. Gabelmann, in 

introducing the predecessor provisions of what is now Part 11 in the Legislature. The 

trial judge quoted from Mr. Gabelmann’s speech at para. 7: 
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… By introducing British Columbia's first election financing rules, this 
legislation is a milestone in B.C.'s history of electoral reform. 

The introduction of these financing rules will bring this province in line with 
standards set across the country. Voters will now be able to learn who is 
financing the political process in B.C. Registered political parties, 
constituency associations, candidates and leadership contestants will be 
required to disclose contributions and expenses. The openness of the 
electoral process is also enhanced by new disclosure requirements for 
election advertising and election opinion surveys. This legislation will increase 
fairness in the electoral process by introducing spending limits for parties and 
candidates. To maintain the integrity of these spending limits, and to ensure a 
level playing field for all participants in the election, third-party advertising will 
also be restricted. [At para. 7.] 

These comments echoed the objectives of the egalitarian model advanced by 

the Lortie Commission four years earlier. 

[42] Obviously, the various provisions of Part 11 serve different functions in 

fulfilling the intended goals: s. 231 requires election advertising to indicate the 

identity of the third party sponsor and provide contact information; s. 239 requires 

third party “sponsors” to register; s. 240 sets out the conditions of registration; and 

s. 241 details the obligations of a sponsor. While our focus in this appeal must be on 

the “infringing measure” specifically (see RJR-MacDonald, supra, at 535-6; Gosselin 

v. Quebec (Attorney General) 2002 SCC 84 at para. 264), we must consider it in the 

context of the whole legislative scheme – just as in Harper, the majority considered 

that the attribution, registration and disclosure provisions in the Federal Act were 

interdependent and determined their constitutionality together. (Para. 137.)  

[43] It is clear the trial judge reached his conclusion concerning the legislative 

objectives on a consideration of all the evidence before him. His conclusion is 

consistent with those found by the court in BCTF and by the Supreme Court in 

Harper. At para. 142 of Harper, the Court accepted that the group of provisions 

advanced two objectives – the “proper implementation and enforcement of the third 

party election advertising limits”, and providing voters with relevant election 

information. In my respectful view, this is another way of stating the goals found by 

Cohen J. 
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[44] I see no error in the trial judge’s formulation of the purposes of Part 11 as a 

whole, or s. 239 in particular, and I would not accede to the plaintiff's argument on 

this point. 

[45] Nor am I persuaded that Cohen J. erred in fact in his consideration of the 

CEO’s recommendation of a “consistent registration threshold” in his 2010 report. 

The trial judge was correct, in my view, in stating that this was not a comment on the 

constitutionality of s. 239, nor was it a recommendation for improvement “with a view 

toward the legislative objectives” Cohen J. formulated. As I read the report, it was 

concerned with the day-to-day administrative burdens imposed by s. 239 and the 

use made in fact by the CEO of the information collected from registrants. That said, 

its utility remains relevant to the s. 1 analysis. 

“Pressing and Substantial” 

[46] I am also unable to agree with FIPA’s contention that the trial judge erred in 

finding the legislative objectives to be pressing and substantial. The objectives 

asserted by the Attorney were ringingly endorsed by the majority in Harper and were 

accepted by this court in BCTF as pressing and substantial. I see no basis on which 

we could depart from the Supreme Court's endorsement, even if the objectives may 

be regarded as “vague” or “abstract” by some. Where the government is able to 

suggest only abstract objectives, courts have on occasion proceeded to the 

proportionality analysis rather than dismissing the government's objectives outright. 

(See, e.g., Sauvé v. Canada (Chief Electoral Officer) 2002 SCC 68 at para. 26; 

Frank v. Canada (Attorney General) 2014 ONSC 907 at para. 115.) Harper also 

made it clear (at para. 93) that the government need not provide evidence of actual 

harm or scientific proof in this context, and that where the nature of the harm and the 

effectiveness of the remedy are difficult to measure scientifically, “logic and reason 

assisted by some social science evidence is sufficient proof of the harm that [the 

legislative body] seeks to remedy”. (Para. 70.) 
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Justification 

Rational Connection 

[47] FIPA acknowledges in its factum that the “rational connection” stage of the 

Oakes proportionality test – which requires that the impugned law not be “arbitrary, 

unfair or based on irrational considerations” – has been described as “not 

particularly onerous” (see Little Sisters Book and Art Emporium v. Canada (Minister 

of Justice) 2000 SCC 69 at para. 228) and as having “very little work to do” (see 

Hogg, supra, at §38.10(a).) In Oakes itself ([1986] 1 S.C.R. 103) the Chief Justice 

stated at 141 that at a minimum, the test requires that the legislation be internally 

rational. I see no basis on which it could be said that s. 239 is arbitrary or irrational in 

light of the objectives it is meant to achieve.  

[48] In Harper, the majority found that the attribution, registration and disclosure 

requirements of the Federal Act facilitated the implementation and enforcement of 

the third party election advertising scheme. (Para. 146.) Bastarache J. noted that 

registration served the function of notifying the chief electoral officer which 

individuals and groups qualified as third parties subject to the advertising expense 

limits. The dissenting justices agreed that the registration requirement was justified 

without much elaboration. (See para. 21 above.) As we have seen in the case at bar, 

the CEO in British Columbia uses the registration information primarily as “contact 

information” so that he may advise sponsors of the rules and any changes thereto 

from time to time. I agree with Cohen J. that for the purposes of carrying out the 

proportionality analysis, these circumstances are sufficiently cogent to constitute a 

rational connection between s. 239 and the enhancement of transparency, openness 

and public accountability in the electoral process. 

Minimal Impairment 

[49] It is at the final two stages of the analysis – the “least drastic means” or 

“minimal impairment” criterion, and the “proportionate effects” criterion – that s. 239 

encounters heavier seas. Although it is true that the process of registration itself is 

not particularly onerous, it does not seem particularly useful when viewed in context. 
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Third parties are already required by s. 231 to identify themselves and provide a 

telephone number or mailing address in their ‘advertising’, and are subject to the 

spending limits in s. 235.1 on what they may spend. Neither of these provisions is 

challenged in this proceeding. What, then, does registration under s. 239 

accomplish? The CEO, who is well placed to answer this question, describes the 

registration system as an “administrative burden” that facilitates contacting third 

parties – a function the plaintiff says could also be achieved by placing notices 

online or in newspapers. From the point of view of the public, however, I would have 

thought that the requirement for registrants to provide their names and addresses 

under oath could help to ensure the veracity of the identification information required 

in their advertising – and thus, as C.J. McLachlin and Major and Binnie J J. 

suggested in Harper, “serve the interests of transparency”. 

[50] The Attorney General contends that that FIPA’s complaints about the lack of 

an evidentiary record justifying the absence of a minimum threshold are misplaced. 

Ms. Horsman relies on the Court's acknowledgement in Harper that it is difficult to 

measure scientifically the nature of the harm sought to be addressed by the 

impugned election laws, and characterizes FIPA’s approach to the s. 1 analysis in 

this case as “rigid” and inconsistent with the judicial deference owed to the 

Legislature in designing and administering regimes of this kind.  On this point, I note 

that in Constitutional Law of Canada (5th ed., supp.), Professor Hogg discusses at 

§ 38.11 the ‘softening’ of the minimal impairment test to create a “margin of 

appreciation” or “zone of discretion” accorded legislation given that less intrusive 

means can almost always be imagined.  Counsel also refers to Mr. Gogolek’s 

evidence to the effect that a third party sponsor can engage in a considerable range 

and quantity of advertising activities before reaching a threshold of $500. 

Balancing of Beneficial and Deleterious Effects 

[51] Similar arguments are made by the parties respectively in connection with the 

final Oakes test, the balancing of the beneficial and deleterious effects of the 

impugned legislation. The Attorney submits that the burden imposed by s. 239 on 
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third parties is a minimal one, far outweighed by the importance of the statutory 

objectives of the legislation as a whole. There is no evidence that any would-be 

sponsors have been impaired in their ability to participate as advertising sponsors in 

the 20 years since s. 239 came into force. The collective goals of increasing 

transparency, openness and accountability in the electoral system and thereby 

promoting an informed electorate, are said to outweigh any alleged costs. 

[52] The intervenor British Columbia Civil Liberties Association restricted its 

argument to this final stage of the proportionality question, noting that it “provides an 

opportunity to assess, in light of practical and contextual details, whether the 

benefits which accrue from a limitation are proportional to its effect, as measured by 

underlying Charter values.” (Citing Thomson Newspapers Co. v. Canada (Attorney 

General) [1998] 1 S.C.R. 877 at para. 125.) In the Association’s submission, the trial 

judge failed to appreciate the full seriousness of the infringement caused by s. 239 

and thus overlooked the full scope of Charter values implicated by the law. 

[53] It will be recalled that the trial judge acknowledged that the requirement to 

register under s. 239 “would have the effect of restricting spontaneous or unplanned 

election advertising, which, like other forms of political expression, enriches political 

discourse.” (Para. 121.) The Association contends that the requirement is also likely 

to have a chilling effect in particular on persons who would choose to remain 

anonymous, vulnerable persons or those wishing to express unconventional or 

underrepresented views.  The intervenor states in its factum: 

… While disclosure may impose no barrier on mainstream speakers, such as 
unions and corporations, 2(b) must equally protect unpopular speech and 
speakers, particularly those of limited means and political power whose 
voices may already be marginalized. It is reasonable to expect such 
individuals and small organizations will be less willing to suffer the loss of 
anonymity and privacy associated with the disclosure requirements in s. 239. 

The Supreme Court has repeatedly inferred that, over and above direct 
prohibitions on speech, laws may have a ‘chilling effect’ sufficient to 
constitute a threat to freedom of expression, and that any chilling effect is 
likely to be felt most acutely by minority or traditionally disadvantaged groups. 
The BCCLA submits that s. 239 has just such an impact. 
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The effect of s. 239 is, therefore, not only to delay or limit spontaneous 
political expression, serious as that is. Faced with the option of participating 
in democratic debate or maintaining their anonymity, a considerable number 
of people may choose the latter, essentially removing their voices and 
opinions from the political arena. 

[54] Thus s. 239 is said to make political expression dependent on one's 

abandonment of his or her privacy, which like free speech is a fundamental interest 

under the Charter: see, e.g., R v. Spencer 2014 SCC 43 at paras. 39 – 49. The fact 

that the information provided to the CEO by a registrant is publicly available 

reinforces this concern. On the other hand, only the name and address of a 

registrant is required: no enquiry is made as to the content of the political message 

intended to be expressed. 

[55] It is true, of course, that the registration requirement is only one of the series 

of “attribution, registration and disclosure” provisions and that even if registration 

were not required, a third party sponsor would still be required by s. 231 to identify 

himself or herself as the sponsor of any election advertising and give his or her 

telephone number or mailing address as part of the advertisement. Setting aside for 

the moment s. 2(b) of the Charter, most people might view the registration procedure 

as a “reasonable” complement to the enforcement of spending restrictions on 

political advertising. Nevertheless, providing a name and phone number as part of a 

sign or other message is less onerous than having to register a sworn statement 

with the CEO, and has less lasting implications in terms of a public record. The third 

party registrant must also wait until the CEO has confirmed his or her registration – 

unlike the situation under the Federal Act, s. 353 which requires that registration 

occur “immediately after” the third party has incurred $500 of election advertising 

expenses. 

[56] At the end of the day we are faced not with a clash of conflicting Charter 

values or even a conflict between important principles per se, but a close balancing 

of some rather subtle circumstances – the fact that the registration requirement is 

not terribly onerous; the fact that although it could be used to assist the CEO in 

enforcing the advertising restrictions, it seems at least at present to be used only for 
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administrative convenience; the fact that third parties are already required, by s. 231, 

to identify themselves in election advertising; the fact that advertisers might choose 

to disobey that requirement and might be easier to locate by means of the 

registration requirement; and the fact that registration may, as the intervenor 

contends, “delay or limit spontaneous political expression”. Closer to principle, there 

is the fact that registration creates a public record that is available indefinitely to all, 

arguably inhibiting political expression by persons who do not wish their names and 

addresses to become public knowledge. Most significantly, there is the fact that 

political discourse lies at the heart of the value protected by s. 2(b): see the cases 

cited by the dissenting justices at para. 11 of Harper. On the other hand, the goals of 

egalitarianism in a free and democratic society have been characterized as 

“laudable” by the Supreme Court, and as important enough to justify incursions on 

free speech, even in the political realm.   

[57] At the end of the day, I am persuaded that s. 239 must be considered in its 

legislative context just as its federal counterpart was in Harper. Given the 

insubstantial burden it places on third parties during an election period, I conclude 

that it falls within the “zone of discretion” that should be accorded to the Legislature 

in promoting equality of participation and influence among the proponents of political 

views and furthering the other objectives found to be pressing and substantial in 

Libman and Harper. One need not look far afield to appreciate that without laws like 

the BC Act, election politics can become contests of wealth and media access rather 

than contests of ideas. If we were to accede to FIPA’s argument, we would in my 

view be focussing, incorrectly, on a relatively minor part of a larger scheme that is 

very similar to one that has already survived Charter scrutiny in the Supreme Court 

of Canada. I cannot say that the differences between s. 239 of the BC Act and 

s. 353(1) of the Federal Act are such as to make a difference in principle; nor that 

the trial judge erred in affording some deference to the Legislature in his analysis of 

the minimal impairment and “proportionate effects” tests as applied to s. 239. 
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[58] For these reasons, I would dismiss the appeal, with thanks to all counsel, 

including counsel for the intervenor, for their able submissions. 

“The Honourable Madam Justice Newbury” 

I AGREE: 

“The Honourable Mr. Justice Lowry” 
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Dissenting Reasons for Judgment of the Honourable Madam Justice 
Saunders: 

[59] I respectfully have come to a different conclusion than have my colleagues 

and would allow the appeal. In my view the provision at issue is overbroad and thus 

does not meet the saving provision of s. 1 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms for legislation offending the s. 2(b) guarantee of freedom of expression. In 

particular, the impugned provision unduly muzzles expression of individuals who, 

without great expenditure of funds, act alone; it smothers the small and independent 

voices whose participation in public discourse should be encouraged and 

celebrated, not deterred. 

[60] We are concerned in this appeal with a provision found in the Election Act, 

R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 106, forbidding all signage that “takes a position on an issue with 

which a registered political party or candidate is associated” (see definition of 

“election advertising” in s. 228), regardless of its cost and scale, absent registration 

of the individual. Registration requires that a person provide his or her name, 

address, and telephone number for a public record. We are told the record is broadly 

available and will endure. 

[61] This prohibition includes even home-made signs in windows and bumper 

stickers. Unlike federal legislation and corresponding legislation in other provinces 

which exempt election advertising costing less than $500, British Columbia’s 

legislation captures even the smallest expense; the signs of the small voices, lone 

voices, and independent voices are forbidden during election campaigns unless the 

person has registered. The test for application of the legislation is whether a 

candidate or party chooses to associate with the issue addressed by the signage; in 

other words, once the election engages an issue, signage in respect to that issue will 

fall within the ambit of the prohibition unless the advertiser registers, even if the 

signage pre-existed the election period. 

[62] It is conceded that the impugned provision violates s. 2(b) of the Charter and 

is only valid in the event it can be saved under s. 1 of the Charter as being 
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demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. For this assessment one 

may turn most easily to the seminal case R. v. Oakes, [1986] 1 S.C.R. 103, 26 

D.L.R. (4th) 200, where, at 138-140, Chief Justice Dickson said: 

To establish that a limit is reasonable and demonstrably justified in a free and 
democratic society, two central criteria must be satisfied. First, the objective, 
which the measures responsible for a limit on a Charter right or freedom are 
designed to serve, must be “of sufficient importance to warrant overriding a 
constitutionally protected right or freedom”: R. v. Big M Drug Mart Ltd., supra, 
at p. 352 ... 

Second, once a sufficiently significant objective is recognized, then the party 
invoking s. 1 must show that the means chosen are reasonable and 
demonstrably justified. This involves “a form of proportionality test”: R. v. Big 
M Drug Mart Ltd., supra, at p. 352. Although the nature of the proportionality 
test will vary depending on the circumstances, in each case courts will be 
required to balance the interests of society with those of individuals and 
groups. There are, in my view, three important components of a 
proportionality test. First, the measures adopted must be carefully designed 
to achieve the objective in question. They must not be arbitrary, unfair or 
based on irrational considerations. In short, they must be rationally connected 
to the objective. Second, the means, even if rationally connected to the 
objective in this first sense, should impair “as little as possible” the right or 
freedom in question: R. v. Big M Drug Mart Ltd., supra, at p. 352. Third, there 
must be a proportionality between the effects of the measures which are 
responsible for limiting the Charter right or freedom, and the objective which 
has been identified as of “sufficient importance”. 

With respect to the third component, it is clear that the general effect of any 
measure impugned under s. 1 will be the infringement of a right or freedom 
guaranteed by the Charter; …. Some limits on rights and freedoms protected 
by the Charter will be more serious than others in terms of the nature of the 
right or freedom violated, the extent of the violation, and the degree to which 
the measures which impose the limit trench upon the integral principles of a 
free and democratic society. Even if an objective is of sufficient importance, 
and the first two elements of the proportionality test are satisfied, it is still 
possible that, because of the severity of the deleterious effects of a measure 
on individuals or groups, the measure will not be justified by the purposes it is 
intended to serve. The more severe the deleterious effects of a measure, the 
more important the objective must be if the measure is to be reasonable and 
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. 

      [Emphasis added.] 

[63] Generally, modern election advertising schemes in the form of third party 

spending limits are settled as being constitutional, see for example Harper v. 

Canada (Attorney General), 2004 SCC 33, [2004] 1 S.C.R. 827. Harper described 

the general objective of third party advertising restrictions as electoral fairness, and 
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found that the objective had great value. Justice Bastarache for the majority 

expanded upon the objective saying: 

[92] … More narrowly characterized, the objectives of the third party 
election advertising scheme are threefold: first, to promote equality in the 
political discourse; second, to protect the integrity of the financing regime 
applicable to candidates and parties; and third, to ensure that voters have 
confidence in the electoral process. 

[64] In Harper, both the majority reasons and those in dissent of Chief Justice 

McLachlin and Justice Major commented upon the central role political expression 

plays in a democracy. Justice Bastarache quoted at para. 84 from Chief Justice 

Dickson in R. v. Keegstra, [1990] 3 S.C.R. 697, 61 C.C.C. (3d) 1 at 763-764: 

… The connection between freedom of expression and the political process is 
perhaps the linchpin of the s. 2(b) guarantee, and the nature of this 
connection is largely derived from the Canadian commitment to democracy. 
Freedom of expression is a crucial aspect of the democratic commitment, not 
merely because it permits the best policies to be chosen from among a wide 
array of proffered options, but additionally because it helps to ensure that 
participation in the political process is open to all persons. … 

       [Emphasis added.] 

[65] Chief Justice McLachlin and Justice Major said to like effect: 

[1] This Court has repeatedly held that liberal democracy demands the 
free expression of political opinion, and affirmed that political speech lies at 
the core of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms’ guarantee of free 
expression. It has held that the freedom of expression includes the right to 
attempt to persuade through peaceful interchange.] And it has observed that 
the electoral process is the primary means by which the average citizen 
participates in the public discourse that shapes our polity. The question now 
before us is whether these high aspirations are fulfilled by a law that 
effectively denies the right of an ordinary citizen to give meaningful and 
effective expression to her political views during a federal election campaign. 

       [Emphasis added.] 

[66] These comments echo the views of judges who struggled with the 

constitutionality of limitations on freedom of expression before the Charter. For 

example, in Switzman v. Elbling, [1957] S.C.R. 285, 7 D.L.R. (2d) 337, Justice Rand 

said that parliamentary government demanded “the condition of a virtually 

unobstructed access to and diffusion of ideas”. In the same case Justice Abbott said 
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“the right of free expression of opinion and of criticism” were “essential to the 

working of a parliamentary democracy such as ours”: see Professor Hogg in 

Constitutional Law of Canada, 5th ed. supplemented (Toronto: Carswell, 2007) at 

43-8. 

[67] It is often observed that democracy is not tidy. There is considerable rough 

and tumble inherent in participating in community issues that can be daunting to the 

individual. Yet, participation at the local grass roots level is to be nurtured and is, 

perhaps, the surest sign of a vibrant democracy. Discouragement of participation in 

public discourse itself is to be discouraged and requires a compelling justification. 

Examples of compelling justification are demonstrated in Harper, discussing the 

advantages of spending limits that significantly level the field of contest, and in R. v. 

Bryan, 2007 SCC 12, [2007] 1 S.C.R. 527 discussing the advantages of a restriction 

on the publication of election results until polls are closed that significantly levels the 

field of information available to voters. 

[68] To assess the issues of minimal impairment and proportionality, one must 

consider the expression that is affected. Here the provision affects signage already 

displayed at the beginning of the election period, as well as signage created during 

the election period. Of particular relevance to this appeal, it applies to signage 

created at low or no expense. The impugned provision affects, for example, a 

person protesting outside courthouse doors with a sandwich board covered by 

banners espousing positions on issues, many of them of a public nature. Those with 

bumper stickers on vehicles expressing views on environmental or economic 

matters, those who place signs in home windows or signs on their property 

expressing support for or disputing a proposal or initiative, and those with pickets 

signs or other messages advancing a point of view on a public issue, all will be 

affected in the event the issue leaks into the platforms of a party or candidate during 

an election. Issues that may be addressed by such signage are beyond counting. 

Courts of British Columbia are familiar with the strong views of members of the 

community supporting and opposing proposals for taxation schemes, economic 
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development, highway construction, pipeline construction, forestry cutting practices, 

and the use of farmland, to name but a few. Bumper stickers such as  “Ban the … ”, 

“No more … ”, “I love … ”, “Kill … ”, “Down with … ”, and “I support … ”, each 

referring to a practice or proposal engaging public policy, may be seen on vehicles 

across the highways of British Columbia, north to south. So too signs relating to First 

Nations issues raise mainstream political issues. Issues may appear initially to be 

purely personal or local, yet find their way into an election campaign. It is said that all 

politics are local. Once the issue has leaked into the election campaign, the 

impugned provision of the Election Act will forbid the sign or bumper sticker unless 

and until the individual completes his or her registration. 

[69] It is contended that the provision is not overly infringing of freedom of 

expression because a person has only to register to be allowed to express his or her 

views by means of signage. The judge agreed, saying “the process of registering 

under the Act … requires providing minimal personal information and undergoing a 

minimal administrative inconvenience”. I do not see it that way. What is minimal is 

situation specific. While it may seem a small thing to those adept at forms and 

processes to register, not all members of the community can do so easily; I point 

only to the difficulty many members of the community have with our court forms as 

an example of the barriers modern administrative organization can present. I have 

no doubt that the effort required for registration and the nature of the private 

information required to be disclosed for public record will chill some who otherwise 

could muster the courage to stick their head over the parapet and publically 

advocate a view on a public issue. Last, certain members of the community, for 

reasons of personal security, will not register their addresses in a public record. For 

people in the circumstances I have described, the mere requirement of registration 

will be a complete barrier, so that compliance with the legislation will be achieved by 

diminishing their participation in public discourse during the election period, to the 

detriment of, in the words of Justice Rand, “access to and diffusion of ideas” for the 

betterment of the democracy generally. 
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[70] In reaching this conclusion I recognize that to date the legislation has not 

been enforced at the level I have described. But it is, in my view, no answer to say a 

breach of the legislation by the signage I have addressed in these reasons is 

unlikely to be pursued. We are asked here if the legislation is constitutional. By 

saying it is we say the legislation is enforceable (and the penalties for non-

compliance are significant) against the persons I have described. I suggest exercise 

of freedom of expression, particularly political expression, is most needy of 

protection for the small, or lone, or independent voice, sometimes unpopular, and 

should not depend on forbearance from prosecution. 

[71] Against the deleterious effects of the impugned provision must be considered 

the importance of the provision’s objective. The judge described the objective of the 

legislation as “to increase transparency, openness, and public accountability in the 

electoral process, and thus to promote an informed electorate”. That description of 

the objective is apt to the registration requirement generally, but has less force at the 

small end of the spending scale which, in Harper, did not factor into the reasoning of 

the court in upholding the third party advertising scheme. In my respectful view, 

there is much less to be said on behalf of legislation forbidding expression of ideas 

through inexpensive means than was said for the legislation at issue in Harper. I 

conclude that the advantage to the public interest inherent in the registration 

requirement for signage of the nature I have discussed is not so great as to 

overcome the consequent serious infringement of freedom of expression. The 

impugned provision, in my view, is a stifling measure affecting only those outside of 

the mainstream political community, whose participation in public discourse is vital to 

vibrant democracy. Absent allowance for inexpensive signage the provision is, in my 

view, neither minimally impairing nor proportionate, and thus is not demonstrably 

justified in a free and democratic society. 
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[72] I would allow the appeal. Given these are dissenting reasons, the details of 

an appropriate remedy need not be explored. 

“The Honourable Madam Justice Saunders” 
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Schedule A 

 
 

Election Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 106 
 

Part 11 — Election Communications 

Division 1 — General 

Election advertising 

228  For the purposes of this Act: 

"contribution" means a contribution of money provided to a 
sponsor of election advertising, whether given before or after the 
individual or organization acts as a sponsor; 

"election advertising" means the transmission to the public by 
any means, during the period beginning 60 days before1 a 
campaign period and ending at the end of the campaign period, of 
an advertising message that promotes or opposes, directly or 
indirectly, a registered political party or the election of a candidate, 
including an advertising message that takes a position on an issue 
with which a registered political party or candidate is associated, 
but does not include 

(a) the publication without charge of news, an editorial, an 
interview, a column, a letter, a debate, a speech or a 
commentary in a bona fide periodical publication or a radio 
or television program, 

(b) the distribution of a book, or the promotion of the sale of 
a book, for no less than its commercial value, if the book 
was planned to be made available to the public regardless 
of whether there was to be an election, 

                                            
1 Pursuant to this court’s decision in British Columbia Teachers’ Federation v. British Columbia 
(Attorney General) 2011 BCCA 408, the italicized language has been declared to be of no force or 
effect as it applies to s. 235.1.  
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(c) the transmission of a document directly by a person or a 
group to their members, employees or shareholders, or 

(d) the transmission by an individual, on a non-commercial 
basis on the internet, or by telephone or text messaging, of 
his or her personal political views; 

"value of election advertising" means 

(a) the price paid for preparing and conducting the election 
advertising, or 

(b) the market value of preparing and conducting the 
election advertising, if no price is paid or if the price paid is 
lower than the market value. 

[…] 

Sponsorship of election advertising 

229  (1) For the purposes of this Part, the sponsor of election advertising is 
whichever of the following is applicable: 

(a) the individual or organization who pays for the election 
advertising to be conducted; 

(b) if the services of conducting the advertising are provided 
without charge as a contribution, the individual or 
organization to whom the services are provided as a 
contribution; 

(c) if the individual or organization that is the sponsor within 
the meaning of paragraph (a) or (b) is acting on behalf of 
another individual or organization, the other individual or 
organization. 

(2) Where this Part requires the inclusion of a mailing address or 
telephone number at which a sponsor can be contacted, 

(a) any mailing address given must be within British 
Columbia, 
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(b) any telephone number given must be that of a place 
within British Columbia, and 

(c) the sponsor must make available an individual to be 
responsible for answering questions from the public that are 
directed to the address or telephone number. 

 

(3) Where this Part requires a sponsor to be identified, for a numbered 
corporation or an unincorporated organization the identification must 
include both 

(a) the name of the organization, and 

(b) the name of an individual director or, if there are no 
individual directors, an individual who is a principal officer 
or a principal member of the organization. 

(4) On request of the chief electoral officer, 

(a) an individual identified as a sponsor, or 

(b) an individual identified as a director, principal officer or 
principal member of an organization identified as a sponsor 

must file with the chief electoral officer a solemn declaration that the 
identified sponsor is in fact the sponsor and that the sponsor has not 
contravened this Part. 

 

No indirect sponsorship of election advertising 

230  An individual or organization must not sponsor election advertising with 
the property of any other individual or organization or indirectly through 
any other individual or organization. 

Election advertising must identify sponsor 

231  (1) Subject to subsection (2), an individual or organization must not 
sponsor, or publish, broadcast or transmit to the public, any election 
advertising unless the advertising 
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(a) identifies the name of the sponsor or, in the case of a 
candidate, the name of the candidate's financial agent or 
the financial agent of the registered political party 
represented by the candidate, 

(b) if applicable, indicates that the sponsor is a registered 
sponsor under this Act, 

(c) indicates that it was authorized by the identified sponsor 
or financial agent, and 

(d) gives a telephone number or mailing address at which 
the sponsor or financial agent may be contacted regarding 
the advertising. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to any class of election advertising 
exempted under section 283. 

(3) The chief electoral officer, or a person acting on the direction of the 
chief electoral officer, may 

(a) remove and destroy, without notice to any person, or 

(b) require a person to remove or discontinue, and destroy, 

any election advertising that does not meet the requirements of 
subsection (1) and is not exempted under subsection (2). 

 

[…] 

Division 2 — Election Advertising Limits 

Third party advertising limits 

235.1  (1) In respect of a general election conducted in accordance with section 
23 (2) of the Constitution Act, an individual or organization other than a 
candidate, registered political party or registered constituency 
association must not sponsor, directly or indirectly, election advertising 
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during the period beginning 60 days before2 the campaign period and 
ending at the end of the campaign period 

(a) such that the total value of that election advertising is 
greater than 

(i)   $3 000 in relation to a single electoral district, 
and 

(ii)   $150 000 overall, or 

(b) in combination with one or more individuals or 
organizations, or both, such that the total value of the 
election advertising sponsored by those individuals and 
organizations is greater than 

(i)   $3 000 in relation to a single electoral district, 
and 

(ii)   $150 000 overall. 

(2) In respect of a general election conducted other than in accordance 
with section 23 (2) of the Constitution Act, the limits under subsection 
(1) do not apply to the period beginning 60 days before campaign 
period, but do apply to the campaign period. 

(3) In respect of a by-election, the limits under subsection (1) do not 
apply to the period beginning 60 days before campaign period, but the 
limits under subsection (1) (a) (i) and (b) (i) do apply to the campaign 
period. 

(4) Section 204 applies to adjust the amounts under this section. 

Penalties for exceeding third party advertising limit 

235.2  (1) Unless relief is granted by a court under section 235.3, if a sponsor 
exceeds an election advertising limit, the sponsor 

                                            
2 Pursuant to this court’s decision in British Columbia Teachers’ Federation v. British Columbia 
(Attorney General) 2011 BCCA 408, the italicized language has been declared to be of no force or 
effect. 
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(a) is deregistered as a sponsor under Division 3 of this 
Part and is not entitled to be reregistered as a sponsor until 
after the next general election, and 

(b) must pay to the chief electoral officer a penalty of 10 
times the amount by which the value of the election 
advertising sponsored by the sponsor exceeds the limit. 

(2) In the case of a sponsor that is an unincorporated organization, the 
members of the organization are jointly and severally liable to pay the 
penalty under subsection (1) (b). 

(3) A penalty referred to in subsection (1) is effective as follows: 

(a) if no application under section 235.3 is made in respect 
of the sponsor, at the end of the period for making such an 
application; 

(b) if, on the final determination of an application under 
section 235.3, the court refuses to grant relief from the 
penalty, at the time of that determination. 

Court order for relief from advertising limit 

235.3  (1) A sponsor may apply to the Supreme Court in accordance with this 
section for relief from penalties under section 235.2. 

(2) An application may be made only within 120 days after general 
voting day for the election in relation to which the election advertising 
limit was exceeded. 

(3) The petition commencing an application must be served on the 
chief electoral officer within 7 days after it is filed and the chief 
electoral officer is a party to the application. 

(4) On the hearing of an application, the court may 

(a) grant relief from a penalty if the court considers that, in 
relation to the non-compliance, the sponsor acted in good 
faith, or 

(b) refuse to grant relief. 
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[…] 

Division 3 — Registration of Sponsors 

Election advertising sponsors must be registered 

239  (1) Subject to subsection (2), an individual or organization who is not 
registered under this Division must not sponsor election advertising. 

(2) A candidate, registered political party or registered constituency 
association is not required to be registered as a sponsor if the 
individual or organization is required to file an election financing report 
by which the election advertising is disclosed as an election expense. 

(3) An individual or organization who is registered or required to be 
registered as a sponsor must be independent of registered political 
parties, registered constituency organizations, candidates, agents of 
candidates and financial agents, and must not sponsor election 
advertising on behalf of or together with any of these. 

Registration with chief electoral officer 

240  (1) An individual or organization who wishes to become a registered 
sponsor must file an application in accordance with this section with 
the chief electoral officer. 

(2) An application must include the following: 

(a) the full name of the applicant and, in the case of an 
applicant organization that has a different usual name, this 
usual name; 

(b) the full address of the applicant; 

(c) in the case of an applicant organization, the names of 
the principal officers of the organization or, if there are no 
principal officers, of the principal members of the 
organization; 

(d) an address at which notices and communications under 
this Act and other communications will be accepted as 
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served on or otherwise delivered to the individual or 
organization; 

(e) a telephone number at which the applicant can be 
contacted; 

(f) any other information required by regulation to be 
included. 

(3) An application must 

(a) be signed, as applicable, by the individual applicant or, 
in the case of an applicant organization, by 2 principal 
officers of the organization or, if there are no principal 
officers, by 2 principal members of the organization, and 

(b) be accompanied by a solemn declaration of an 
individual who signed the application under paragraph (a) 
that the applicant 

(i)   is not prohibited from being registered by 
section 247, and 

(ii)   does not intend to sponsor election advertising 
for any purpose related to circumventing the 
provisions of this Act limiting the value of election 
expenses that may be incurred by a candidate or 
registered political party. 

(4) The chief electoral officer may require applications to be in a 
specified form. 

(5) As soon as practicable after receiving an application, if satisfied 
that the requirements of this section are met by an applicant, the chief 
electoral officer must register the applicant as a registered sponsor in 
the register maintained by the chief electoral officer for this purpose. 

(6) If there is any change in the information referred to in subsection 
(2) for a registered sponsor, the sponsor must file with the chief 
electoral officer written notice of the change within 30 days after it 
occurs. 
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(7) A notice or other communication that is required or authorized 
under this Act to be given to a sponsor is deemed to have been given 
if it is delivered to the applicable address filed under this section with 
the chief electoral officer. 

Obligations of registered sponsor 

241  (1) The identification of a registered sponsor referred to in section 231 
must be a name filed by the sponsor under section 240 with the chief 
electoral officer. 

(2) An individual or organization who is registered or required to be 
registered as a sponsor must maintain records of the following 
information in respect of contributions received by the sponsor: 

(a) in the case of anonymous contributions, the date on 
which the contributions were received, the total amount 
received on each date and, if applicable, the event at which 
they were received; 

(b) in other cases, the information referred to in section 190 
(1) (a) to (e), with the class of contributor recorded in 
accordance with section 245 (2). 

Voluntary deregistration 

242  (1) A registered sponsor may apply to the chief electoral officer for 
deregistration in accordance with this section. 

(2) As an exception, a sponsor may not apply for deregistration under 
this section if the sponsor is subject to deregistration under this Part or 
has not yet paid a penalty under this Part. 

(3) An application for deregistration must be in writing and must be 
signed, as applicable, 

(a) by the individual applicant, or 

(b) in the case of an applicant organization, by 2 principal 
officers of the organization or, if there are no principal 
officers, by 2 principal members of the organization. 
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(4) On being satisfied that an application for deregistration is 
authorized by the sponsor, the chief electoral officer must deregister 
the sponsor. 

(5) As a limit on subsection (4), if during a campaign period a 
registered sponsor has sponsored election advertising, the sponsor 
may not be deregistered until the election advertising disclosure report 
for the sponsor has been filed. 

Reregistration 

243  In order to be reregistered, an individual or organization must file any 
outstanding reports and pay any outstanding penalties under this Part. 

Division 4 — Disclosure of Independent Election Advertising 

Independent sponsors must file disclosure reports 

244  (1) Subject to subsection (3), if during a campaign period or the period 
beginning 60 days before the campaign period an individual or 
organization sponsors election advertising that has a total value 
of $500 or a higher amount established by regulation, the sponsor 
must file with the chief electoral officer an election advertising 
disclosure report in accordance with this section and section 245. 

(2) An election advertising disclosure report under subsection (1) must 
be filed within 90 days after general voting day for the election to which 
it relates. 

(3) A candidate, registered political party or registered constituency 
association is not required to file a report under this section if the 
individual or organization is required to file an election financing report 
by which the election advertising is disclosed as an election expense. 

(4) A sponsor must file a supplementary report with the chief electoral 
officer if any of the information required to be disclosed in an election 
advertising disclosure report changes or if the sponsor becomes aware 
that the report does not accurately and completely disclose that 
information. 
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(5) A supplementary report under subsection (4) must be filed within 
30 days after the sponsor becomes aware of the circumstances 
requiring the report to be filed. 

Contents of disclosure report 

245  (1) An election advertising disclosure report must be in the form 
prescribed by regulation and must include the following information: 

(a) the value of the election advertising sponsored by the 
sponsor, reported by class as required by regulation; 

(b) the amount of the contributions accepted by the sponsor 
during the period beginning 6 months before the election is 
called and ending at the end of the campaign period for the 
election, reported in accordance with subsections (2) to (4); 

(c) any amount of the sponsor's assets, other than assets 
received by way of contribution reported under paragraph 
(b), that was used to pay for the election advertising 
sponsored by the sponsor; 

(d) any other information required by regulation to be 
included. 

(2) For the purposes of subsection (1) (b), amounts accepted from 
contributors must be reported separately for each of the following 
classes of contributor: 

(a) individuals; 

(b) corporations; 

(c) unincorporated organizations engaged in business or 
commercial activity; 

(d) trade unions; 

(e) non-profit organizations; 

(f) other identifiable contributors; 

(g) anonymous contributors. 
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(3) If the records of the sponsor indicate that, during the period for 
which contributions are required to be reported, a contributor made 
one or more contributions of money that, in total, have a value of more 
than $250 or a higher amount established by regulation, the report 
under this section must include the following: 

(a) the full name of the individual; 

(b) the class of the contributor as referred to in subsection 
(2); 

(c) if the contributor is a numbered corporation or an 
unincorporated organization, the full names and addresses 
of at least 2 individuals 

(i)   who are directors of the organization, or 

(ii)   if there are no individual directors, who are 
principal officers or principal members of the 
organization; 

(d) the value of each contribution and the date on which it 
was made. 

(4) For anonymous contributions, the report under this section must 
include the dates on which the contributions were received, the 
amounts received on each date and, if applicable, the events at which 
they were received. 

(5) A report under this section must be accompanied by a signed 
declaration of the individual sponsor or, in the case of an organization, 
by a principal officer of the organization or, if there are no principal 
officers, by a principal member of the organization, as to the accuracy 
of the report. 

(6) As a limit on the reporting obligations under this section, the 
obligations of a sponsor in relation to contributions accepted before the 
campaign period to which the report relates is that reasonable effort 
must be made to report the information required under this section. 
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Late filing of reports 

246  If a sponsor fails to file a report under section 244 with the chief electoral 
officer within the time period established by that section or by a court 
under section 248, on payment to the chief electoral officer of a late 
filing fee equivalent to the applicable amount under section 220 (5) (b), 
the report may be filed within 30 days after the end of the time period 
under section 244 or before a later date permitted by a court under 
section 248. 

Failure to file reports 

247  (1) Unless relief is granted by a court on an application under 
section 248 commenced before the end of the late filing period under 
section 246, if an election advertising disclosure report is not filed with 
the chief electoral officer before the end of that period, the sponsor 

(a) is deregistered as a sponsor under Division 3 of this 
Part and is not entitled to be reregistered as a sponsor until 
after the next general election, and 

(b) must pay to the chief electoral officer a penalty 
equivalent to the applicable amount under section 220 (5) 
(b) for each day after the last day on which it may be filed 
under section 246 up to the date on which it is in fact filed. 

(2) In the case of a sponsor that is an unincorporated organization, the 
members of the organization are jointly and severally liable to pay the 
penalty under subsection (1) (b). 

(3) The penalties referred to in subsection (1) are effective as follows: 

(a) if no application under section 248 is made in respect of 
the sponsor, at the end of the period for making such an 
application; 

(b) if, on the final determination of an application under 
section 248, the court refuses to grant relief from the 
penalty, at the time of that determination. 
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Court order for relief from filing obligations 

248  (1) A sponsor subject to section 246 or 247 may apply to the Supreme 
Court in accordance with this section for relief from an obligation to file 
an election advertising disclosure report or from a penalty in relation to 
the filing of such a report. 

(2) An application may be made only within 120 days after general 
voting day for the election in relation to which the report is required or, 
if the failure is disclosed in a supplementary report under section 244 
(4), within 30 days after the supplementary report is filed. 

(3) Within 7 days after it is filed, the petition commencing an 
application must be served on the chief electoral officer. 

(4) The applicant and the chief electoral officer are parties to the 
application. 

(5) On the hearing of an application, the court may do the following: 

(a) relieve the sponsor from the obligation to file the report, 
or from specified obligations in relation to the report, if the 
court considers that, in relation to the non-compliance, the 
sponsor acted in good faith; 

(b) grant an extension of the time for filing the report without 
payment of a late filing fee under section 246 if 

(i)   the application is commenced before the end of 
the time for filing without penalty, and 

(ii)   the court considers that, in relation to the non-
compliance, the sponsor acted in good faith; 

(c) grant an extension of the time for filing the report, 
subject to payment of the late filing fee under section 246, if 
the court considers that, in relation to the non-compliance, 
the sponsor acted in good faith; 

(d) make any order the court considers appropriate to 
secure compliance with this Act and the regulations to the 
extent the court considers reasonable in the circumstances; 
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(e) refuse to grant an extension or other relief. 

Obligation to maintain records 

249  An individual or organization who is or has been a sponsor of election 
advertising must 

(a) ensure that the records required for the purposes of this 
Part are maintained in British Columbia, and 

(b) retain these records for at least 5 years, or a longer 
period specified by the chief electoral officer, from the date 
of filing of a report required under this Division in relation to 
those records. 

Information to be open to the public 

250  The information filed under this Part with the chief electoral officer since 
the general election before the previous general election must be 
available for public inspection at the office of the chief electoral officer 
during its regular office hours. 
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APPLICANT’S MEMORANDUM OF ARGUMENT 

PART I. OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS 

Overview 

1. This case is about political expression and the government onus of proving that such 

restrictions are justified.  The legislation in question, the Election Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 106 (the 

“BC Act”), imposes an absolute ban on unregistered expression that falls within the very broad 

definition of election advertising.  The applicant takes issue, not with the registration 

requirement, but with the absence of a minimum threshold for registration – a measure adopted 

in many comparable legislative instruments across Canada and an important safety valve, 

designed to limit the impact of the registration requirement on individuals and small spenders. 

2. Without a minimum threshold, the prohibition includes even home-made signs in 

windows and bumper stickers.  It captures even the smallest expense; the signs of the small 

voices, lone voices and independent voices are forbidden during election campaigns unless the 

person has registered.  Once an election engages an issue, signage in respect of that issue will fall 

within the ambit of the prohibition unless the advertiser registers, even if the signage pre-existed 

the election period.1 

3. Saunders J.A. described the breadth of this provision, dissenting but not on this point: 

[68] To assess the issues of minimal impairment and proportionality, one must 
consider the expression that is affected.  Here the provision affects signage 
already displayed at the beginning of the election period, as well as signage 
created during the election period.  Of particular relevance to this appeal, it 
applies to signage created at low or no expense.  The impugned provision affects, 
for example, a person protesting outside courthouse doors with a sandwich board 
covered by banners espousing positions on issues, many of them of a public 
nature.  Those with bumper stickers on vehicles expressing views on 
environmental or economic matters, those who place signs in home windows or 
signs on their property expressing support for or disputing a proposal or initiative, 
and those with pickets signs or other messages advancing a point of view on a 
public issue, all will be affected in the event the issue leaks into the platforms of a 
party or candidate during an election.  Issues that may be addressed by such 
signage are beyond counting.  Courts of British Columbia are familiar with the 
strong views of members of the community supporting and opposing proposals 

                                                 
1 BC Freedom of Information and Privacy Association v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 2015 BCCA 172 
[CA Reasons], ¶¶61, 68, Saunders J.A., dissenting but not on this point 
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for taxation schemes, economic development, highway construction, pipeline 
construction, forestry cutting practices, and the use of farmland, to name but a 
few.  Bumper stickers such as “Ban the …”, “No more …”, “I love …”, “Kill …”, 
“Down with …”, and “I support …”, each referring to a practice or proposal 
engaging public policy, may be seen on vehicles across the highways of British 
Columbia, north to south.  So too signs relating to First Nations issues raise 
mainstream political issues.  Issues may appear initially to be purely personal or 
local, yet find their way into an election campaign.  It is said that all politics are 
local.  Once the issue has leaked into the election campaign, the impugned 
provision of the Election Act will forbid the sign or bumper sticker unless and 
until the individual completes his or her registration.2 

4. Cohen J. rightly found that the registration requirement has a restrictive effect on 

spontaneous political expression.3  That finding was unchallenged and the majority of the Court 

of Appeal noted as well that the registration requirement inhibits “political expression by persons 

who do not wish their names and addresses to become public knowledge.”4  Justice Saunders, 

dissenting but not on this point, agreed that the BC Act was likely to “chill some who otherwise 

could muster the courage to stick their head over the parapet and publically advocate a view on a 

public issue” and for those who for reasons of personal security will not register, it is a complete 

barrier to their participation in public discourse.5 

5. In light of the “fundamental importance” of political expression, Cohen J. rightly found 

that this provision infringed of s. 2(b) of the Charter6 and that the infringement occasioned by 

s. 239 of the BC Act was not “trivial or insubstantial,”7 indeed the infringement was conceded by 

the Attorney General of British Columbia (“AGBC”) at the BC Court of Appeal8 and was 

characterized by the BC Court of Appeal majority as “obvious.”9 

6. Indeed, the central issues in this case are questions of law; the evidence in this case was 

minimal, unchallenged and the facts are not controversial. 

                                                 
2 CA Reasons, ¶68, Saunders J.A., dissenting but not on this point 
3 BC Freedom of Information and Privacy Association v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 2014 BCSC 660 [TJ 
Reasons], ¶¶121, 142 
4 CA reasons, ¶56 
5 CA Reasons, ¶69 
6 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada 
Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11 (the “Charter”) 
7 TJ Reasons, ¶¶123-26 
8 CA Reasons, ¶62, Saunders J.A., dissenting but not on this point 
9 CA Reasons, ¶1 
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7. This case involves a legal controversy surrounding the s. 1 justification analysis by the 

courts below.  The fundamental issue raised by this case is the standard to be applied and the 

nature and extent of the evidence required to demonstrably justify such an admitted and obvious 

Charter breach of political expression. 

8. In this case, the Courts below have inappropriately imported a reasoned apprehension of 

harm analysis into consideration of whether the law minimally impairs and is proportional.  This 

is a fundamental analytical error that leads to a reduced s. 1 threshold and effectively reduces the 

onus.  An “obvious” infringement with people’s free political expression has been found to be 

justified by the lower courts despite AGBC advancing no evidence to support the impugned law.  

In fact, the evidence below established that the Chief Electoral officer viewed British Columbia’s 

imposition of a blanket registration requirement as unnecessary. 

9. It is an issue of distinct public importance that an obvious infringement of free political 

expression could be justified without evidence and on the mere assertion that the restriction was 

adopted simply for administrative convenience, particularly in the face of evidence of a simple, 

alternative measure employed elsewhere to achieve the same objectives.  This is a low water 

mark for justification under s. 1 in the Canadian jurisprudence, and it sets a dangerous precedent. 

10. In light of the expanding regulatory sphere in Canadian society, the applicant’s position is 

that even where governments have a reasoned apprehension of harm that is sought to be 

addressed through regulation, courts must use rigour in scrutinizing administrative incursions 

into fundamental freedoms, especially at the final two steps of the s. 1 analysis, in order to 

safeguard Canadians’ fundamental rights.  These incursions can collectively result in a 

“regulatory creep” which will have insidious, indeed Orwellian, consequences if allowed to 

propagate with minimal or no justification as occurred in this case. 

Background Facts 

11. The applicant is a non-profit society that advocates in a variety of ways for access to 

government information and for the protection of privacy.10 

                                                 
10 TJ Reasons, ¶2 
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12. This application for leave to appeal arises from proceedings that are “at least the third 

constitutional challenge to aspects of Part 11 of the Election Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 106 (the “BC 

Act”).”11  In each of the prior three proceedings, provisions of the BC Act were found to be 

unconstitutional.12 

13. Part 11 of the BC Act is headed “Election Communications.”  It imposes restrictions on 

the amounts political parties, candidates and all other persons (referred to as “third parties”) may 

spend in expressing their views publicly on election issues during provincial election campaigns.  

(The expression of such views is referred to in the legislation as “election advertising.”)  It also 

requires anyone so expressing a view to be identified in the “advertising”; and s. 239 – the 

provision challenged in this case – requires third parties to register their names, telephone 

numbers and addresses with the Chief Electoral Officer (“CEO”) before they may “sponsor” any 

such “advertising.”  The information provided to the CEO becomes a matter of public record.13  

This public record is available “indefinitely to all.”14 

14. AGBC, therefore, had the burden of demonstrable justification under s. 1 of the Charter.  

Yet AGBC led very little, if any, evidence in support of its task of justification.  As the BC Court 

of Appeal majority noted, there were only two affidavits of note in this case, only one of which 

was led by AGBC.  There was no royal commission report or social science evidence before the 

court in aid of AGBC’s burden of justification.15 

15. The applicant led affidavit evidence appending a report from the CEO.  The CEO has 

been recommending for years that a minimum expenditure threshold be adopted in BC.16  This is 

significant because the CEO is charged with, inter alia, administering elections, ensuring they 

are fair and making recommendations to improve the election process in BC.17  The 

recommendation shows that while some of the registration information gathered from low 

spending third parties as a result of the infringement may be used from time to time, it is not 

needed.  The CEO is evidently comfortable with being able to contact small spending third party 

                                                 
11 CA Reasons, ¶1 
12 CA Reasons, ¶2 
13 CA Reasons, ¶1; ¶60 per Saunders J.A. dissenting but not on this point 
14 CA Reasons, ¶56 
15 CA Reasons, ¶22 
16 TJ Reasons, ¶¶88-89 
17 Election Act, s. 12 
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election advertisers if required by using means other than consulting with their registration forms 

and there is no evidence that his office has any difficulty doing so. 

16. The applicant’s affidavit also contained a chart showing election finance provisions in 

other Canadian provinces.  It is noteworthy that in the Canada Elections Act (“Elections Act”),18 

and in every province that has third party election advertising restrictions, there is a minimum 

threshold of expenditures before any registration requirement applies.  Manitoba, Ontario, New 

Brunswick, and Nova Scotia all have provisions similar to s. 353 of the Elections Act with $500 

registration thresholds, and Alberta has a minimum threshold of $1,000.19  In BC, there is no 

minimum.  The result is that persons who within the campaign period make and wear out of the 

house a t-shirt that says “Vote for the Environment” or tape a sign on their car window that says 

“End Poverty,” must register as election advertisers or be at jeopardy of a $10,000 fine and a 

year in jail. 

17. Given the many other jurisdictions in Canada that have a minimum threshold of 

expenditures before any registration requirement applies, one would have expected AGBC to 

justify its anomalous approach by recourse to some evidence that such systems lead to any harms 

such as third parties having undue influence on elections.  While this evidence may not have 

been scientific or conclusive, it could have included evidence of the ubiquity of low cost election 

advertising, voter complaints, the CEO’s views in those jurisdictions and social science evidence 

(such as that relied on by the Supreme Court of Canada in Harper20).  There was no such 

evidence. 

18. The applicant’s materials also included a report published by the Canadian Centre for 

Policy Alternatives, the British Columbia Civil Liberties Association, and the applicant entitled 

Election Chill Effect:  The Impact of BC’s New Third Party Advertising Rules on Social 

Movement Groups.21  The report is in the record to show the government had notice of the concerns 

with s. 239 of the BC Act.  As the onus was on the government in s. 1, the report was not relied on by 

                                                 
18 Canada Elections Act, S.C. 2000, c. 9, s. 353 
19 The Election Financing Act, C.C.S.M., c. E27 (Manitoba), Part 12 “Third Party Spending”; Election Finances Act, 
R.S.O., c. E.7 (Ontario), ss. 37.5-37.13; Political Process Financing Act, S.N.B. 1978, c. P-9.3 (New Brunswick), 
s. 84.3(1); Elections Act, S.N.S. 2011, c. 5 (Nova Scotia), Part I, ss. 275-84; Elections Finances and Contributions 
Disclosure Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. E-2 (Alberta), s. 9.1(1). 
20 Harper v. Canada, 2004 SCC 33 [Harper] 
21 Affidavit of Vincent Gogolek sworn March 12, 2013, Exhibit B 
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the applicant for the truth of its contents.  The government produced no expert report, social science 

or survey evidence in support of their case under s. 1. 

19. AGBC merely led an affidavit from Nola Western, the Deputy CEO, which simply 

described the role of Elections BC, the workings of ss. 239 and 240 of the BC Act, and how the 

information required in an application for registration is used.22  Ms. Western also acknowledged 

the recommendations of the CEO that the legislation should include a minimum expenditure 

threshold.  In the summary trial, the AGBC had argued to the trial judge that Ms. Western’s 

affidavit was not being relied upon as s. 1 evidence.  This meant that the AGBC led no s. 1 

evidence at all. 

20. The evidence established that s. 239 imposes an “‘administrative burden’ that facilitates 

contacting third parties.”23  The information is used “only for administrative convenience.”24 

21. While there was disagreement between the BC Court of Appeal majority and Saunders 

J.A., dissenting, as to whether this administrative burden was onerous, both the majority and 

dissenting judgments rightly recognized that in addition to interfering with spontaneous political 

expression by prohibiting it until the various protocols of registration within government office 

hours are satisfied, the act of registration may inhibit political expression by persons who do not 

wish their names and addresses to become public knowledge.25  Saunders J.A., dissenting, 

described the issue as follows: 

[69] It is contended that the provision is not overly infringing of freedom of 
expression because a person has only to register to be allowed to express his or 
her views by means of signage.  The judge agreed, saying “the process of 
registering under the Act… requires providing minimal personal information and 
undergoing a minimal administrative inconvenience”.  I do not see it that way. 
What is minimal is situation specific. While it may seem a small thing to those 
adept at forms and processes to register, not all members of the community can do 
so easily; I point only to the difficulty many members of the community have 
with our court forms as an example of the barriers modern administrative 
organization can present.  I have no doubt that the effort required for registration 
and the nature of the private information required to be disclosed for public record 
will chill some who otherwise could muster the courage to stick their head over 

                                                 
22 CA Reasons, ¶24 
23 CA Reasons, ¶49 
24 CA Reasons, ¶56 
25 CA Reasons, ¶¶53-56 
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the parapet and publically advocate a view on a public issue.  Last, certain 
members of the community, for reasons of personal security, will not register their 
addresses in a public record.  For people in the circumstances I have described, 
the mere requirement of registration will be a complete barrier, so that compliance 
with the legislation will be achieved by diminishing their participation in public 
discourse during the election period, to the detriment of, in the words of Justice 
Rand, “access to and diffusion of ideas” for the betterment of the democracy 
generally.26 

22. The “significant” penalties for contravening s. 239 are set out in s. 264 and include the 

payment of a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for a term not longer than one year, 

or both.27 

23. On these facts, leave to appeal is sought from an order of the British Columbia Court of 

Appeal which dismissed an appeal from an order upholding the constitutional validity of s. 239 

with little or no evidence in support of the section 1 analysis. 

PART II. STATEMENT OF QUESTION IN ISSUE 

24. The issue of public and national importance raised by this application is whether, in light 

of the expanding regulatory sphere, a registration requirement covering all political advertising – 

without a minimum threshold – which results in an admitted and obvious breach of Charter 

rights may ever be justified without evidence and on the mere assertion that the restriction was 

adopted simply for administrative convenience, particularly in the face of evidence of a simple, 

alternative measure employed elsewhere to achieve the same objectives. 

25. If the BC Court of Appeal majority judgment is allowed to stand, government will be 

permitted to brazenly breach fundamental freedoms with minimal, if any, justification.  The 

circumstances and manner in which such infringements could be carried out in the expanding 

regulatory sphere are too numerous to count.  The consequences could be devastating to our 

collective commitment to civil liberties. 

                                                 
26 CA Reasons, ¶69, Saunders J.A., dissenting; see also majority judgment at CA Reasons, ¶¶53-56 
27 CA Reasons, ¶70, Saunders J.A., dissenting but not on this point 
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PART III. STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT 

A. Public Importance of Addressing Regulatory Incursions on Civil Liberties 

26. Given the vastness of the regulatory sphere and the state’s ubiquitous use of regulatory 

offences to accomplish government objectives, it is entirely predictable that, from time to time, 

regulatory offences will give rise to substantial legal questions of patent public and constitutional 

importance.  This is what has occurred in the present case.  Indeed, in this case, it is the very 

regulatory context which adds to the matter’s significance. 

27. Canadians live in a legal environment thick with regulations.  As Archibald, Jull and 

Roach observe, “Regulations cover every aspect of modern society from health and safety to 

equality and social policy.”28  In the 1980s, the Law Reform Commission of Canada estimated 

that any individual was subject to over 40,000 provincial regulatory offences29 and the 

Department of Justice counted over 97,000 federal regulatory offences.30  Despite changing 

trends over time, complex and pervasive regulation remains a fact of the everyday lives of 

ordinary Canadians.31  In R. v. Wholesale Travel Group Inc., Justice Cory summarized the 

centrality and prevalence of regulation as a method of governance: 

It is difficult to think of an aspect of our lives that is not regulated for our benefit 
and for the protection of society as a whole.  From cradle to grave, we are 
protected by regulations; they apply to the doctors attending our entry into this 
world and to the morticians present at our departure.  Every day, from waking to 
sleeping, we profit from regulatory measures which we often take for granted….32 

28. Beneficial though government regulation may often be, the regulatory or quasi-criminal 

sphere poses particular stresses and challenges for the administration of justice in Canada; as 

R.C.B. Risk observed, regulation presents “distinctive problems, especially with the individual 

and the state.”33  The threat to civil liberties that regulatory prohibitions give rise to may be less 

                                                 
28 T.L. Archibald, Kenneth E. Jull, and Kent W. Roach, Regulatory and Corporate Liability:  From Due Diligence 
to Risk Management, looseleaf (Aurora, Ont.:  Canada Law Book, 2010) (“Regulatory and Corporate Liability”) at 
1-3 
29 Law Reform Commission of Canada, Studies in Strict Liability (Ottawa:  Law Reform Commission of Canada, 
1974), pp. 2, 10 
30 Law Reform Commission of Canada, Policy Implementation, Compliance and Administrative Law - Working 
Paper 51 - (Ottawa:  Law Reform Commission of Canada, 1986), p. 38 
31 Regulatory and Corporate Liability, note 6 
32 R. v. Wholesale Travel Group Inc., [1991] 3 S.C.R. 154, p. 221 
33 R.C.B. Risk, “Lawyers, Courts, and the Rise of the Regulatory State” (1984) 9 Dalhousie L.J. 31 at 54 
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stark than those arising from, for example, criminal prohibitions; however, the very proliferation 

of regulatory burdens and the lack of pecuniary incentive or assistance for challenging them are 

just some of the reasons to look closely at the justification for those challenges that do arise 

especially where the Charter breaches are “obvious.”34 

29. Constitutions and constitutional rights serve to constrain and discipline the exercise of 

state power.  As this Court has stated, it is a fundamental postulate that “in a constitutional 

democracy, all government power must be exercised in accordance with the Constitution.”35 

30. Given that regulatory offences are now one of the chief means of exercising state power, 

when a proceeding is brought forward to test an admitted and “obvious” regulatory breach of 

Charter rights, government action must be fully and assiduously tested and governments must be 

disciplined in discharging a rigorous standard and process of demonstration in order to justify 

incursions on fundamental freedoms.  This process should include evidence not merely 

apprehensions and this evidence should cover not only the state objective but how the regulatory 

tool is used in practice, what other tools exist to substantially meet the state objective and what 

actual effects these uses have. 

31. No obvious Charter breach that is neither trivial nor insubstantial can be justified by a 

measure used for mere “administrative convenience”36 as occurred in this case.  Allowing such 

justification to stand ensures that the state’s robust regulatory power is effectively immunized 

from constitutional scrutiny.  While this concern is pressing in the elections context, it is not 

limited to this sphere.  Absent the discipline of justification, such creeping regulatory incursion 

on civil liberties could occur in any and all of the vast web of regulations shaping our lives from 

cradle to grave. 

                                                 
34 CA Reasons, ¶1 
35 Canada (Prime Minister) v. Khadr, 2010 SCC 3, ¶37 
36 CA Reasons, ¶56 
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B. Public and National Importance of Protecting Free Political Speech in Particular 

32. Political expression is the lifeblood of a democracy.  There are few, if any, rights of such 

fundamental importance.37  Such a wide-reaching infringement as that shown in this case - 

touching as it does upon the rights of all British Columbians to express themselves on political 

matters during elections and to receive the benefit of such expression – is of a special and 

extraordinary quality.  Cases like this that wrongly uphold unjustified infringements of political 

expression are of national and public importance because while this case arises under the BC 

Act, the precedent could give rise to similar restrictions in the regulation of elections in every 

jurisdiction in Canada and, indeed, in other contexts outside of the regulation of elections. 

33. Cohen J. rightly recognizing the significance of the expression at stake: 

[124] Given the fundamental importance of all forms of political expression (as 
long as such expression is not violent: Irwin Toy, at para. 42) to democratic 
society, the fact that spontaneous or unplanned forms of election advertising may 
be most affected by the requirement to register is not a trivial or insubstantial 
effect.38 

34. Cohen J. noted that the inquiry at this stage was “not limited to the nature of the 

regulatory requirement but asks whether the effect of the legislation is trivial or insubstantial.”39  

Cohen J. found the effect was not trivial or insubstantial.40  That effect was the restriction of 

“spontaneous or unplanned election advertising, which, like other forms of political expression, 

enriches political discourse.”41  The BC Court of Appeal rightly apprehended that the effect was 

not limited to spontaneous expression but included a chilling effect in particular on persons who 

would choose to remain anonymous, vulnerable persons, or those wishing to express 

unconventional or underrepresented views.42  Cohen J. rightly found that in limiting participation 

in this way, s. 239 has the effect of undermining the values underlying s. 2(b) of the Charter.43 

35. As Saunders J.A. observed, dissenting, but not on this point: 

                                                 
37 Edmonton Journal v. Alberta (Attorney General), [1989] 2 S.C.R. 1326, p. 1327 per Dickson, C.J. and Lamer and 
Cory J.J. 
38 TJ Reasons, ¶124 
39 TJ Reasons, ¶125 
40 TJ Reasons, ¶126 
41 TJ Reasons, ¶121 
42 CA Reasons, ¶56 
43 TJ Reasons, ¶121 
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[67] It is often observed that democracy is not tidy.  There is considerable 
rough and tumble inherent in participating in community issues that can be 
daunting to the individual.  Yet, participation at the local grass roots level is to be 
nurtured and is, perhaps, the surest sign of a vibrant democracy.  Discouragement 
of participation in public discourse itself is to be discouraged and requires a 
compelling justification.44 

36. AGBC failed to provide any such compelling justification in this case as is explained 

below and the impact this failure has on elections in British Columbia as well as the precedent 

set for unjustified infringements of Charter rights including political expression nationwide, are 

of compelling public and national importance. 

C. Public and National Importance of Protecting A Robust Process of Demonstration 
Under Section 1 

37. This case presents this Court with a needed opportunity to clarify that even where harms 

cannot be proven to a scientific certainty such that a reasoned apprehension of harm is resorted to 

at the first stages of the s. 1 analysis, s. 1 requires a process of demonstration if Charter breaches 

are to be justified.  That process must include at least some evidence about the efficacy of 

available legislative alternatives and the law’s actual effects.  There was none in this case. 

38. In RJR-MacDonald, this Court explained that it is the state who bears the evidentiary 

onus under s. 1 of the Charter and that it is a heavy burden.  The Court clarified the extent of this 

burden as follows: 

128 … to meet its burden under s. 1 of the Charter, the state must show that 
the violative law is “demonstrably justified”.  The choice of the word 
“demonstrably” is critical. The process is not one of mere intuition, nor is it one 
of deference to Parliament’s choice.  It is a process of demonstration.  This 
reinforces the notion inherent in the word “reasonable” of rational inference from 
evidence or established truths.45 

39. The standard of proof under s. 1 has been variously described as rigorous46 or 

“onerous”47 by this Court.48  Since political expression is at the very heart of freedom of 

expression, it should normally benefit from a high degree of constitutional protection, that is, the 
                                                 
44 CA Reasons, ¶67, Saunders J.A., dissenting but not on this point 
45 RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1995] 3 S.C.R. 199, ¶128 (emphasis in original) 
46 R. v. Oakes, [1986] 1 S.C.R. 103 [Oakes], p. 137; Andrews v. Law Society British Columbia, [1989] 1 S.C.R. 143, 
p. 201 
47 Lavoie v. Canada, 2002 SCC 23, ¶6 
48 Oakes, pp. 135-36 
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courts should generally apply a high standard of justification to legislation that infringes the 

freedom of political expression.49 

40. This was a case, as is generally the case,50 where “cogent and persuasive”51 evidence was 

required to “demonstrably” justify the infringement under s. 1.  Yet AGBC introduced no 

evidence relevant to the s. 1 analysis and Cohen J. and the BC Court of Appeal majority 

effectively reversed the onus of proof under s. 1 upholding the law in the absence of any 

evidence from AGBC to justify it. 

41. What was provided by AGBC was an affidavit from the Deputy CEO which admitted that 

the information collected was not necessary for the administration of fair elections such that the 

CEO has recommended that registration not be required unless the value of election advertising 

undertaken is $500 or greater.  This evidence was far from cogent or persuasive and AGBC 

explained in its written argument at trial that it was not being relied on for the purpose of s. 1. 

42. In the absence of Ms. Western’s affidavit being relied on under s. 1, AGBC had no 

evidence at all to demonstrate why the registration requirement was justified for those who spent 

less than $500 on election advertising. 

43. Despite this complete lack of evidence, Cohen J. upheld s. 239 under s. 1 of the Charter, 

erroneously applying the Oakes test as if the applicant bore the onus of establishing that s. 239 

could not be justified.  In considering whether the objectives were pressing and substantial, he 

held: 

[129] …In my view, the case at bar is one where a reasoned apprehension that 
the absence of a registration requirement would be contrary to these objectives is 
sufficient for this stage of the test:  Pacific Press, at para. 78; Harper, at paras. 77, 
88; Bryan, at para. 28.52 

44. The “reasoned apprehension of harm”53 standard of proof originated as a means of 

enabling the government to discharge its burden to demonstrate that the objective of the law was 

pressing and compelling and, more commonly, to demonstrate a rational connection between a 

                                                 
49 Libman v. Quebec (Attorney General), [1997] 3 S.C.R. 569 [Libman] 
50 Oakes, ¶68 
51 Oakes, ¶68 
52 TJ Reasons, ¶116 
53 R. v. Butler, [1992] 1 S.C.R. 452 [Butler], at p. 504 
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law’s effect and the law’s objective.  It has most commonly arisen in freedom of expression 

cases where the harm claimed to be caused by the expression in question was not amenable to 

proof by means of scientific or other conventional evidence.  In that context, it was considered 

sufficient if Parliament demonstrated it had a reasonable apprehension that the expression was 

harmful.54 

45. This case presents this Court with the opportunity to make clear that the “apprehension” 

standard for proof of harm applies only with respect to the existence of harm and the causal 

relationship between a harm and an impugned law.  It may only be resorted to where the nature 

of the harm is such that traditional forms of evidence are not available to establish the harm.55  

Even when properly invoked, it should be supported by “some social science evidence” such as 

occurred in Harper.56  There was none in this case. 

46. However, in this case there is no need to resort to the reasonable apprehension of harm 

test because the applicant acknowledged that without any regulation actual harm could arise 

from failing to regulate third party election spending at all, i.e. unlimited spending without 

regulation; that concession, however, does not answer the additional and essential question here 

of whether the means chosen - which require registration by everyone no matter how little 

(including nothing) is expended on “election advertising” - is proportionate. 

47. Although Cohen J. did not say so expressly, given there was no evidence upon which to 

base his analysis, he must have resorted to this same standard of reasonable apprehension when 

he found that s. 239 was rationally connected to the objectives that he had articulated, was not 

minimally impairing, and even when he considered the proportionality of effects.57  This was not 

the correct approach as it effectively reversed the onus of proof.  Reasonably apprehending a 

harm resulting from no regulation cannot be conflated into the analysis of unconstitutional 

infringements caused by overly broad and disproportionate regulation.  Harper does not allow 

                                                 
54 Butler, at p. 504, , see also Saskatchewan (Human Rights Commission) v. Whatcott, 2013 SCC 11 [Whatcott], 
¶¶128-35, R. v. Bryan, 2007 SCC 12 , ¶¶10, 16, 20, 28 
55 The classic cases are the expression cases.  Obscenity is said to harm women generally: Butler. Child pornography 
is said to harm children generally: R. v. Sharpe, 2001 SCC 2 [Sharpe], ¶¶100-01.  The harms of expression which 
are considered in these cases are attitudinal harms.  See e.g. Whatcott, ¶132. 
56 Harper, ¶79 
57 TJ Reasons, ¶132-48 
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government to draw the reasoned apprehension of harm through each stage of the s. 1 analysis.  

In the alternative, to the extent that it does, it is time for this Court to revisit that decision. 

48. With respect to minimal impairment, given the many other jurisdictions in Canada that 

have a minimum threshold of expenditures before any registration requirement applies, one 

would have expected AGBC to justify its anomalous approach by recourse to some evidence that 

such systems lead to any harms such as third parties having undue influence on elections.  While 

this evidence may not have been scientific or conclusive it could have included evidence of the 

ubiquity of low cost election advertising, voter complaints, the CEO’s views in those 

jurisdictions, and social science evidence (such as that relied on by this Court in Harper). 

49. Cohen J. and the Court of Appeal majority dismissed the significance of this evidentiary 

lacunae on the basis that this type of reasoning risks depriving legislators of legitimacy in the 

choices they make.58  However, this Court often has regard to evidence of the experience of 

foreign jurisdictions operating under more minimally impairing regimes.59  The significance of 

this evidence is to assist in determining whether the laws in question, often a complete 

prohibition, are a proportionate response to the problem at issue.  In this case, there was no need 

to look outside of Canada because several other provinces address the same apprehended harms.  

One would expect that evidence about how these other regimes are operating and what effects 

their laws have would be significant to the question of the fit or proportionality between British 

Columbia’s laws and the apprehended harm.  The total absence of evidence that these more 

permissive regimes result in any of the harms alleged by AGBC means the apprehension of such 

harms is far less “reasonable.”  This Court should clarify that this evidence (or lack of evidence) 

can be considered in this context.  And that there is a significant difference between the 

legislature making a nuanced choice about spending levels in light of the Charter rights engaged 

and what occurred in this case which was the imposition of an absolute prohibition on 

unregistered political expression. 

50. The apprehension becomes all the less “reasonable” when one considers this Court’s 

decision in Libman.  The lack of a minimum expenditure threshold in Quebec’s Referendum Act 

was the reason this Court found parts of that legislation not to be minimally impairing in Libman.  
                                                 
58 CA Reasons, ¶¶35-36 
59 See for e.g. Carter v. Canada, 2015 SCC 5 [Carter], ¶¶8, 22, 25-27, 47, 104-05, 107-13 
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In that case, through a variety of provisions prohibiting and regulating expenses, the legislation 

had the purpose and effect of funnelling political expression about referendums into the national 

committees on either side of the referendum question.  The Court found the effect of the 

legislation to “come close to being a total ban”60 on the freedom of expression for groups and 

individuals who did not feel that politically they could join or align themselves with either 

committee.  For those people, this Court held that there must be some accommodation in the 

legislation to allow for their political expression without disturbing the overall purpose of the 

legislation, which was to prevent the referendum debates from being dominated by the most 

affluent members of society.  While the Court declined to set the amount, it noted the 

“appropriate amount will have to be fair while being small enough to be consistent with the 

objective of the Act”61 suggesting the amount would be above zero. 

51. The legislative solution for the over-reaching effect of the Referendum Act was one that 

had been proposed by the 1992 Lortie Commission Report – a minimum expenditure threshold.  

In Libman, this Court discussed the Lortie Commission recommendation and the corresponding 

enactment of a minimum expenditure threshold that had been made in the Elections Act.62  This 

Court concluded that a minimum expenditure threshold strikes an appropriate balance “between 

absolute individual freedom of expression and equality of expression between proponents of the 

various options [in the referendums].”63 

52. This Court should clarify that some evidence is required at the later stages of the s. 1 

analysis even when that analysis begins with a reasonable apprehension of harm.  This approach 

is consistent with previous jurisprudence of this Court which was simply not followed by the BC 

Courts.  For example, in Sharpe, the Court noted that the harms of pornography do not lend 

themselves to scientific proof and so a reasoned apprehension standard is used.  The Court 

concluded that the social science evidence “buttressed by experience and common sense” 

demonstrated a rational connection between the purpose of the law – protecting children from 

harm – and the means adopted.64 

                                                 
60 Libman, ¶75 
61 Libman, ¶81 
62 Libman, ¶¶76-81 
63 Libman, ¶81 
64 Sharpe, ¶94 
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53. But when it came to minimal impairment this Court came to a different conclusion.  It 

held that if the law is drafted in a way that “unnecessarily catches material that has little or 

nothing to do with the prevention of harm to children, then the justification for overriding 

freedom of expression is absent.”65  This Court found that aspects of the law that raised little or 

no risk of harm to children were not minimally impairing even though the Court recognized that 

“It may be difficult to draft a law capable of catching the bulk of pornographic material that puts 

children at risk, without also catching some types of material that are unrelated to harm to 

children.”66 

54. This Court also said the law was grossly disproportionate.  It is important to note that the 

Court accepted that possession of pornography that was created and held by the accused alone 

and visual recordings created by or depicting the accused and are held by the accused exclusively 

for private use could be harmful for the various reasons the court set out.  The Court noted that 

they pose “some risk” but the Court held the “risk is small, incidental and more tenuous than that 

associated with the vast majority of the material targeted by” the law.67 

55. Cohen J., in contrast, started with a reasoned apprehension of harm and then erroneously 

imposed a burden on the applicant to “satisfy”68 or “persuade”69 him that the apprehended harms 

would be ameliorated by creating a minimum threshold of expenditure.  These apprehended 

harms had no basis in the evidence and could not even be supported by reason or common sense 

at the expenditure amounts in question.  Cohen J.’s analysis was fundamentally flawed and 

essentially gives AGBC a free pass on Charter breaches, absent a positive case from the claimant 

under s. 1, where the harms in question are not amenable to scientific proof. 

56. Faced with this same absence of evidence, the Court of Appeal majority seemed to 

uphold the breach on the strength of the legislative objective alone, effectively circumventing the 

final step of the Oakes analysis: 

[56] At the end of the day we are faced not with a clash of conflicting Charter 
values or even a conflict between important principles per se, but a close 

                                                 
65 Sharpe, ¶95 
66 Sharpe, ¶95 
67 Sharpe, ¶100 
68 TJ Reasons, ¶141 
69 TJ Reasons, ¶142 
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balancing of some rather subtle circumstances – the fact that the registration 
requirement is not terribly onerous; the fact that although it could be used to assist 
the CEO in enforcing the advertising restrictions, it seems at least at present to be 
used only for administrative convenience; the fact that third parties are already 
required, by s. 231, to identify themselves in election advertising; the fact that 
advertisers might choose to disobey that requirement and might be easier to locate 
by means of the registration requirement; and the fact that registration may, as the 
intervenor contends, “delay or limit spontaneous political expression”.  Closer to 
principle, there is the fact that registration creates a public record that is available 
indefinitely to all, arguably inhibiting political expression by persons who do not 
wish their names and addresses to become public knowledge.  Most significantly, 
there is the fact that political discourse lies at the heart of the value protected by 
s. 2(b): see the cases cited by the dissenting justices at para. 11 of Harper.  On the 
other hand, the goals of egalitarianism in a free and democratic society have been 
characterized as “laudable” by the Supreme Court, and as important enough to 
justify incursions on free speech, even in the political realm. 

[57] At the end of the day, I am persuaded that s. 239 must be considered in its 
legislative context just as its federal counterpart was in Harper.  Given the 
insubstantial burden it places on third parties during an election period, I conclude 
that it falls within the “zone of discretion” that should be accorded to the 
Legislature in promoting equality of participation and influence among the 
proponents of political views and furthering the other objectives found to be 
pressing and substantial in Libman and Harper.  One need not look far afield to 
appreciate that without laws like the BC Act, election politics can become 
contests of wealth and media access rather than contests of ideas. If we were to 
accede to FIPA’s argument, we would in my view be focusing, incorrectly, on a 
relatively minor part of a larger scheme that is very similar to one that has already 
survived Charter scrutiny in the Supreme Court of Canada.  I cannot say that the 
differences between s. 239 of the BC Act and s. 353(1) of the Federal Act are 
such as to make a difference in principle; nor that the trial judge erred in affording 
some deference to the Legislature in his analysis of the minimal impairment and 
“proportionate effects” tests as applied to s. 239.70 

57. This analysis was in error.  The majority’s analysis wrongly takes a majoritarian view to 

Charter rights.  What is required is an approach that recognizes that everyone’s rights are 

centrally important – that is the purpose of enshrining them in the Constitution.  With this 

recognition comes the requirement that these rights therefore cannot be sacrificed for some idea 

of the public majoritarian good without consideration of whether there are other, less 

rights-infringing means to achieve this objective in a real and substantial manner as well as a 

consideration of whether the law actually achieves those or any salutary benefits.  Where, as 

here, a right is sacrificed for a very minor increase in administrative convenience, the 

                                                 
70 CA Reasons, ¶¶56-57 (emphasis added) 
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infringement is not justified.  As Deschamps J. observed in Chaoulli, and this Court recently 

affirmed in Carter: 

[T]he claimant “d[oes] not have the burden of disproving every fear or every 
threat”, nor can the government meet its burden simply by asserting an adverse 
impact on the public.  Justification under s. 1 is a process of demonstration, not 
intuition or automatic deference to the government’s assertion of risk 
(RJR-MacDonald, at para. 128).71 

58. Cohen J. ought to have required AGBC to adduce some evidence of these matters and the 

Court of Appeal majority ought to have allowed the appeal on this basis. 

59. The Court of Appeal majority seemed to erroneously view the questions posed as 

foreclosed by Harper.  Harper gave no consideration to whether an absolute ban was 

constitutionally valid.  The Court of Appeal majority simply gave no independent analysis to the 

final stage of the Oakes analysis; preferring to rely on the importance of the legislative objective 

rather than to grapple with the lack of evidence of any salutary legislative effects.72  That is not 

the law. 

60. In contrast, Saunders J.A., dissenting, rightly recognized that the importance of the 

objective lost force in the face of the deleterious effects of the law which were not 

counterbalanced by any significant salutary effects when she held: 

[71] Against the deleterious effects of the impugned provision must be 
considered the importance of the provision’s objective.  The judge described the 
objective of the legislation as “to increase transparency, openness, and public 
accountability in the electoral process, and thus to promote an informed 
electorate”.  That description of the objective is apt to the registration requirement 
generally, but has less force at the small end of the spending scale which, in 
Harper, did not factor into the reasoning of the court in upholding the third party 
advertising scheme.  In my respectful view, there is much less to be said on behalf 
of legislation forbidding expression of ideas through inexpensive means than was 
said for the legislation at issue in Harper.  I conclude that the advantage to the 
public interest inherent in the registration requirement for signage of the nature I 
have discussed is not so great as to overcome the consequent serious infringement 
of freedom of expression.  The impugned provision, in my view, is a stifling 
measure affecting only those outside of the mainstream political community, 
whose participation in public discourse is vital to vibrant democracy.  Absent 
allowance for inexpensive signage the provision is, in my view, neither minimally 

                                                 
71 Carter, ¶119, citing Chaoulli v. Quebec (Attorney General), 2005 SCC 35, ¶68 
72 CA Reasons, ¶56-57 
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impairing nor proportionate, and thus is not demonstrably justified in a free and 
d 

. . 73 
emocratlc soctety. · 

61. A strong statement from this Court is needed to ensure that governments are held to the 

appropriate standard of justification for serious and obvious Charter breaches and that this 

standard must include evidence and a consideration of each stage of the Oakes analysis in light 

of the evidence. 

PARTS IV AND V. COSTS SUBMISSION AND NATURE OF ORDER SOUGHT 

62. The applicant seeks an order granting leave to appeal with costs in the cause. 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED. 

Dated at the City of Vancouver, Province ofBritish Columbia, the 22nd day of June, 2015. 

Sean Hem and Alison M. Latimer 
Counsel for the Applicant 

73 CA Reasons, ~71, Saunders J.A., dissenting (emphasis added) 
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Canada Elections Act, S.C. 2000, c 9, s. 353 
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Loi électorale du Canada, L.C. 2000, ch. 9 

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/fra/lois/e-2.01/  

Registration requirement for third parties 

353. (1) Subject to section 351.1, a third party 
shall register immediately after having incurred 
election advertising expenses of a total amount 
of $500 and may not register before the issue 
of the writ. 

Application for registration 

(2) An application for registration shall be sent 
to the Chief Electoral Officer in the prescribed 
form and shall include 

(a) if the third party is an individual, the 
individual’s name, address and 
telephone number, their signature and 
their certification that 

(i) they are a Canadian citizen, 

(ii) they are a permanent resident as 
defined in subsection 2(1) of the 
Immigration and Refugee 
Protection Act, or 

(iii)  they reside in Canada; 

(b) if the third party is a corporation, the 
name, address and telephone number of 
the corporation and of an officer who 
has signing authority for it, the officer’s 
signature and their certification that the 
corporation carries on business in 
Canada; 

(b.1)  if the third party is a group, the name, 
address and telephone number of the 
group and of a person who is 
responsible for the group, the person’s 
signature and their certification that 

(i) they are a Canadian citizen, 

(ii) they are a permanent resident as 
defined in subsection 2(1) of the 
Immigration and Refugee 

Obligation de s’enregistrer 

353. (1) Sous réserve de l’article 351.1, le tiers 
doit s’enregistrer dès qu’il a engagé des 
dépenses de publicité électorale de 500 $, au 
total, mais non avant la délivrance du bref. 

Contenu de la demande 

(2) La demande d’enregistrement est présentée 
au directeur général des élections selon le 
formulaire prescrit et comporte : 

a) si elle est présentée par un particulier, 
les nom, adresse et numéro de 
téléphone de celui-ci, une attestation de 
sa part qu’il a la citoyenneté 
canadienne, qu’il a le statut de résident 
permanent au sens du paragraphe 2(1) 
de la Loi sur l’immigration et la 
protection des réfugiés ou qu’il réside 
au Canada, ainsi que sa signature; 

b) si elle est présentée par une personne 
morale, les nom, adresse et numéro de 
téléphone de celle-ci et d’un dirigeant 
autorisé à signer en son nom, une 
attestation de celui-ci que la personne 
morale exerce des activités au Canada, 
ainsi que la signature de celui-ci; 

b.1)  si elle est présentée par un groupe, les 
nom, adresse et numéro de téléphone de 
celui-ci et d’un responsable du groupe, 
une attestation de ce responsable qu’il a 
la citoyenneté canadienne, qu’il a le 
statut de résident permanent au sens du 
paragraphe 2(1) de la Loi sur 
l’immigration et la protection des 
réfugiés ou qu’il réside au Canada, 
ainsi que sa signature; 

c) l’adresse et le numéro de téléphone du 
bureau du tiers où sont conservés ses 
livres et ses dossiers ainsi que ceux du 
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Protection Act, or 

(iii)  they reside in Canada; 

(c) the address and telephone number of 
the office of the third party where its 
books and records are kept and of the 
office to which communications may 
be addressed; and 

(d) the name, address and telephone 
number of the third party’s financial 
agent. 

Declaration of financial agent to accompany 
application 

(3) An application under subsection (2) must 
be accompanied by a declaration signed by the 
financial agent accepting the appointment. 

New financial agent 

(4) If a third party’s financial agent is replaced, 
it shall, without delay, provide the Chief 
Electoral Officer with the new financial agent’s 
name, address and telephone number and a 
declaration signed by the new financial agent 
accepting the appointment. 

Trade union or corporation 

(5) If the third party is a trade union, 
corporation or other entity with a governing 
body, the application must include a copy of 
the resolution passed by its governing body 
authorizing it to incur election advertising 
expenses. 

Examination of application 

(6) The Chief Electoral Officer shall, without 
delay after receiving an application, determine 
whether the requirements set out in subsections 
(1) to (3) and (5) are met and shall then notify 
the person who signed the application whether 
the third party is registered. In the case of a 
refusal to register, the Chief Electoral Officer 
shall give reasons for the refusal. 

Application rejected 

(7) A third party may not be registered under a 
name that, in the opinion of the Chief Electoral 

bureau où les communications peuvent 
être transmises; 

d) les nom, adresse et numéro de 
téléphone de l’agent financier du tiers. 

Déclaration de l’agent financier 

(3) La demande doit être accompagnée d’une 
déclaration signée par l’agent financier pour 
accepter sa nomination. 

Nouvel agent financier 

(4) En cas de remplacement de l’agent 
financier, le tiers doit en informer sans délai le 
directeur général des élections et lui fournir les 
nom, adresse et numéro de téléphone du nouvel 
agent financier et une déclaration signée par 
celui-ci pour accepter sa nomination. 

Résolution 

(5) Les personnes morales, les syndicats ou 
autres entités ayant un organe de direction 
doivent en outre présenter avec leur demande 
une copie de la résolution adoptée par cet 
organe de direction pour autoriser 
l’engagement des dépenses de publicité 
électorale. 

Étude de la demande 

(6) Dès réception de la demande, le directeur 
général des élections décide si celle-ci remplit 
les exigences prévues aux paragraphes (1) à (3) 
et (5) et informe le signataire du fait que le 
tiers est ou non enregistré. En cas de refus, il 
en donne les motifs. 

Refus d’enregistrement 

(7) Le tiers ne peut être enregistré sous un nom 
qui, de l’avis du directeur général des 
élections, est susceptible de créer de la 
confusion avec celui d’un parti enregistré, d’un 
parti admissible, d’un candidat ou d’un tiers 
enregistré. 

Durée de validité de l’enregistrement 

(8) L’enregistrement du tiers n’est valide que 
pour l’élection en cours, mais le tiers reste 
assujetti à l’obligation de produire le rapport 
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Officer, is likely to be confused with the name 
of a candidate, registered party, registered third 
party or eligible party. 

Registration ends 

(8) The registration of a third party is valid 
only for the election period during which the 
application is made, but the third party 
continues to be subject to the requirement to 
file an election advertising report under 
subsection 359(1). 

prévu au paragraphe 359(1). 
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Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 
ss. 1 and 2(b), Part I of the Constitution Act, 
1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 
1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11 

www.canlii.org 

Loi constitutionnelle de 1982 (R-U), 
constituant l'annexe B de la Loi de 1982 sur 
le Canada (R-U), 1982, c 11 

1. The Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms guarantees the rights and freedoms 
set out in it subject only to such reasonable 
limits prescribed by law as can be 
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic 
society. 

1. La Charte canadienne des droits et 
libertés garantit les droits et libertés qui y sont 
énoncés. Ils ne peuvent être restreints que par 
une règle de droit, dans des limites qui soient 
raisonnables et dont la justification puisse se 
démontrer dans le cadre d'une société libre et 
démocratique. 

2. Everyone has the following 
fundamental freedoms: 

 … 

(b) freedom of thought, belief, opinion 
and expression, including freedom 
of the press and other media of 
communication; 

 

2. Chacun a les libertés fondamentales 
suivantes : 

 … 

 b) liberté de pensée, de croyance, 
d'opinion et d'expression, y compris 
la liberté de la presse et des autres 
moyens de communication;  
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Election Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 106, Part 11 – Election Communications 

www.canlii.org 
Part 11 — Election Communications 

Division 1 — General 

Election advertising 

228 For the purposes of this Act: 

“contribution” means a contribution of money provided to a sponsor of election advertising, 
whether given before or after the individual or organization acts as a sponsor; 

“election advertising” means the transmission to the public by any means, during the period 
beginning 60 days before a campaign period and ending at the end of the campaign period, of an 
advertising message that promotes or opposes, directly or indirectly, a registered political party 
or the election of a candidate, including an advertising message that takes a position on an issue 
with which a registered political party or candidate is associated, but does not include 

(a) the publication without charge of news, an editorial, an interview, a column, a 
letter, a debate, a speech or a commentary in a bona fide periodical publication or 
a radio or television program, 

(b) the distribution of a book, or the promotion of the sale of a book, for no less than 
its commercial value, if the book was planned to be made available to the public 
regardless of whether there was to be an election, 

(c) the transmission of a document directly by a person or a group to their members, 
employees or shareholders, or 

(d) the transmission by an individual, on a non-commercial basis on the internet, or 
by telephone or text messaging, of his or her personal political views; 

“value of election advertising” means 
(a) the price paid for preparing and conducting the election advertising, or 
(b) the market value of preparing and conducting the election advertising, if no price 

is paid or if the price paid is lower than the market value. 

Tenant and strata election advertising 

228.1  (1) A landlord or person acting on a landlord's behalf must not prohibit a tenant from 
displaying election advertising posters on the premises to which the tenant's tenancy agreement 
relates. 

(2) A strata corporation or any agent of a strata corporation must not prohibit the owner or 
tenant of a strata unit from displaying election advertising posters on the premises of his or her 
unit. 

(3) Despite subsections (1) and (2), a landlord, a person, a strata corporation or an agent 
referred to in that subsection may 

(a) set reasonable conditions relating to the size or type of election advertising posters 
that may be displayed on the premises, and 

(b) prohibit the display of election advertising posters in common areas of the 
building in which the premises are found. 
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Sponsorship of election advertising 

229  (1) For the purposes of this Part, the sponsor of election advertising is whichever of 
the following is applicable: 

(a) the individual or organization who pays for the election advertising to be 
conducted; 

(b) if the services of conducting the advertising are provided without charge as a 
contribution, the individual or organization to whom the services are provided as 
a contribution; 

(c) if the individual or organization that is the sponsor within the meaning of 
paragraph (a) or (b) is acting on behalf of another individual or organization, the 
other individual or organization. 

(2) Where this Part requires the inclusion of a mailing address or telephone number at which 
a sponsor can be contacted, 

(a) any mailing address given must be within British Columbia, 
(b) any telephone number given must be that of a place within British Columbia, and 
(c) the sponsor must make available an individual to be responsible for answering 

questions from the public that are directed to the address or telephone number. 

(3) Where this Part requires a sponsor to be identified, for a numbered corporation or an 
unincorporated organization the identification must include both 

(a) the name of the organization, and 
(b) the name of an individual director or, if there are no individual directors, an 

individual who is a principal officer or a principal member of the organization. 

(4) On request of the chief electoral officer, 
(a) an individual identified as a sponsor, or 
(b) an individual identified as a director, principal officer or principal member of an 

organization identified as a sponsor 
must file with the chief electoral officer a solemn declaration that the identified sponsor is in fact 
the sponsor and that the sponsor has not contravened this Part. 

No indirect sponsorship of election advertising 

230 An individual or organization must not sponsor election advertising with the property of 
any other individual or organization or indirectly through any other individual or organization. 

Election advertising must identify sponsor 

231  (1) Subject to subsection (2), an individual or organization must not sponsor, or 
publish, broadcast or transmit to the public, any election advertising unless the advertising 

(a) identifies the name of the sponsor or, in the case of a candidate, the name of the 
candidate's financial agent or the financial agent of the registered political party 
represented by the candidate, 

(b) if applicable, indicates that the sponsor is a registered sponsor under this Act, 
(c) indicates that it was authorized by the identified sponsor or financial agent, and 
(d) gives a telephone number or mailing address at which the sponsor or financial 

agent may be contacted regarding the advertising. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to any class of election advertising exempted under section 
283. 
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(3) The chief electoral officer, or a person acting on the direction of the chief electoral 
officer, may 

(a) remove and destroy, without notice to any person, or 
(b) require a person to remove or discontinue, and destroy, 

any election advertising that does not meet the requirements of subsection (1) and is not 
exempted under subsection (2). 

Restriction on rates charged for election advertising 

232 An individual or organization must not charge a registered political party, registered 
constituency association or candidate a rate for election advertising in a periodical publication or 
on radio or television that exceeds the lowest rate charged by the individual or organization for 
equivalent advertising in the same medium during the same campaign period. 

Prohibition against certain election advertising on general voting day 

233  (1) An individual or organization must not publish, broadcast or transmit to the public 
election advertising in an electoral district on general voting day before the close of all of the 
voting stations in the electoral district. 

(2) An individual or organization must not sponsor or agree to sponsor in an electoral district 
election advertising that is or is to be published, broadcasted or transmitted to the public on 
general voting day before the close of all of the voting stations in the electoral district, whether 
the publication, broadcast or transmission is within British Columbia or outside British 
Columbia. 

(3) Subject to section 234 (2) (a), subsections (1) and (2) do not apply in respect of any 
of the following: 

(a) a notice of an event that the leader of a registered political party intends to attend 
or an invitation to meet or hear the leader of a registered political party; 

(b) a message that was transmitted to the public on the internet before general voting 
day and that was not changed before the close of all of the voting stations in the 
electoral district; 

(c) the distribution on general voting day of pamphlets or the posting of messages on 
signs, posters or banners. 

Prohibition against transmitting new poll results on general voting day 

233.1  (1) In this section, “election opinion survey” means an opinion survey respecting an 
election or a matter of public discussion in relation to the election, including an opinion survey 
respecting an issue discussed publicly in the election. 

(2) An individual or organization must not publish, broadcast or transmit to the public, in an 
electoral district on general voting day before the close of all of the voting stations in the 
electoral district, the results of an election opinion survey that have not previously been made 
available to the public. 

Restriction on election campaigning near election offices and voting places 

234  (1) During a campaign period, an individual or organization must not post, display or 
disseminate in or within 100 metres of the building where the office of the district electoral 
officer is located 

(a) election advertising, or 
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(b) any material that identifies a candidate, registered political party or registered 
constituency association, unless this is done with the authorization of the district 
electoral officer. 

(2) While advance voting or general voting is being conducted at a voting place, an 
individual or organization must not do any of the following in or within 100 metres of the 
building where the voting is being conducted: 

(a) post, display or disseminate 
(i) election advertising, or 
(ii) any material that identifies a candidate, registered political party or 

registered constituency association, unless this is done with the 
authorization of the district electoral officer; 

(b) canvass or solicit votes or otherwise attempt to influence how a voter votes; 
(c) carry, wear or supply a flag, badge or other thing indicating that the individual 

using it is a supporter of a particular candidate or registered political party; 
(d) post, display, disseminate or openly leave a representation of a ballot marked for a 

particular candidate or registered political party. 

(3) If subsection (1) or (2) is being contravened by the posting or display of materials, the 
district electoral officer or another election official authorized by the district electoral officer 
may enter on the property where the materials are located and remove or cover or otherwise 
obscure them from view. 

(4) While advance voting or general voting is being conducted at a voting place, an 
individual or organization must not publish, broadcast or transmit to the public election 
advertising by means of a public address system or loudspeaker that is within hearing distance of 
the voting place. 

Repealed 

235  [Repealed 2002-60-7.] 

Division 2 — Election Advertising Limits 

Third party advertising limits 

235.1  (1) In respect of a general election conducted in accordance with section 23 (2) of the 
Constitution Act, an individual or organization other than a candidate, registered political party 
or registered constituency association must not sponsor, directly or indirectly, election 
advertising during the period beginning 60 days before the campaign period and ending at the 
end of the campaign period 

(a) such that the total value of that election advertising is greater than 
(i) $3 000 in relation to a single electoral district, and 
(ii) $150 000 overall, or 

(b) in combination with one or more individuals or organizations, or both, such that 
the total value of the election advertising sponsored by those individuals and 
organizations is greater than 
(i) $3 000 in relation to a single electoral district, and 
(ii) $150 000 overall. 
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(2) In respect of a general election conducted other than in accordance with section 23 (2) of 
the Constitution Act, the limits under subsection (1) do not apply to the period beginning 60 days 
before campaign period, but do apply to the campaign period. 

(3) In respect of a by-election, the limits under subsection (1) do not apply to the period 
beginning 60 days before campaign period, but the limits under subsection (1) (a) (i) and (b) (i) 
do apply to the campaign period. 

(4) Section 204 applies to adjust the amounts under this section. 

Penalties for exceeding third party advertising limit 

235.2  (1) Unless relief is granted by a court under section 235.3, if a sponsor exceeds an 
election advertising limit, the sponsor 

(a) is deregistered as a sponsor under Division 3 of this Part and is not entitled to be 
reregistered as a sponsor until after the next general election, and 

(b) must pay to the chief electoral officer a penalty of 10 times the amount by which 
the value of the election advertising sponsored by the sponsor exceeds the limit. 

(2) In the case of a sponsor that is an unincorporated organization, the members of the 
organization are jointly and severally liable to pay the penalty under subsection (1) (b). 

(3) A penalty referred to in subsection (1) is effective as follows: 
(a) if no application under section 235.3 is made in respect of the sponsor, at the end 

of the period for making such an application; 
(b) if, on the final determination of an application under section 235.3, the court 

refuses to grant relief from the penalty, at the time of that determination. 

Court order for relief from advertising limit 

235.3  (1) A sponsor may apply to the Supreme Court in accordance with this section for 
relief from penalties under section 235.2. 

(2) An application may be made only within 120 days after general voting day for the 
election in relation to which the election advertising limit was exceeded. 

(3) The petition commencing an application must be served on the chief electoral officer 
within 7 days after it is filed and the chief electoral officer is a party to the application. 

(4) On the hearing of an application, the court may 
(a) grant relief from a penalty if the court considers that, in relation to the 

non-compliance, the sponsor acted in good faith, or 
(b) refuse to grant relief. 

Repealed 

236–238  [Repealed 2002-60-8.] 

Division 3 — Registration of Sponsors 

Election advertising sponsors must be registered 

239  (1) Subject to subsection (2), an individual or organization who is not registered 
under this Division must not sponsor election advertising. 
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(2) A candidate, registered political party or registered constituency association is not 
required to be registered as a sponsor if the individual or organization is required to file an 
election financing report by which the election advertising is disclosed as an election expense. 

(3) An individual or organization who is registered or required to be registered as a sponsor 
must be independent of registered political parties, registered constituency organizations, 
candidates, agents of candidates and financial agents, and must not sponsor election advertising 
on behalf of or together with any of these. 

Registration with chief electoral officer 

240  (1) An individual or organization who wishes to become a registered sponsor must 
file an application in accordance with this section with the chief electoral officer. 

(2) An application must include the following: 
(a) the full name of the applicant and, in the case of an applicant organization that has 

a different usual name, this usual name; 
(b) the full address of the applicant; 
(c) in the case of an applicant organization, the names of the principal officers of the 

organization or, if there are no principal officers, of the principal members of the 
organization; 

(d) an address at which notices and communications under this Act and other 
communications will be accepted as served on or otherwise delivered to the 
individual or organization; 

(e) a telephone number at which the applicant can be contacted; 
(f) any other information required by regulation to be included. 

(3) An application must 
(a) be signed, as applicable, by the individual applicant or, in the case of an applicant 

organization, by 2 principal officers of the organization or, if there are no 
principal officers, by 2 principal members of the organization, and 

(b) be accompanied by a solemn declaration of an individual who signed the 
application under paragraph (a) that the applicant 
(i) is not prohibited from being registered by section 247, and 
(ii) does not intend to sponsor election advertising for any purpose related to 

circumventing the provisions of this Act limiting the value of election 
expenses that may be incurred by a candidate or registered political party. 

(4) The chief electoral officer may require applications to be in a specified form. 

(5) As soon as practicable after receiving an application, if satisfied that the requirements of 
this section are met by an applicant, the chief electoral officer must register the applicant as a 
registered sponsor in the register maintained by the chief electoral officer for this purpose. 

(6) If there is any change in the information referred to in subsection (2) for a registered 
sponsor, the sponsor must file with the chief electoral officer written notice of the change within 
30 days after it occurs. 

(7) A notice or other communication that is required or authorized under this Act to be given 
to a sponsor is deemed to have been given if it is delivered to the applicable address filed under 
this section with the chief electoral officer. 
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Obligations of registered sponsor 

241  (1) The identification of a registered sponsor referred to in section 231 must be a 
name filed by the sponsor under section 240 with the chief electoral officer. 

(2) An individual or organization who is registered or required to be registered as a sponsor 
must maintain records of the following information in respect of contributions received by the 
sponsor: 

(a) in the case of anonymous contributions, the date on which the contributions were 
received, the total amount received on each date and, if applicable, the event at 
which they were received; 

(b) in other cases, the information referred to in section 190 (1) (a) to (e), with the 
class of contributor recorded in accordance with section 245 (2). 

Voluntary deregistration 

242  (1) A registered sponsor may apply to the chief electoral officer for deregistration in 
accordance with this section. 

(2) As an exception, a sponsor may not apply for deregistration under this section if the 
sponsor is subject to deregistration under this Part or has not yet paid a penalty under this Part. 

(3) An application for deregistration must be in writing and must be signed, as applicable, 
(a) by the individual applicant, or 
(b) in the case of an applicant organization, by 2 principal officers of the organization 

or, if there are no principal officers, by 2 principal members of the organization. 

(4) On being satisfied that an application for deregistration is authorized by the sponsor, the 
chief electoral officer must deregister the sponsor. 

(5) As a limit on subsection (4), if during a campaign period a registered sponsor has 
sponsored election advertising, the sponsor may not be deregistered until the election advertising 
disclosure report for the sponsor has been filed. 

Reregistration 

243  In order to be reregistered, an individual or organization must file any outstanding reports 
and pay any outstanding penalties under this Part. 

Division 4 — Disclosure of Independent Election Advertising 

Independent sponsors must file disclosure reports 

244  (1) Subject to subsection (3), if during a campaign period or the period beginning 60 
days before the campaign period an individual or organization sponsors election advertising that 
has a total value of $500 or a higher amount established by regulation, the sponsor must file with 
the chief electoral officer an election advertising disclosure report in accordance with this section 
and section 245. 

(2) An election advertising disclosure report under subsection (1) must be filed within 90 
days after general voting day for the election to which it relates. 

(3) A candidate, registered political party or registered constituency association is not 
required to file a report under this section if the individual or organization is required to file an 
election financing report by which the election advertising is disclosed as an election expense. 
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(4) A sponsor must file a supplementary report with the chief electoral officer if any of the 
information required to be disclosed in an election advertising disclosure report changes or if the 
sponsor becomes aware that the report does not accurately and completely disclose that 
information. 

(5) A supplementary report under subsection (4) must be filed within 30 days after the 
sponsor becomes aware of the circumstances requiring the report to be filed. 

Contents of disclosure report 

245  (1) An election advertising disclosure report must be in the form prescribed by 
regulation and must include the following information: 

(a) the value of the election advertising sponsored by the sponsor, reported by class 
as required by regulation; 

(b) the amount of the contributions accepted by the sponsor during the period 
beginning 6 months before the election is called and ending at the end of the 
campaign period for the election, reported in accordance with subsections (2) to 
(4); 

(c) any amount of the sponsor's assets, other than assets received by way of 
contribution reported under paragraph (b), that was used to pay for the election 
advertising sponsored by the sponsor; 

(d) any other information required by regulation to be included. 

(2) For the purposes of subsection (1) (b), amounts accepted from contributors must be 
reported separately for each of the following classes of contributor: 

(a) individuals; 
(b) corporations; 
(c) unincorporated organizations engaged in business or commercial activity; 
(d) trade unions; 
(e) non-profit organizations; 
(f) other identifiable contributors; 
(g) anonymous contributors. 

(3) If the records of the sponsor indicate that, during the period for which contributions are 
required to be reported, a contributor made one or more contributions of money that, in total, 
have a value of more than $250 or a higher amount established by regulation, the report under 
this section must include the following: 

(a) the full name of the individual; 
(b) the class of the contributor as referred to in subsection (2); 
(c) if the contributor is a numbered corporation or an unincorporated organization, 

the full names and addresses of at least 2 individuals 
(i) who are directors of the organization, or 
(ii) if there are no individual directors, who are principal officers or principal 

members of the organization; 
(d) the value of each contribution and the date on which it was made. 

(4) For anonymous contributions, the report under this section must include the dates on 
which the contributions were received, the amounts received on each date and, if applicable, the 
events at which they were received. 
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(5) A report under this section must be accompanied by a signed declaration of the individual 
sponsor or, in the case of an organization, by a principal officer of the organization or, if there 
are no principal officers, by a principal member of the organization, as to the accuracy of the 
report. 

(6) As a limit on the reporting obligations under this section, the obligations of a sponsor in 
relation to contributions accepted before the campaign period to which the report relates is that 
reasonable effort must be made to report the information required under this section. 

Late filing of reports 

246  If a sponsor fails to file a report under section 244 with the chief electoral officer within the 
time period established by that section or by a court under section 248, on payment to the chief 
electoral officer of a late filing fee equivalent to the applicable amount under section 220 (5) (b), 
the report may be filed within 30 days after the end of the time period under section 244 or 
before a later date permitted by a court under section 248. 

Failure to file reports 

247  (1) Unless relief is granted by a court on an application under section 248 
commenced before the end of the late filing period under section 246, if an election advertising 
disclosure report is not filed with the chief electoral officer before the end of that period, the 
sponsor 

(a) is deregistered as a sponsor under Division 3 of this Part and is not entitled to be 
reregistered as a sponsor until after the next general election, and 

(b) must pay to the chief electoral officer a penalty equivalent to the applicable 
amount under section 220 (5) (b) for each day after the last day on which it may 
be filed under section 246 up to the date on which it is in fact filed. 

(2) In the case of a sponsor that is an unincorporated organization, the members of the 
organization are jointly and severally liable to pay the penalty under subsection (1) (b). 

(3) The penalties referred to in subsection (1) are effective as follows: 
(a) if no application under section 248 is made in respect of the sponsor, at the end of 

the period for making such an application; 
(b) if, on the final determination of an application under section 248, the court refuses 

to grant relief from the penalty, at the time of that determination. 

Court order for relief from filing obligations 

248  (1) A sponsor subject to section 246 or 247 may apply to the Supreme Court in 
accordance with this section for relief from an obligation to file an election advertising disclosure 
report or from a penalty in relation to the filing of such a report. 

(2) An application may be made only within 120 days after general voting day for the 
election in relation to which the report is required or, if the failure is disclosed in a 
supplementary report under section 244 (4), within 30 days after the supplementary report is 
filed. 

(3) Within 7 days after it is filed, the petition commencing an application must be served on 
the chief electoral officer. 

(4) The applicant and the chief electoral officer are parties to the application. 
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(5) On the hearing of an application, the court may do the following: 
(a) relieve the sponsor from the obligation to file the report, or from specified 

obligations in relation to the report, if the court considers that, in relation to the 
non-compliance, the sponsor acted in good faith; 

(b) grant an extension of the time for filing the report without payment of a late filing 
fee under section 246 if 
(i) the application is commenced before the end of the time for filing without 

penalty, and 
(ii) the court considers that, in relation to the non-compliance, the sponsor 

acted in good faith; 
(c) grant an extension of the time for filing the report, subject to payment of the late 

filing fee under section 246, if the court considers that, in relation to the 
non-compliance, the sponsor acted in good faith; 

(d) make any order the court considers appropriate to secure compliance with this Act 
and the regulations to the extent the court considers reasonable in the 
circumstances; 

(e) refuse to grant an extension or other relief. 

Obligation to maintain records 

249  An individual or organization who is or has been a sponsor of election advertising must 
(a) ensure that the records required for the purposes of this Part are maintained in 

British Columbia, and 
(b) retain these records for at least 5 years, or a longer period specified by the chief 

electoral officer, from the date of filing of a report required under this Division in 
relation to those records. 

Information to be open to the public 

250  The information filed under this Part with the chief electoral officer since the general 
election before the previous general election must be available for public inspection at the office 
of the chief electoral officer during its regular office hours. 

 

No official French translation. 
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Election Finances Act, R.S.O., c. E.7, 
ss. 37.5-37.13 

http://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90e07  

financement des élections (Loi sur le), L.R.O. 
1990, chap. E.7 

http://www.ontario.ca/fr/lois/loi/90e07  

Registration requirement for third parties 

37.5  (1)  A third party shall apply for 
registration under this section immediately 
after having incurred expenses of a total 
amount of $500 for third party election 
advertising.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Application for registration 

(2)  An application for registration shall be sent 
to the Chief Electoral Officer in the prescribed 
form and shall include, 
 (a) the third party’s full name and the name 

or abbreviation to be shown in any 
election documents; 

 (b) if the third party is an individual, his or 
her address, telephone number and 
signature; 

 (c) if the third party is a corporation or other 
entity, 

 (i) its address and telephone number, 
and 

 (ii) the name, address, telephone number 
and signature of the person with 
signing authority; 

 (d) the address and telephone number of the 
place or places in Ontario where records 
of the third party are maintained and of 
the place in Ontario where 
communications may be addressed; 

 (e) the name, address and telephone number 
of the third party’s chief financial officer; 

 (f) the names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of the principal officers of the 
third party;  

 (g) the name and address of every financial 
institution to be used by the third party as 
the depositories for contributions made to 
that third party; 

 (h) the names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of the third party’s signing 
officers responsible for each depository 

Inscription obligatoire des tiers 

37.5  (1)  Le tiers présente une demande 
d’inscription en application du présent article 
immédiatement après avoir engagé des 
dépenses de 500 $, au total, aux fins de sa 
publicité électorale.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Demande d’inscription 

(2)  La demande d’inscription est envoyée au 
directeur général des élections selon la formule 
prescrite et comporte : 
 a) le nom en entier du tiers ainsi que le nom 

ou l’abréviation ou le sigle qui doivent 
figurer sur les documents qui concernent 
l’élection; 

 b) si le tiers est un particulier, son adresse, 
son numéro de téléphone et sa signature; 

 c) si le tiers est une personne morale ou une 
autre entité : 

 (i) son adresse et son numéro de 
téléphone, 

 (ii) le nom, l’adresse, le numéro de 
téléphone et la signature du 
signataire autorisé; 

 d) l’adresse et le numéro de téléphone du ou 
des lieux en Ontario où sont conservés les 
dossiers du tiers, ainsi que ceux du lieu 
en Ontario où peuvent être dirigées les 
communications; 

 e) le nom, l’adresse et le numéro de 
téléphone du directeur des finances du 
tiers; 

 f) le nom, l’adresse et le numéro de 
téléphone des agents principaux du tiers; 

 g) le nom et l’adresse de chaque institution 
financière que le tiers doit utiliser en tant 
que dépositaire des contributions qui lui 
sont versées; 

 h) le nom, l’adresse et le numéro de 
téléphone des fondés de signature du tiers 
qui sont responsables à l’égard de chacun 
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referred to in clause (g).  2007, c. 15, 
s. 32. 

Appointment of chief financial officer 

(3)  Before filing its application under 
subsection (2), the third party shall appoint a 
chief financial officer.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Same 

(4)  If the chief financial officer ceases for any 
reason to hold office as such, the third party 
shall, without delay, appoint a new chief 
financial officer and shall immediately give 
notice in writing to the Chief Electoral Officer 
of the name, address and telephone number of 
the new chief financial officer.  2007, c. 15, 
s. 32. 

Resolution 

(5)  If the third party is an entity with a 
governing body, the application shall include a 
copy of the resolution passed by the governing 
body authorizing the entity to incur third party 
election advertising expenses.  2007, c. 15, 
s. 32. 

Examination of application 

(6)  The Chief Electoral Officer shall, without 
delay after receiving an application, 
 (a) determine whether the requirements set 

out in subsections (1) to (3) and (5) are 
met; 

 (b) notify the person who signed the 
application whether the third party is 
registered; and 

 (c) in the case of a refusal to register, give 
reasons for the refusal.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Timing 

(7)  The Chief Electoral Officer is not required 
to act under subsection (6) until the day the 
writ is issued for the election.  2007, c. 15, 
s. 32. 

Application rejected 

(8)  A third party may not be registered if, in 
the opinion of the Chief Electoral Officer, the 

des dépositaires visés à l’alinéa g).  2007, 
chap. 15, art. 32. 

Nomination du directeur des finances 

(3)  Avant de déposer sa demande aux termes 
du paragraphe (2), le tiers nomme un directeur 
des finances.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Idem 

(4)  Si le directeur des finances cesse d’exercer 
ses fonctions pour quelque motif que ce soit, le 
tiers en nomme sans tarder un nouveau et 
communique immédiatement au directeur 
général des élections, par écrit, les nom, 
adresse et numéro de téléphone du nouveau 
directeur.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Résolution 

(5)  Le tiers qui est une entité ayant un organe 
de direction présente en outre avec sa demande 
une copie de la résolution adoptée par cet 
organe de direction l’autorisant à engager des 
dépenses liées à sa publicité électorale.  2007, 
chap. 15, art. 32. 

Étude de la demande 

(6)  Le directeur général des élections fait ce 
qui suit sans tarder après avoir reçu la 
demande : 
 a) il décide si les exigences prévues aux 

paragraphes (1) à (3) et (5) sont 
respectées; 

 b) il informe le signataire de la demande du 
fait que le tiers est ou non inscrit; 

 c) en cas de refus d’inscription, il en donne 
les motifs.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Délai 

(7)  Le directeur général des élections n’est pas 
tenu d’agir en application du paragraphe (6) 
avant le jour où est émis le décret de 
convocation des électeurs.  2007, chap. 15, art. 
32. 

Refus d’inscription 

(8)  Le tiers ne peut être inscrit si, de l’avis du 
directeur général des élections, son nom ou 
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resemblance between its name or the 
abbreviation of its name and a name, 
abbreviation or nickname referred to in 
subsection (9) is so close that confusion is 
likely.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Same 

(9)  Subsection (8) applies in respect of the 
name, abbreviation of the name or nickname, 
 (a) of a third party that is registered under 

this Act; or  
 (b) of a candidate, political party or political 

organization that is active anywhere in 
Canada.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Registration ends 

(10)  The registration of a third party ceases to 
be valid when the election period ends, but the 
third party continues to be subject to the 
requirement to file a third party election 
advertising report under subsection 37.12 (1).  
2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Appointment of chief financial officer 

37.6  (1)  A third party that is required to 
register under subsection 37.5 (1) shall appoint 
a chief financial officer, who may be a person 
who is authorized to sign an application for 
registration made under that subsection.  2007, 
c. 15, s. 32. 

Responsibilities 

(2)  The chief financial officer is responsible 
for ensuring that, 
 (a) proper records are kept of all amounts 

received and all expenditures; 
 (b) contributions are placed in the 

appropriate depository; 
 (c) proper receipts are completed and dealt 

with in accordance with this Act; 
 (d) the third party election advertising report 

mentioned in section 37.12 and the 
auditor’s report mentioned in section 
37.13, if required, are filed with the Chief 
Electoral Officer in accordance with this 
Act; and 

 (e) contributions consisting of goods or 

l’abréviation ou le sigle de son nom est à tel 
point semblable à un nom, à une abréviation ou 
à un sigle ou à un surnom visé au paragraphe 
(9) qu’il est vraisemblable qu’on les confonde.  
2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Idem 

(9)  Le paragraphe (8) s’applique à l’égard du 
nom, de l’abréviation ou du sigle du nom ou du 
surnom : 
 a) soit d’un tiers inscrit aux termes de la 

présente loi; 
 b) soit d’un candidat, d’un parti politique ou 

d’une organisation politique qui exercent 
des activités où que ce soit au Canada.  
2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Durée de validité de l’inscription 

(10)  L’inscription du tiers cesse d’être valide 
lorsque la période électorale prend fin, mais le 
tiers reste assujetti à l’obligation de déposer un 
rapport sur sa publicité électorale en 
application du paragraphe 37.12 (1).  2007, 
chap. 15, art. 32. 

Nomination d’un directeur des finances 

37.6  (1)  Le tiers tenu de s’inscrire en 
application du paragraphe 37.5 (1) nomme un 
directeur des finances, lequel peut être la 
personne autorisée à signer la demande 
d’inscription prévue à ce paragraphe.  2007, 
chap. 15, art. 32. 

Obligations 

(2)  Le directeur des finances s’assure de ce qui 
suit : 
 a) des dossiers appropriés sont tenus à 

l’égard des montants reçus et des 
dépenses; 

 b) les contributions sont placées auprès du 
dépositaire pertinent; 

 c) des récépissés appropriés sont remplis et 
traités conformément à la présente loi; 

 d) le rapport sur la publicité électorale du 
tiers prévu à l’article 37.12 et le rapport 
du vérificateur prévu à l’article 37.13, s’il 
y a lieu, sont déposés auprès du directeur 
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services are valued and recorded in 
accordance with this Act.  2007, c. 15, 
s. 32. 

Chief financial officer – ineligible persons 

(3)  The following persons are not eligible to 
be a chief financial officer of a third party: 
 1. A candidate. 
 2. The chief financial officer or auditor of a 

registered candidate, party, constituency 
association or leadership contestant. 

 3. A returning officer, deputy returning 
officer or election clerk.  2007, c. 15, 
s. 32. 

Requirement to appoint auditor 

 37.7  (1)  A third party that incurs expenses 
in an aggregate amount of $5,000 or more for 
third party election advertising shall appoint an 
auditor without delay.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Eligibility criteria 

(2)  Only a person licensed under the Public 
Accounting Act, 2004 or a firm whose partners 
resident in Ontario are licensed under that Act 
is eligible to be an auditor for a third party.  
2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Ineligibility criteria 

(3)  The following persons are not eligible to 
be an auditor for a third party: 
 1. The third party’s chief financial officer. 
 2. A person who signed the application 

made under subsection 37.5 (2). 
 3. A returning officer, deputy returning 

officer or election clerk. 
 4. A candidate. 
 5. The chief financial officer or auditor of a 

registered candidate, party, constituency 
association or leadership contestant.  
2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Notification of appointment 

(4)  Every third party, when an auditor is 
appointed, shall immediately give notice in 
writing to the Chief Electoral Officer of the 
auditor’s name, address and telephone number.  

général des élections conformément à la 
présente loi; 

 e) les contributions sous forme de biens ou 
de services sont évaluées et consignées 
conformément à la présente loi.  2007, 
chap. 15, art. 32. 

Inadmissibilité à la charge de directeur des 
finances 

(3)  Ne sont pas admissibles à la charge de 
directeur des finances d’un tiers : 
 1. Les candidats. 
 2. Le directeur des finances ou le 

vérificateur d’un candidat, d’un parti, 
d’une association de circonscription ou 
d’un candidat à la direction d’un parti 
inscrits. 

 3. Les directeurs du scrutin, scrutateurs ou 
secrétaires du scrutin.  2007, chap. 15, 
art. 32. 

Nomination obligatoire d’un vérificateur 

37.7  (1)  Le tiers qui engage des dépenses de 
5 000 $ ou plus, au total, aux fins de sa 
publicité électorale nomme sans tarder un 
vérificateur.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Admissibilité à la charge de vérificateur 

(2)  Seuls une personne agréée aux termes de la 
Loi de 2004 sur l’expertise comptable ou un 
cabinet dont les associés, résidents de 
l’Ontario, sont agréés aux termes de cette loi 
peuvent exercer la charge de vérificateur d’un 
tiers.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Inadmissibilité 

(3)  Ne sont pas admissibles à la charge de 
vérificateur d’un tiers : 
 1. Le directeur des finances du tiers. 
 2. La personne qui a signé la demande 

d’inscription prévue au paragraphe 37.5 
(2). 

 3. Les directeurs du scrutin, scrutateurs ou 
secrétaires du scrutin. 

 4. Les candidats. 
 5. Le directeur des finances ou le 

vérificateur d’un candidat, d’un parti, 
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2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Replacement 

(5)  If the third party’s auditor ceases for any 
reason to hold office as such, the third party 
shall, without delay, appoint a new auditor and 
shall immediately give notice in writing to the 
Chief Electoral Officer of the new auditor’s 
name, address and telephone number.  2007, 
c. 15, s. 32. 

Registry of third parties 

37.8  The Chief Electoral Officer shall 
maintain, for the period that he or she 
considers appropriate, a registry of third parties 
in which is recorded, in relation to each third 
party, the information referred to in 
subsections 37.5 (2) and 37.7 (4) and (5).  
2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Duty of chief financial officer 

Acceptance of contributions 

37.9  (1)  Every contribution that is made to a 
registered third party shall be accepted by its 
chief financial officer if, 
 (a) it is made during the period that begins 

two months before the issue of the writ 
for an election and ends three months 
after polling day; and 

 (b) it is made for the purpose of third party 
election advertising.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Authorization of expenses 

(2)  Every third party election advertising 
expense that is incurred by or on behalf of a 
registered third party shall be authorized by its 
chief financial officer.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Delegation 

(3)  The chief financial officer may delegate a 
function described in subsection (1) or (2) to 
another person, but the delegation does not 
limit the chief financial officer’s responsibility.  
2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Prohibition, use of certain contributions 

37.10  (1)  No third party shall use a 

d’une association de circonscription ou 
d’un candidat à la direction d’un parti 
inscrits.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Notification au directeur général des 
élections 

(4)  Lorsque le vérificateur est nommé, le tiers 
communique immédiatement au directeur 
général des élections, par écrit, les nom, 
adresse et numéro de téléphone du vérificateur.  
2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Remplacement 

(5)  Si le vérificateur du tiers cesse d’exercer 
ses fonctions pour quelque motif que ce soit, le 
tiers en nomme sans tarder un nouveau et 
communique immédiatement au directeur 
général des élections, par écrit, les nom, 
adresse et numéro de téléphone du nouveau 
vérificateur.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Tenue d’un registre 

37.8  Le directeur général des élections tient, 
pour la période qu’il estime indiquée, un 
registre des tiers où sont consignés, pour 
chaque tiers, les renseignements visés aux 
paragraphes 37.5 (2) et 37.7 (4) et (5).  2007, 
chap. 15, art. 32. 

Obligation du directeur des finances 

Acceptation des contributions 

37.9  (1)  Les contributions faites au tiers 
inscrit sont acceptées par son directeur des 
finances si les conditions suivantes sont 
remplies : 
 a) elles sont faites pendant la période qui 

commence deux mois avant l’émission du 
décret de convocation des électeurs et se 
termine trois mois après le jour du 
scrutin; 

 b) elles sont faites aux fins de la publicité 
électorale du tiers.  2007, chap. 15, art. 
32. 

Autorisation des dépenses 

(2)  Les dépenses liées à la publicité électorale 
d’un tiers qui sont engagées par un tiers inscrit 
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contribution for the purpose of third party 
election advertising unless it is made by, 
 (a) an individual ordinarily resident in 

Ontario; 
 (b) a corporation that, 
 (i) carries on business in Ontario, and 
 (ii) is not a registered charity within the 

meaning of subsection 248 (1) of the 
Income Tax Act (Canada); or 

 (c) a trade union as defined in this Act.  
2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Same 

(2)  No third party shall use for the purpose of 
third party election advertising a contribution 
that is made during the period described in 
clause 37.9 (1) (a) if the third party does not 
know the name and address of the contributor 
or is otherwise unable to determine within 
which class of contributor referred to in 
subsection 37.12 (6) they fall.  2007, c. 15, 
s. 32. 

Group contributions 

(3)  Any contribution to a third party for the 
purpose of third party election advertising 
made through an unincorporated association or 
organization, except a trade union, shall be 
recorded by the unincorporated association or 
organization as to the individual sources and 
amounts making up the contribution.  2007, 
c. 15, s. 32. 

Same 

(4)  A copy of the record made under 
subsection (3) shall be provided to the chief 
financial officer of the third party.  2007, c. 15, 
s. 32. 

Same 

(5)  The amounts making up a contribution 
under subsection (3) that are attributable to an 
individual, corporation or trade union are the 
contributions of that individual, corporation or 
trade union for the purposes of sections 37.1 to 
37.13.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

ou pour son compte doivent être autorisées par 
son directeur des finances.  2007, chap. 15, art. 
32. 

Délégation 

(3)  Le directeur des finances peut déléguer une 
fonction prévue au paragraphe (1) ou (2) à une 
autre personne, la délégation n’ayant toutefois 
pas pour effet de limiter sa responsabilité.  
2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Interdiction : utilisation de certaines 
contributions 

37.10  (1)  Il est interdit au tiers d’utiliser des 
contributions aux fins de sa publicité 
électorale, à moins que celles-ci ne soient 
faites, selon le cas : 
 a) par un particulier qui réside 

ordinairement en Ontario; 
 b) par une personne morale qui : 
 (i) d’une part, exerce des activités en 

Ontario, 
 (ii) d’autre part, n’est pas un organisme 

de bienfaisance enregistré au sens du 
paragraphe 248 (1) de la Loi de 
l’impôt sur le revenu (Canada); 

 c) par un syndicat au sens de la présente loi.  
2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Idem 

(2)  Il est interdit au tiers d’utiliser aux fins de 
sa publicité électorale des contributions qui 
sont faites pendant la période prévue à l’alinéa 
37.9 (1) a) s’il ne connaît ni le nom ni l’adresse 
des donateurs ou qu’il ne peut déterminer par 
ailleurs la catégorie de donateurs prévue au 
paragraphe 37.12 (6) à laquelle ils 
appartiennent.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Contribution de groupes 

(3)  Sauf dans le cas d’un syndicat, 
l’association ou l’organisation sans 
personnalité morale consigne la provenance et 
le montant de chacune des sommes d’argent 
qui forment une contribution faite, par son 
intermédiaire, à un tiers aux fins de la publicité 
électorale de celui-ci.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 
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Contributions over $25 

37.11  (1)  Money contributed to third parties 
registered under this Act in amounts in excess 
of $25 for the purpose of third party election 
advertising, 
 (a) shall not be contributed in the form of 

cash; and 
 (b) shall be contributed, 
 (i) in a manner that associates the 

contributor’s name and account with 
the payment, or 

 (ii) by a money order signed by the 
contributor.  2010, c. 7, s. 44. 

Depositing of contributions 

(2)  All money contributed for the purpose of 
third party election advertising and accepted by 
or on behalf of a third party registered under 
this Act shall be paid into the appropriate 
depository on record with the Chief Electoral 
Officer.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Third party election advertising report 

37.12  (1)  The chief financial officer of every 
third party that is required to be registered in 
accordance with subsection 37.5 (1) shall file a 
third party election advertising report in the 
prescribed form with the Chief Electoral 
Officer within six months after polling day.  
2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Details re expenses 

(2)  A third party election advertising report 
shall contain a list of all third party election 
advertising expenses and the time and place of 
broadcast or publication of the advertisements 
to which the expenses relate.  2007, c. 15, 
s. 32. 

When no expenses 

(3)  If a third party has not incurred third party 
election advertising expenses, that fact shall be 
indicated in its third party election advertising 
report.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Details re contributions 

Idem 

(4)  Une copie de ce qui a été consigné aux 
termes du paragraphe (3) dans un dossier est 
fournie au directeur des finances du tiers.  
2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Idem 

(5)  Pour l’application des articles 37.1 à 37.13, 
constituent une contribution d’un particulier, 
d’une personne morale ou d’un syndicat les 
sommes d’argent qui leur sont imputables et 
qui forment la contribution visée au paragraphe 
(3).  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Contributions supérieures à 25 $ 

37.11  (1)  Les contributions supérieures à 25 $ 
faites, aux fins de la publicité électorale d’un 
tiers, à un tiers inscrit aux termes de la présente 
loi : 
 a) ne doivent pas être versées en espèces; 
 b) sont versées : 
 (i) soit de manière que le nom et le 

compte du donateur soient associés 
au paiement, 

 (ii) soit sous forme de mandat signé par 
le donateur.  2010, chap. 7, art. 44. 

Dépôt des contributions 

(2)  Les contributions faites aux fins de la 
publicité électorale d’un tiers qui sont 
acceptées par un tiers inscrit aux termes de la 
présente loi ou pour son compte sont déposées 
auprès du dépositaire pertinent dont le nom 
figure aux dossiers du directeur général des 
élections.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Rapport sur la publicité électorale d’un tiers

37.12  (1)  Le directeur des finances de chaque 
tiers qui est tenu de s’inscrire aux termes du 
paragraphe 37.5 (1) dépose dans les six mois 
qui suivent le jour du scrutin auprès du 
directeur général des élections, selon la 
formule prescrite, un rapport sur la publicité 
électorale du tiers.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Précisions relatives aux dépenses 
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(4)  The third party election advertising report 
shall include, 
 (a) the amount, by class of contributor, of 

contributions for third party election 
advertising purposes that were received 
in the period beginning two months 
before the issue of the writ and ending 
three months after polling day; 

 (b) for each contributor who made 
contributions of a total amount of more 
than $100 for third party election 
advertising purposes during the period 
referred to in clause (a), their name, 
address and class, and the amount and 
date of each contribution; 

 (c) the amount, other than an amount of a 
contribution referred to in clause (a), that 
was paid out of the third party’s own 
funds for third party election advertising 
expenses.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Same 

(5)  If the chief financial officer is unable to 
identify which contributions were received for 
third party election advertising purposes during 
the period referred to in clause (4) (a), the third 
party election advertising report shall list the 
names and addresses of every contributor who 
donated a total of more than $100 to the third 
party during that period.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Classes of contributors 

(6)  For the purposes of clauses (4) (a) and (b), 
the following are the classes of contributors: 
 1. Individuals. 
 2. Corporations. 
 3. Trade unions.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Bills, receipts 

(7)  A third party shall, at the request of the 
Chief Electoral Officer, provide the original of 
any bill, voucher or receipt in relation to a third 
party election advertising expense that is in an 
amount of more than $50.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Auditor’s report 

(2)  Le rapport sur la publicité électorale du 
tiers donne la liste des dépenses liées à la 
publicité électorale de celui-ci ainsi que les 
date et lieu de radiodiffusion ou de publication 
des annonces auxquelles elles se rapportent.  
2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Cas d’absence de dépenses 

(3)  Si un tiers n’a pas engagé de dépenses liées 
à sa publicité électorale, il le signale dans son 
rapport sur celle-ci.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Précisions relatives aux contributions 

(4)  Le rapport sur la publicité électorale du 
tiers mentionne aussi ce qui suit : 
 a) le montant, par catégorie de donateurs, 

des contributions destinées à la publicité 
électorale du tiers reçues pendant la 
période qui commence deux mois avant 
l’émission du décret et se termine trois 
mois après le jour du scrutin; 

 b) pour les donateurs dont la contribution 
destinée à la publicité électorale du tiers 
pendant la période visée à l’alinéa a) 
dépasse, au total, 100 $, leurs nom, 
adresse et catégorie ainsi que le montant 
de la contribution et la date à laquelle elle 
a été faite; 

 c) le montant des dépenses liées à la 
publicité électorale du tiers que celui-ci a 
engagées à même ses propres fonds, 
exception faite des contributions visées à 
l’alinéa a).  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Idem 

(5)  Si le directeur des finances n’est pas en 
mesure de déterminer si les contributions 
reçues pendant la période visée à l’alinéa (4) a) 
étaient destinées à la publicité électorale du 
tiers, les nom et adresse de tous les donateurs 
ayant versé au tiers plus de 100 $, au total, 
pendant cette période sont indiqués dans le 
rapport sur la publicité électorale du tiers.  
2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Catégories de donateurs 
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37.13  (1)  The third party election advertising 
report of a third party that incurs $5,000 or 
more in third party election advertising 
expenses shall include a report made under 
subsection (2).  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Same 

(2)  The third party’s auditor shall report on the 
third party election advertising report and shall 
make any examination that will enable the 
auditor to give an opinion in the auditor’s 
report as to whether the third party election 
advertising report presents fairly the 
information contained in the accounting 
records on which it is based.  2007, c. 15, s. 32. 

Statement 

(3)  An auditor shall include in the auditor’s 
report any statement that the auditor considers 
necessary, when, 
 (a) the third party election advertising report 

that is the subject of the auditor’s report 
does not present fairly the information 
contained in the accounting records on 
which it is based; 

 (b) the auditor has not received all the 
required information and explanations 
from the third party; or 

 (c) based on the auditor’s examination, it 
appears that the third party has not kept 
proper accounting records.  2007, c. 15, 
s. 32. 

Right of access 

(4)  The auditor shall have access at any 
reasonable time to all the documents of the 
third party, and may require the third party to 
provide any information or explanation that, in 
the auditor’s opinion, is necessary to enable the 
auditor to prepare the report.  2007, c. 15, 
s. 32. 

(6)  Pour l’application des alinéas (4) a) et b), 
les catégories de donateurs sont les suivantes : 
 1. Les particuliers. 
 2. Les personnes morales. 
 3. Les syndicats.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Autres documents 

(7)  Sur demande du directeur général des 
élections, le tiers produit les originaux des 
factures, reçus et justificatifs pour tout montant 
de dépenses liées à sa publicité électorale 
supérieur à 50 $.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Rapport du vérificateur 

37.13  (1)  Le rapport sur la publicité électorale 
du tiers qui engage des dépenses liées à sa 
publicité électorale de 5 000 $ ou plus 
comprend le rapport prévu au paragraphe (2).  
2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Idem 

(2)  Le vérificateur du tiers fait rapport de sa 
vérification du rapport sur la publicité 
électorale du tiers. Il fait les vérifications qui 
lui permettent d’établir si, à son avis, ce 
rapport présente fidèlement les renseignements 
contenus dans les registres comptables sur 
lesquels il est fondé.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Cas où un commentaire est requis 

(3)  Le vérificateur inclut dans son rapport les 
commentaires qu’il estime nécessaires lorsque, 
selon le cas : 
 a) le rapport sur la publicité électorale du 

tiers faisant l’objet de son rapport ne 
présente pas fidèlement les 
renseignements contenus dans les 
registres comptables sur lesquels il est 
fondé; 

 b) il n’a pas reçu du tiers tous les 
renseignements et explications qu’il a 
exigés; 

 c) sa vérification révèle que le tiers n’a pas 
tenu les registres comptables appropriés.  
2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 

Droit de consultation 
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(4)  Le vérificateur a le droit de consulter les 
documents du tiers à toute heure raisonnable. Il 
a également le droit d’exiger du tiers les 
renseignements et explications qui, à son avis, 
peuvent être nécessaires à l’établissement de 
son rapport.  2007, chap. 15, art. 32. 
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The Election Financing Act, C.C.S.M., c. E27, Part 12 
https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/index_ccsm.php#E  
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Elections Act, S.N.S. 2011, c. 5, Part I, ss. 275-84 

www.canlii.org 

THIRD PARTY ELECTION ADVERTISING 

Limits 

275 (1) A third party shall not incur election advertising expenses of a total amount of more than 
ten thousand dollars during an election in relation to a general election. 

(2) Not more than two thousand dollars of the total amount referred to in subsection (1) shall 
be incurred to promote or oppose the election of one or more candidates in a given electoral 
district, including by 

(a) naming them; 
(b) showing their likenesses; 
(c) identifying them by their respective political affiliations; or 
(d) taking a position on an issue with which they are particularly associated. 

(3) The limit set out in subsection (2) only applies to an amount incurred with respect to a 
leader of a registered party to the extent that it is incurred to promote or oppose the election of 
the leader of a registered party in a given electoral district. 

(4) A third party shall not incur election advertising expenses of a total amount of more than 
two thousand dollars in a given electoral district during a by-election. 

(5) The amounts set out in subsections (1), (2) and (4) are increased at the beginning of each 
year by the percentage increase in the previous year in the Consumer Price Index for the 
Province published by Statistics Canada using the annual 2010 index as the base. 2011, c. 5, s. 
275. 

Offence 

276 A third party shall not circumvent, or attempt to circumvent, a limit set out in section 275 
in any manner, including by splitting itself into two or more third parties for the purpose of 
circumventing the limit or acting in collusion with another third party so that their combined 
election advertising expenses exceed the limit. 2011, c. 5, s. 276. 

Third party must be identified and authorize 

277 (1) A third party shall identify itself in any election advertising placed by it and indicate that 
it has authorized the advertising. 

(2) No person shall transmit any election advertising referred to in subsection (1) that does 
not comply with subsection (1). 2011, c. 5, s. 277. 

Registration 

278 (1) A third party shall register immediately after having incurred election advertising 
expenses of a total amount of five hundred dollars and may not register before the issue of the 
writ. 

(2) An application for registration must be sent to the Chief Electoral Officer in the 
prescribed form and must include 

(a) the name, address and telephone number of 
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(i) where the third party is an individual, the individual, 
(ii) where the third party is a corporation, the corporation and the officer who 

has signing authority for it, and 
(iii) where the third party is a group, the group and a person who is responsible 

for the group; 
(b) the signature of the individual, officer or person referred to in subclause (a)(i), (ii) 

or (iii), respectively, as the case may be; 
(c) the address and telephone number of the office of the third party where its books 

and records are kept and of the office to which communications may be 
addressed; and 

(d) the name, address and telephone number of the third party’s financial agent. 

(3) An application under subsection (2) must be accompanied by a declaration signed by the 
financial agent accepting the appointment. 

(4) Where the third party is a trade union, corporation or other entity with a governing body, 
the application must include a copy of the resolution passed by its governing body authorizing it 
to incur election advertising expenses. 

(5) The Chief Electoral Officer shall, after receiving an application, determine whether the 
requirements set out in subsections (1) to (4) are met and shall then notify the person who signed 
the application whether the third party is registered. 

(6) Where the Chief Electoral Officer refuses to register a third party, the Chief Electoral 
Officer shall give reasons for the refusal. 

(7) A third party may not be registered under a name that, in the opinion of the Chief 
Electoral Officer, is likely to be confused with the name of a candidate, registered party, or other 
registered third party. 

(8) The registration of a third party is valid only for the election period during which the 
application is made, but the third party continues to be subject to the requirement to file an 
election advertising report under subsection 282(1). 2011, c. 5, s. 278. 

Financial agent 

279 (1) A third party that is required to register under subsection 278(1) shall appoint a financial 
agent who may be a person who is authorized to sign an application for registration made under 
that subsection. 

(2) The following persons may not act as the financial agent of a registered third party 
(a) a member of the House of Assembly; 
(b) a candidate; 
(c) an auditor acting for a registered party, an electoral district association or a 

candidate; 
(d) an election officer or an employee of Elections Nova Scotia; 
(e) an individual who does not have full capacity to enter into contracts; 
(f) an individual who, at any time in the previous seven years, has been convicted of 

an offence under this Act or the former Act. 
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(3) A financial agent may authorize a person to accept contributions or incur election 
advertising expenses, but that authorization does not limit the responsibility of the financial 
agent. 2011, c. 5, s. 279. 

Registry of third parties 

280 The Chief Electoral Officer shall maintain, for the period that the Chief Electoral Officer 
considers appropriate, a registry of third parties in which is recorded, in relation to each 
registered third party, the information referred to in subsection 278(2). 2011, c. 5, s. 280. 

Contribution to registered third party 

281 (1) Every contribution made during an election to a registered third party for election 
advertising purposes must be accepted by, and every election advertising expense incurred on 
behalf of a third party must be authorized by, its financial agent. 

(2) No registered third party shall use a contribution for election advertising if the registered 
third party does not know the name and address of the individual who made the contribution. 
2011, c. 5, s. 281. 

Election advertising report 

282 (1) Every third party that is required to be registered in accordance with subsection 278(1) 
shall file an election advertising report in the prescribed form with the Chief Electoral Officer 
within four months after election day. 

(2) An election advertising report must contain 
(a) in the case of a general election, 

(i) a list of election advertising expenses referred to in subsection 275(2) and 
the time and place of the broadcast or publication of the advertisements to 
which the expenses relate, and 

(ii) a list of all election advertising expenses other than those referred to in 
subclause (i) and the time and place of broadcast or publication of the 
advertisements to which the expenses relate; and 

(b) in the case of a by-election, a list of election advertising expenses referred to in 
subsection 275(4) and the time and place of the broadcast or publication of the 
advertisements to which the expenses relate. 

(3) Where a third party has not incurred expenses referred to in clause (2)(a) or (b), that fact 
must be indicated in its election advertising report. 

(4) The election advertising report must include 
(a) the amount of contributions for election advertising purposes that were received 

in the period beginning six months before the issue of the writ and ending on 
election day; 

(b) for each individual who made contributions of a total amount of more than two 
hundred dollars for election advertising name, address and the amount and date of 
each contribution; and 

(c) the amount, other than an amount of a contribution referred to in paragraph (a), 
that was paid out of the third party’s own funds for election advertising expenses. 

(5) Where the third party is unable to identify which contributions were received for election 
advertising purposes in the period referred to in clause (4)(a), it shall list the names and 
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addresses of every individual who donated a total of more than two hundred dollars to it during 
that period. 

(6) An election advertising report must include the signed declarations of the financial agent 
and, if different, of the person who signed the application made under subsection 278(2) that the 
report is accurate. 

(7) A registered third party shall, at the request of the Chief Electoral Officer, provide the 
original of any bill, voucher or receipt in relation to an election advertising expense that is in an 
amount of more than fifty dollars. 2011, c. 5, s. 282. 

Correction to report 

283 The Chief Electoral Officer may make a correction in a report referred to in subsection 
282(1) if the error does not materially affect the substance of the report. 2011, c. 5, s. 283. 

Names and reports to be published 

284 The Chief Electoral Officer shall, in the manner the Chief Electoral Officer considers 
appropriate, publish 

(a) the names and addresses of registered third parties, as they are registered; and 

(b) within one year after the issue of the writ, reports made under subsection 282(1). 
2011, c. 5, s. 284. 

 

No official French translation. 
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Elections Finances and Contributions Disclosure Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. E-2, s. 9.1(1) 

www.canlii.org 

Registration of third parties 

9.1(1) A third party shall apply for registration under this section 

(a) when it has incurred expenses of $1000 or plans to incur expenses of at least 
$1000 for election advertising, or 

(b) when it has accepted election advertising contributions of $1000 or plans to 
accept election advertising contributions of at least $1000. 

 

No official French translation. 
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Political Process Financing Act, S.N.B. 1978, c. P-9.3, s. 84.3(1) 

www.canlii.org 

84.3(1)  A third party shall register in accordance with this section immediately after incurring 
election advertising expenses that exceed $500 in total. 

 

No official French translation. 
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Chapter 1 

Regulating and Deregulating Risk 

1:10 INTRODUCTION 

The water con taminat ion al W<llkerton, Ontario, caused seven deat hs 
and ove r 2.300 people to become ill. Betty T rlls il inski, aged 56, was one o f 
tbe people who died as a result o f the outbreak. BcHy's daughter expressed 
her fee lings of dee p loss: 

She died in the hospital away from her hOl11e, hooked lip 10 machines and 
tubes in i.I collla. She su rfered terrib ly ror lcn days. She never had a chance to 
underSlilnd her illness. She could n' t put her affa irs in order or S,IY goodbye. 
There WilS no time. She just gOL sicker and sicker ... and we were always len 
steps behind the illness. Her dreams of her retirement with Dad and tnlvelillg 
were stolen, all because the water was unsa re ilnd nobody laid her. I 

T he prema ture loss of any life is a tragedy. The facts at Walker ton, 
which came to light as a result of the subsequent inq uiry. led to a serio us 
outc ry because some of the illnesses, and perhaps even some of the deaths, 
could have been prevented. 2 Beyond the boundaries of Walkerton, the 
tragedy touched a raw nerve. The hidden da nger in doi ng something as 
commonplace us drinki ng water, len man y people feeling powerless a nd 
with a sense of dread. 

In North American society in the 2 1st cent ury, we assume [ba l 
government can provide competent basic services and effecti vely regulate 
those who provide sllch services for profit. Yet not a ll risks are, or can be, 
regu lated by s tat utes that provide penalties for no n-compliance. To 
calcula te wha t should be regulated and to wha t degree, it is essent ial to 
have a working knowledge of the principles of risk assessme nt a nd risk 
managemen t. O'Connor 1.A. emphasized the importa nce of risk 
management at Walkerton: 

, 

Despite huvi ng knowledge that there could be risks, no member of Cabinet 
or other public servant directed tha i a risk <lssessmcnl and ma nagement plan 

The Honourable D.R. O'Connor, Rrpflrt oIlfu.' WalkCl"/(JJI I"quit:l': The El'ell/S f!/"MfI.¥ 20UD 
fllld Relu/ed Issues. Part One (Toronto: Queen·s Printer for Ontario, 2002). at p. 46 (the 
"Walkerton Report'·). 
Ibid., <It pp. 3·5, "Summary ofCollclusion~". Putting this concept into dollar terms, the total 
cost of implememing O'C0l1Il0r J.A.'s recommendations was estimated to amount to an 
average of between $7 and $19 per household per year. Seealso, Purl Two of the W"lkerton 
Report, at p. 7. 
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1:10 REGULATORY AND CORPORATE LlAH1LlT'{ 

be C'ont!uclcd 10 determine the exlent of those risk s. whcllh:r Ihe risks should 
be il$suJl1ed. and ir assilmed. whether they could be 1l1iln'\gctl. Although 
evidence W,\S given.ll the Inquiry by senior civi l scrV'1l11S. the Minister of lhe 
Environment. illld the Prelllier lbal (he risks were t:ollsidcrcd and Ih;ll 
eOllclllsiollS wac rt'acbed (hill the risks wcre considered ll1an<lgcilb!c, 110 
analysis appC;lfS (0 h;lve been made or the s\)ccilic nature, seope, or extenl of 
the risks or of how they eou ld be millwgcd : 

The primary pu rpose of this chapter is to explore the principles of risk 
assessment and risk management since these f01'111 important foundations of 
regulatory law. 

1:20 A BRIEF HISTOlUCAL JOURNEY 

A brief historica l review of the regulatory State reveals that the same 
historic,d themes repeat themselves, and often renecr the ebb and now of 
politics. Regulations over human cond uct have phi losophical origins ·in the 
theory of the State. Thomas Hobbes views the commonwealth as the saviour 
of society: 

The finall Cuuse, End, or Des igne of men, (who nalurally love Li bert y, and 
Dominion over ot her,) in the introdtlclion of that rcstmint lipan themselves, 
(in which we see them live in COllllllon-wea lths,) is the foresight of their own 
preservation, and of a more contented life thereby; Ihal is to say, of gell ing 
themselves out from that misc r<lble condition of Warre, which is necess<lrily 
consequent (as haLh been shewn) to the natural! Passions of men, when there is 
no visib le Power 10 keep them in awe, and tye them by feare of punishment to 
the performance of their Covenants, and observation of those Lawes of 
Nature set down in the fourteenth and fifieenth Chllplers.4 

TIle surrender of power to the Commonwealth permitted the sovereign 
State to pass laws for the protection of its subjects. This contract theory is 
one of the fo undations of the regulatory State.5 By virtue of the decision to 
enter the regulated field, the regulated person can be taken to ha ve accepted 
certa in terms and cond itions of enl ry.6 

• 

Ibid.,iltp.4 11. 
T. Hobbes, Lel'illlllllll, cd. by CB. Macpherson (first published in Great Britain: Pelican 
Books, 1651, 1968 i1nd 1974), at p. 223 . For a feminist critique of Hobbes' view of the world, 
see S. Clmplin, ··How the Sublime Comes to Malter in Eighteenth Cenlul·y Leg<ll Di::;cour~c 
- un I rigaray.m Critique of Hobbes, Locke (lnd Burke" (200 1),9 Femillist Legal Sluflies 199. 
Chtt plin argues that Hobbes, Locke and Burke all had an object of dread that was ·'the 
revoltuioll<lry mob or, ill more abstract tenns, the 'state of mJlurc', both of which threaten the 
security of the male property-owning subject ilnd his social world. Nature and revolution, 
moreover, carry connotations or materiality and lemillimty. I-'arlicu tarly in the work of 
Burke aner 1789, the sublime object par excellence emerges as the untamed, revolutionary 
female" (at.p. 202). 
T he application in practice of Hobbes' theory in lhe 19th and 20th centuries revealed that the 
sovereign might not necessarily be benevolent. Totalitarian regimes did not enhllnce the 
securilY of citizens. See M. Valverde, "GoveruingThroughSecurity",in R. Danielse! al.eds., 
Tile Security of Fl'eetlom (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 200 1), at p. 84. 
R. v. Wlwlesuie Truve/ Group Illc. (1991), 67 CC.C (3d) 193 (S.c.c.), at p. 247, Cory J. 
discussing the Jicensingjuslification. 
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REGULATING AND DEREGULATING RISK Ull 

H obbC$ characterizc$ the liberty or the subject to buy, sell and contract 
as subjec t tn sove reig.n poweL 7 A thread or this philosophical approm:h can 
be seen in La Forest J :s description l1r the diminished privacy expeCtiltiollS 
or those who arc regula ted: 

the degree or privilcy the citizen call reasolwbly expect molY va ry 
signi lic,tntly depending. upon the activity IImt hrings him or her into contact 
with the st a te . [n it modem IIldustrtal society. il is gcncrally accepted lll ill 

many 'lI.:tivities in whidl individuals C<1I1 engage Illllst nevertheless to a gre,tler 
or lesser extent be regul:lted by the stille 10 ensure th:ll the individu,]I's pursuit 
or his or her selr-interest is compatible with the cOllllllunity's interest in the 
realization of co llective go,tis ilnd aspirations.1( 

The precursor of regulatory orrences was la ws dealing wit h public 
protection from s llch things <'IS adulterated o r impure rood. As observed by 
Cory J., the number and significance ofregu l,ltory offences increased great ly 
wit h the Industri,ll Revolu tion. In the following passage, Cory J. articulates 
an alterna te rat iona le (apart rrom the contract/ licensing th eory) based on 
the protection or the vulnerable: 

While some regulatory legislation such as that pertl1lning to the can lent 10 
food <tnd drin k daLes back to Ihe MIddle Ages, the number and signi fi cance of 
regulatory orrences increased greatl y with the onset of the Indust rial 
Revol ution. Unfellered industri,tli zati on had led to abuses. Regu lat ions were, 
therefore, enac ted to protect the vul nerable - pa rl icltia rl y the children, men 
and wome n who laboured long hours in dangerous and unhealthy l;llrround
ings. Without these regulations many would have died . It later became 
necessary to regulate the manufactured prod ucts themselves and, still la ter, the 
discharge of effl uent rcslllting from the m;tnufacturi ng process. There is no 
doubt thaI regulatory offences were origina ll¥ ilnd sti ll <Ire designed to protect 
those who a re unable to protect themselves. 

The <lbove refe rence to rood <lnd drink in the Middle Ages comes full 
circle to the listerios is crisis that occ urred in Canad<l in 2008. The Report of 
the Independent In vestigato r in to the crisis round thaI the lack or 1:1 

regulatory requirement o n induslry to report posit ive listeria environmen ta l 
tes ts was a contributing rac tor to the c risis.9n 

Regulatio ns cover every aspect or modern societ y rrom hea lth and 
safe ly to equality a nd socia l poli cy. A somewh at crude divi ding line has been 
dm wn between economic and "social regulation ". 10 In the United States, an 
ea rly example or nati onal regulation for econo mic purposes was the 
Inters tate Commerce Commission, which was c reated in the 19th centu ry to 

Hobbes. lip . d/ .. fOOl note 4, at p. 264. Hobbes' vision of the Sta le was qui te coercive in nature. 
He argued tlml Ihe Sin Ie was en tilled to take illegal aClion 10 prevent hann 10 socielY. 
Fortunately, Hobbes' perspective lws nol found favou r in our democriltic world . 
Whofesale TfII l·eJ. SUpl'll. footnote 6, 1:11 p. 247. Cory J. citing La Forest J. in Tfw/IIsol1 
NeH'SIWpers LId. t'. COIlfIt!a (Dirrc/Ur oI fm'esl(~(l/ioll "1Il1 Rese(llTII. Reslriclit'l' Trade 
Pmclil:(.'s eVII/missi(ln) (1990). 67 D.L.R . (4th) 16 1 (S.C.C).u t p. 220. 
Wha/es{lie Trtll'ef, SlIpr(l, al p. 236. 
Sheila Wealherill et aI., "Report of the Independent Investigator in the 2008 Listeriosis 
Out breilk" (Government of Canada, July 2009), Chllpter 5. 
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1:20 REGULATORY AND CORPORATE LIABI LITY 

regul at e railroads . Ear ly economic regulation was often concerned wi th 
monopolies. a nd the need for "trust-busti ng'", In those days, control over an 
oi l pipeline by o ne organiz,ltion could create a strangleho ld on the economy. 
The Rooseve lt administration launched 45 anli-trust s ui ts. culminating in 
Ihe U.S. Supreme Co ur t's decision in 1911 to break up Rockdeller's 
Standard Oi l trust . (I 

In the new millennium, the equivalent o f the oil pip~lillC is the In ternet 
information highway. l:1 History repealed itself wi th the United Sta tes 
decision Ihal Microsoft had vio la ted anti-trust laws wi th p reda tory 
beha viollL IJ T he Appeal Coun aITir l11 cd that Microsoft illega lly defended 
its monopoly position in personal computer operating syste ms,14 

M odern regu lat io n over business practices has links to the great s tock 
ma r ke t crash or 1929Y In the 1930s. New Dea l legisli.l t ion in th e Un ited 
Sta tes attempted to contro l the eco nomy wi th legislat ion such as the 

Na tiollal Recovery Act. T he New Dea l legis lat ion confl ic ted with 
conven ti ona l economic theory an d was attacked in the courts,ltI The leg"l 
st rugg le be tween the New Deal legisla tion and th e S upreme COLIrt o f the 
Uni ted States is an impo rta nt topic in itself, relatin g to the power of the 
courts to so metimes im pede the democratic will .17 The h isto ry of the New 
Dea l legisla tio n illus trated an important distinction between regu latio n and 
ownership, This wou ld become a bright line tes t in the rutLlre: 

'" 

" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 

Inste<ld, the New Deal pursued another approach - regulation in stead of 
ownership of nationalization, ant itrust rat her than concentration and 
ra tionalization, decentralized control instead of planning . In so doing, the 
New Dea l put in place a system to regull.lle markets and ensu re that they 
worked better - and, by-t ile-by, to save ca pi wlism from itself. Despite the 
wide variety in the purposes of the various regu latory agencies, there were two 
un ifying themes - the failu re of markets and the problem of monopoly . III 

D . Yergin and J. Slanisl<lw. Th~ C(III!/1Wlllfillg He(~hls: TIlt' 8uli/(' 8('1\1'('1'11 COI'('I'mlWIII (lml 
11t(, Mllrkelplll(,{' Iltlll is Relllllking III(' MillIei'll Wllrld(New York: Simon & Schusler, 1998), at 
p. 359. 
Ibid., at p. 50. 
W. Goldman Rohm, The Micfllsoji Fih,: The Seul'/ C(lS" (lg(lillSI Bill Gmes (New York: 
Times Business. 1998), al p. xii. 
J. Brinkley and S . Lohr, The Illside SIOI}'ofllie L(lIIrllllurk CIIs(' U.S. I'. Miuo.nlji (New York: 
McGrnw-Hill l llc" 200 1). Clwpter 6, 
This de1:ision f0I111S Ihe basis of civil suits such as thai launched by Sun M icrosystellls Inc. 
uguins\ Microsoft for three billion dollars. See P. Brethour, "SUIi laullches billion-dollur 
Microsoft suit", Glohe (111(1 Moil (MiHCh 9, 2002), p. BI. 
J.K. Galbraith, A JiJ/ll'lley Thl'(JIIgh E,'UI1Ulllic Tillie: A Firs/lwml Viel!' (Bosion: Houghton 
Miffiin. 1994). ,II Chapler 7, "The Crash" . 
Ibid. , a' P, 86. 
K. Roach, The Sllprell1e ellilfl 1111 Trilll: ill/lidlll Arli/'ism or DI'IIWcrlllic Dilllogll!! (Toronto: 
Irwin LllW, 200 1), 1l1 p. I I. T hisdeba \euboutjudici,,] power has been heightened by the power 
conferred by the ell/mdioll CIIl(rler of Rig his mill Freedoms: see P. Hogg and A. Bushell, "The 
Charter Dialogue Between Courts and Legislutures (or Perha ps the Churter of Rights Isn't u 
Bad Thing After All)" ( 1997), 35 Osgoode Ha ll L.J . 75; C. Manfredi and J . Ke!ly, "Six 
Degrees of Dii/logue: A Response to Hoggand Bushell" (1999), 37 Osgoode Ha ll L.J . 513; P_ 
Hogg und A. T hornlon, "Reply to 'Six Degrees ofOiuJogue'" (1999),37 Osgoode Hu ll U . 
529. 
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"Source: Studies on Strict Liability, 1974. 
Department of Justice Canada. 
Reproduced with the permission of the Minister of Public 
Works and Government Services Canada, 2007." 
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I 

The Law and the Citizen 

Mention the word "law" to the average man and the odds are he won't 
think of contracts, wills or all the other things that lawyers talk about. Ten 
to one he'll think of the police. To the average man "law" means first and 
foremost criminal law. 

In this he shows good sense. For criminal law is the law that protects 
the citizens from violence, dishonesty and other "sins with legal definitions"
the law that sees him safely home. It's also the law that sees him into court: 
motoring, liquor and other lesser offences produce one and a half million 
convictions a year-one for every thirteen people in the country. Above all, 
the criminal law is our most basic and essential law, the law that is most 
concerned with right and wrong, and the law that more than all other law 
gives our society its shape. 

But is it the shape we want? Criminal law isn't a one~way street, and 
while it protects the citizen, it also restricts his liberty by forbidding certain 
kinds of acts and by intervening to punish those who do them. As Jaw re
formers, then, we face three basic questions: (1) what right have we to 
have a criminal law-what is its justification? (2) does our criminal Jaw 
restrict and intervene too much or not enough-what is its proper scope and 
ambit? and (3) does it punish the right people, or is it too severe on those 
who are not in fact at fault or is it too lenient on those who are-does it 
apply the right criterion of guilt? How far in these respects is our criminal 

•law the kind of criminal law we ought to have? 

The Criminal Law We Have 

To begin with, what is the criminal law we have? Tn fact, what is the 
criminal Jaw, and what is crime? Put simply, crime is anything against the 
law, but more than this; for acts against the law need not be crimes. Some, 
like breach of contract, are only civil wrongs-wrongs for which the 
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wrongdoer can be sued and made by law to compensate those injured by 
them. Others----erimes-are wrongs for which he may be prosecuted and 
punished. On the face of it then, a crime is something prohibited and 
punishable by law. 

This, though, is not enough. For many acts in Canada are prohibited 
and punishable by law without being crimes. To be a crime in Canada an act, 
in strict law, must be prohibited and punishable by federal law. In Canada, 
our constitution says, the power to make the criminal law is a federal 
power: the British North America Act entrusts this power to the federal 
Parliament. 

The provinces, then, can make no criminal law. Yet all the same they 
can create offences; for the B.N.A. Act lays down that the provinces can 
make it an offence to di~obcy the laws they have authority to pass and can 
impose penalties for disobedience to them. In consequence, they have created 
numerous offences (which in all respects look just like crimes) and which 
in fact produce by far the majority of convictions in our criminal courts
e.g. over 1,400,000 out of the 1 ,800,000 convictions recorded in 1969. 
You can be charged, convicted and punished for them just as for a crime. Nor 
would the ordinary citizen convicted, say, of driving without due care and 
fined and deprived of his licence, take comfort from the fact that, constitution
ally speaking, he is guilty of a provincial offence and not a crime. This is a 
distinction he doesn't draw. 

Instead he draws a different one, one dating back at least to Blackston~ 
and the eighteenth century. A crime, he thinks, is not just anything that 
happens to be punishable by law, it is something that also ought to be so 
punishable. In the words of that nineteenth century master of the criminal 
law, Mr. Justice Stephen, to whom we largely owe our Criminal Code, a 
crime in the popular sense means "an act which is both forbidden by Jaw 
and revolting to the moral sentiments of society." By contrast, acts simply 
forbidden by law but not revolting to the moral sentiments of society-e.g. 
parking at certain times in certain places-are mere prohibited offences. And 
between the two--between "crimes" and mere "offences"-there lies, the 
ordinary citizen contend~, a basic difference. 

But is he right? After all, what makes a crime like murder wrong? 
Surely the harm involved-direct harm to the victim, indirect harm to his 
family and harm in terms of fear and alarm to the rest of society. And why 
does the law forbid parking at certain times and places and make it an 
offence? Again surely because of the harm involved-street congestion and 
interruption of traffic flow. Is the difference, then, a simple difference of 
degree? 

Not altogether. There are other dillerenccs: the harms involved arc 
different in kind. ''Crimes" violate fundamental rules, constitute wrongs of 
greater generality, and involve harm of a far more obvious kind than do 
"offences". 
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II 

Strict Liability and Present Law 

Should a person who breaks the law be guilty only if he breaks it 
knowingly? This far the law never went: it never reserved punishment solely 
for those who know they are breaking the law. Ignorance of law, says 
authority, is no excuse. It's no defence for a burglar to say he didn't know 
that burglary was against the law or for a possessor of stolen goods to say 
he didn't know the law prohibited such possession. For everyone is presumed 
to know the law; mistake of law is no defence. 

Mistake of fact is. A person who buys stolen goods without realizing 
they are stolen has a good defence to a charge of possession. Legal tradition 
says that no one is guilty simply because he does the criminal act: he has 
to have the criminal knowledge or intention too. In principle, then, mistake 
of fact is a good defence. 

Not necessarily, though, in practice. In practice many offences, especially 
regulatory offences, rule out defences based on mistake of fact. Of such 
offences one can be guilty without intention or knowledge or even careless
ness. A trader who so packages food as to create an erroneous impression 
about its contents contravenes s.S of the Food and Drugs Act and commit~ 
an offence even though the packaging is done in all good faith and with no 
lack of care. In such offences liability is strict. 

But is it fair? Is it fair to convict people who are in no way to blame? 
Or is it inevitable? So complex and interdependent is modem life, and so 
important is it to maintain high standards of safety, hygiene and so on, that 
strict liability, it is often argued, is essential. Without it, runs the argument, 
the laws promoting these high standards couldn't be enforced. For the only 
people who know, and could ever know, whether the defendants were at 
fault or not are the defendants themselves, since only they know what goes 
on at their places of business. Take strict liability away and we could no 
longer enforce our public welfare criminal Jaw. Justice, on this view, must 
bow to expediency. 
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But how big a problem is this in Canada today? How many strict 
liability offences and how many prosecutions for them are there? Our findings 
are as follows. First, federal laws contain about 20,000 regulatory offences 
and the laws of the average province about another 20,000, and of the com
bined total ninety per cent (90%) are offences of strict liability. Second, 
each year there are roughly l ,400,000 convictions2 for strict liability offences 
and roughly 850,000 persons are convicted of them-a conviction a year for 
one in twenty-five of the population. The problem, quantitatively speaking, is 
enormous. 

But is it real? Does strict liability exist in practice as well as on paper? 
To answer this we investigated three areas of law-misleading advertising 
Jaw, weights and measures law, and food and drugs Jaw-and found that 
those areas are so administered that prosecutions are hardly ever launched 
against people who are not at fault. Extrapolate this finding across the board 
<md apply it to all strict liability offence~, and the potential injustice of 
strict liability would be no practical problem. 

It is still a legal problem, though. For if the law says guilt doesn't depend 
on fault and practice says it does, we have a divergence between practice 
and law. This at best produces confusion, at worst hypocrisy. We suggest 
it is never advisable to tolerate too large a discrepancy between what the law 
really is in practice and what on paper it purports to be. 

But what does the law on strict liability purport to be? Our investiga
tions show that on this the law is utterly unclear. We never know, and never 
can know, till a court informs us, whether the average regulatory offence is 
one of strict liability or not. Nor can we predict what courts will say. Take 
the leading case on the topic: R. v. Pierce Fisheries Ltd. The defendants 
were charged with posse~sion of lobsters below the size permitted by the 
Fisheries Regulations: in their shipment of 50,000 lbs. of lob~ters they 
had twenty-six below the regulation size. Did the prosecution have to show 
they knew or should have known the twenty-six were there? The trial court 
thought they did. So did the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal. But not the Su
preme Court of Canada, to which the prosecution appealed. The offence, 
said the Supreme Court, was one of strict liability. Yet how could anyone 
have told? 

All we can tell is that ninety per cent of our regulatory offences could 
be offences of strict liability. The sections and regulations creating them are 
so drafted as to give no indication whether or not mens rea is required. Before 
judicial pronouncement we can only wait and see. 

Can this be satisfactory? Satisfactory for a prosecutor who has to enforce 
the law and decide whether to launch a prosecution? Satisfactory for a 
defendant wondering if he has a good defence, or satisfactory for the gen
eral public affected by these regulations? 

On this we have no doubts. The citizen has a right to know the law, 
and if any part of the law should be clear and certain, the criminal law should. 

10 
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R.C.B. Risk* 

I. Introduction 

Lawyers, Courts, and the 
Rise of the Regulatory State 

In 1883, when Dalhousie Law School was created, lawyers in 
England, the United States, and Canada stood at the edge of a 
watershed. Massive changes in the law began during the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries - changes in doctrine, 
institutions, practice, and ways of thinking. I cannot imagine how I 
might describe these changes in one short paper, even if I 
understood them all. Instead, I have chosen to talk about one large 
strand, regulation, because it is an important feature of law in the 
twentieth century and because it offers an opportunity to consider 
some distinctive characteristics of our Canadian legal experience. 
My primary interest is the thinking of the common law lawyers -
judges, practioners, and academics -and especially their thinking 
about the ideal form of their legal system and about regulation, in 
particular the relation between courts and agencies and the 
constitutional legitimacy of regulatory power. My topic is massive, 
and I can hope only to present some suggestions and an agenda for 
future work. 

II. The Late Nineteenth Century 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, common law 
lawyers shared a set of ideals for law. The basic elements of these 
ideals were that the law should protect individual autonomy by 
setting generous boundaries within which each individual would be 
free from interference from other individuals and from the state. 
These boundaries were to be established by comprehensive general 
rules, largely common Jaw rules which would govern all individuals 
and the state both prospectively and indifferently and which would 
be applied by courts in an objective and apolitical way. These ideals 
were primarily, but not entirely, a product of late nineteenth century 
liberalism. The nature of the other influences is debatable, but the 
most important possibilities are lawyers' interests (for example, a 
need to establish a coherent legal system after the abolition of the 

*Professor of Law, University of Toronto. 
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The struggle is about the entire legal system and not just the topic 
of this paper, regulation. But regulation does present distinctive 
problems, especially with the individual and the state. Two 
examples of such problems are interpretation and the rule of the 
law. Usually, review of regulatory powers for error of law or 
jurisdiction is ultimately an issue of interpretation. We still often 
profess to believe that a statute is a text that contains a discrete 
meaning which can be found by an objective and detached reader, 
perhaps with the help of some vague reference to social policy or the 
intent of the legislature. The 1930s shattered the foundations of this 
belief, and we still seek a secure replacement. 33 

The fate of the rule of law is a more general problem and a crucial 
one, because it is at the heart of our legal system. Lawyers have 
been preoccupied by Dicey's formulation of the rule and especially 
by its peculiarities and inaccuracies. This preoccupation is 
inadequate, however, because it fails to grapple with the central 
question of whether the ideal- laws that are general, prospective, 
and govern individuals and the state indifferently - is coherent, 
just, and attainable. The ideal has caused much harm; for example, 
it has legitimated much abuse of private power. But it can be a 
valuable ideal for controlling public power. Our regulatory state 
gives immense discretion to officials; whatever we may believe or 
hope, the lawyers in the 1930s were correct: the rule of law in the 
form in which they knew it was passing. Our problem is whether it 
can be reformulated in a complex and intensely regulated society. 34 

33. The literature is vast and some of the most recent writing is among the most 
provocative; see, for example, a symposium entitled Law and Literature, in 
(1982), Texas L.R. 373-586. See also Fiss, Objectivity and Interpretation ( 1982) 
34 Stanford L.R. 739; and Tushnet, Following the Rules Laid Down: A Critique of 
lnterpretivism and Neutral Principles ( 1983), 96 Harvard L.R. 781. 
34. Again, the literature is vast. Some of the major items and examples are Dicey, 
The Law of the Constitution ( 1885), Ch. 4; Hayek, The Constitution of Liberty 
(1960), Pt. 2; Raz, The Authority of Law (1979), Ch. 11; Thompson, Whigs and 
Hunters: The Origins of the Black Act (1975); and Horwitz, Review 86 Yale L.J. 
565. 
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